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A B ST R AC T

A
ccording to the EuroNCAP Roadmap 2025, vehicular communication is expected

to play a decisive role in increasing traffic safety and efficiency. Vehicles can

improve their environmental awareness, exchange driving intentions, and cooperate

with other vehicles in their communication range. That way, vehicular communication

enables the cooperative coordination of driving maneuvers to prevent traffic jams, in-

crease traffic efficiency, and maintain safety on urban roads and highways, particularly

in congested scenarios with high vehicle density.

Cooperative driving requires high communication quality to coordinate maneuvers

safely and efficiently. Providing high communication quality in congested vehicular

networks, specifically for vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver, poses a sig-

nificant research challenge. Moreover, the context of cooperative driving continuously

changes due to high vehicle mobility, which further complicates the provision of high

communication quality for vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver.

Prioritizing information in congested vehicular networks improves the communi-

cation quality for vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver. If information prior-

itization is insufficient to provide high communication quality in heavily congested

vehicular networks, the cooperative driving application must adapt to the available

communication quality for maintaining traffic safety. The joint consideration of infor-

mation prioritization from the application and congestion control from the network

perspective to provide high communication quality for cooperative driving remains

an open research challenge.

As our first contribution, we assess communication quality and information rele-

vance for cooperative driving. Based on this, we present a relevance-aware resource

allocation approach and an adaptive data dissemination strategy using heterogeneous

vehicular access technologies to improve the communication quality in congested net-

works for vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver as our second contribution.

With our third contribution, we propose communication-aware cooperative driving.

In scenarios with impaired communication quality, our approach reduces traffic effi-

ciency to maintain safety. Thus, our approach can respond to unexpected events to

avoid accidents, even in scenarios with impaired communication quality.

We use numerical analysis and our simulation framework CoDA.kom with a proto-

typical implementation of the cooperative driving use case left-turning at an intersection
to evaluate our contributions. Our evaluation demonstrates that relevance-aware re-

source allocation prioritizes information of vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneu-

ver in scenarios with high vehicle density. Moreover, our adaptive data dissemination

strategy with heterogeneous vehicular access technologies provides high communi-

cation quality to vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver. Overall, we increase

traffic efficiency and maintain safety for cooperative driving by adapting to the vehic-

ular communication quality.
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K U R Z FA S S U NG

Gemäß der Euro NCAP-Roadmap 2025 wird die Fahrzeugkommunikation eine ent-

scheidende Rolle bei der Erhöhung der Sicherheit und Effizienz im Straßenverkehr

einnehmen. Fahrzeuge können dadurch ihre Umgebungswahrnehmung steigern, zu-

künftige Fahrabsichten austauschen und mit anderen Fahrzeugen in ihrer Kommu-

nikationsreichweite kooperieren. Somit ermöglicht Fahrzeugkommunikation die ko-

operative Koordinierung von Fahrmanövern, um Unfälle und Staus auf städtischen

Straßen und Autobahnen, insbesondere in Szenarien mit hoher Verkehrsdichte, ent-

scheidend zu reduzieren.

Kooperatives Fahren setzt eine hohe Kommunikationsqualität voraus, um Fahrmanö-

ver sicher und effizient zu koordinieren. Die Bereitstellung einer hohen Kommuni-

kationsqualität in stark belasteten Fahrzeugnetzwerken, insbesondere für Fahrzeuge,

welche kooperative Fahrmanöver koordinieren, stellt eine entscheidende wissenschaft-

liche Herausforderung dar. Darüber hinaus ändert sich der Kontext von kooperativen

Fahrmanövern aufgrund der hohen Fahrzeugmobilität fortwährend, was die Bereit-

stellung einer hohen Kommunikationsqualität für kooperativ agierende Fahrzeuge

weiter erschwert.

Informationspriorisierung in stark belasteten Fahrzeugnetzwerken erhöht die Kom-

munikationsqualität von Fahrzeugen, welche kooperative Fahrmanöver koordinieren.

Wenn Informationen für kooperative Fahrmanöver nicht ausreichend priorisiert wer-

den können, muss die kooperative Fahrfunktion an die verfügbare Kommunikati-

onsqualität adaptiert werden, um die Verkehrssicherheit weiterhin zu gewährleis-

ten. Bislang bleibt die gemeinsame Betrachtung der Informationspriorisierung aus

Applikations- und dem Entgegenwirken einer Netzwerküberlastung aus Netzwerk-

sicht, um eine hohe Kommunikationsqualität für das kooperative Fahren bereitzustel-

len, ein offenes Forschungsthema.

In dieser Arbeit stellen wir einen Ansatz zur Bewertung der Kommunikationsquali-

tät und Informationsrelevanz für das kooperative Fahren als unseren ersten Beitrag vor.

Darauf aufbauend schlagen wir eine relevanzbasierte Ressourcenzuweisung und eine

adaptive Verteilungsstrategie auf Basis heterogener Kommunikationstechnologien als

unseren zweiten Beitrag vor. Somit können relevante Informationen für das kooperative

Fahren mit einer hohen Kommunikationsqualität priorisiert werden. Als dritten Bei-
trag stellen wir einen kommunikationsberücksichtigenden Ansatz für das kooperative

Fahren vor. Um die Verkehrssicherheit in Szenarien mit niedriger Kommunikations-

qualität weiterhin zu gewährleisten, reduziert unser Ansatz die Verkehrseffizienz von

kooperativen Fahrmanövern. Somit kann unser Ansatz auch bei niedriger Kommuni-

kationsqualität auf unerwartete Ereignisse während eines kooperativen Fahrmanövers

reagieren und Unfälle vermeiden.

Um unsere Beiträge zu bewerten, untersuchen wir diese zunächst mit numerischen

Verfahren und verwenden im Anschluss unsere Simulationsumgebung CoDA.kom,
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welche eine prototypische Implementierung des kooperativen Fahrens im Anwen-

dungsfall des Linksabbiegens an einer Kreuzung beinhaltet. Unsere Evaluation zeigt,

dass eine relevanzbasierte Ressourcenzuweisung Informationen von Fahrzeugen, die

kooperative Fahrmanöver koordinieren, in stark belasteten Netzwerken priorisiert.

Darüber hinaus bietet unsere adaptive Verteilungsstrategie mit heterogenen Kommu-

nikationstechnologien eine hohe Kommunikationsqualität für kooperierende Fahr-

zeuge. Insgesamt erhöhen wir die Verkehrseffizienz und -sicherheit von kooperativen

Fahrmanövern durch Anpassungen an die Kommunikationsqualität von Fahrzeugen.
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P R E V I O U S LY P U B L I S H E D M AT E R I A L

T
he thesis at hand builds upon peer-reviewed material previously published in

conference proceedings and journals. A summary of the previously published

material with the corresponding journal or conference proceeding can be found in

Appendix B. In this thesis, no texts and tables have been copied from the previously

published material mentioned above. Algorithms for our concepts and figures, specif-

ically used to illustrate our evaluation results, have been restructured, modified, and

adapted to fit the scope of this thesis.

Scientific progress results from critical discussions, valuable feedback, and the de-

velopment of new ideas in research teams. This thesis addresses interdisciplinary

challenges in communication networks, computer science, and the automobile envi-

ronment. Consequently, the contributions presented in this thesis are a collaborative

result of research activities from computer and communication network scientists,

mathematicians, and automobile researchers. With the pronoun "I", contributions of

the thesis’ author are highlighted. The mentioned pronoun will be exclusively used

in this chapter. In the following, I will mention the contributions of my co-authors

(related to the previously published material) and other contributors together with

their respective affiliations used in the sections of this thesis, as depicted in Table 1. If a

contributor or co-author is with the Multimedia Communication Lab of the TU Darm-

stadt, the respective affiliation is not stated. For the rest of this thesis, the pronoun

"We" indicates the collaborative team effort in the mentioned research areas.

This thesis was written in collaboration with the Opel Automobile GmbH (Opel)

and the Technical University of Darmstadt (TU Darmstadt). At the TU Darmstadt, all

contributions and the thesis were subsequently supervised by Dr.-Ing. Björn Richerz-

hagen and Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser. At Opel, all contributions were subsequently su-

pervised by Harald Berninger, Peter Andres, and Dr.-Ing. Dieter Schuller. From both

organizations, the mentioned supervisors scientifically supported the entire thesis

and contributions, discussing ideas and giving valuable feedback for the approaches.

Further, all supervisors supported the evaluation towards the final state of the thesis.

Chapter 2, background and related work, organizes and summarizes related

work for Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication, network adaptations, and co-

operative driving. I conducted a systematic literature review, where Dr.-Ing. Björn

Richerzhagen and Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, as well as Harald Berninger, assisted with

the methodology, defining the research topic, selecting relevant areas, and identifying

the research gap.

Based on this methodology, I reviewed V2X access technologies, which have been

frequently used for traffic safety and efficiency V2X applications. Further, I researched

communication requirements for traffic efficiency and safety V2X applications. To-

gether with Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser and Florian Schiegg (Corporate Research, Robert
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viii previously published material

Section [31] [212] [30] [29] [28] [26]

Section 2.1: Vehicular Communication Net-

works

X X X

Section 2.2: Cooperative Driving X X

Section 2.3: Network Adaptations in Vehicu-

lar Networks

X X

Section 4.2: Numerical Model for Communi-

cation Quality Assessment

X X X

Section 4.3: Information Relevance for Coop-

erative Driving

X

Section 5.2: Relevance-Aware Resource Allo-

cation

X

Section 5.3: Adaptive Data Dissemination

Strategy for Cooperative Driving

X

Section 5.4: Communication-Aware Cooper-

ative Driving

X

Section 6.2: Realistic Channel Modeling X

Section 6.3: Prototypical Realization of Co-

operative Driving at an Intersection

X X

Section 7.2: Comparing the Numerical

Model with Simulations

X X

Section 7.3: Resource Allocation in Decen-

tralized Vehicular Networks

X

Section 7.4: Adaptive Data Dissemination

Strategy for Cooperative Driving

X

Table 1: Peer-reviewed previously published material related to the sections of this thesis.

Bosch GmbH), we compared and discussed suitable V2X access technologies fitting the

communication requirements of cooperative driving. For communication performance

modeling and assessment, I categorized and collected radio propagation channel mod-

els. The analysis of different channel models was supported by Harald Berninger and

Prof. Steffen Knapp (University of Applied Science HTW Saar), where we published

our results in [26]. The medium access of the IEEE 802.11p has a significant impact on

the communication quality performance. Together with Florian Schiegg, we examined

different medium access models for IEEE 802.11p, partly published in [29, 31].

Cooperative driving uses V2X communication to coordinate and execute maneuvers

with other vehicles for improving traffic efficiency. I researched different maneuver co-

ordination protocols and discussed their applicability to large-scale V2X network sim-



previously published material ix

ulations together with Harald Berninger, Peter Andres, Florian Schiegg, Prof. Steffen

Knapp, and Viktor Lizenberg (Opel). We compared and reviewed them in our publica-

tion in [30]. Furthermore, traffic safety has been insufficiently studied for cooperative

driving. In collaboration with Florian Schiegg, Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, Ass.-Prof. Jo-

han Thunberg, and Prof. Alexey Vinel (both from the University Halmstad, Sweden),

we discussed, analyzed, and selected existing approaches to maintain traffic safety for

cooperative driving considering the assessed communication quality in [212].

Resource allocation is required in V2X networks to counteract channel congestion in

scenarios with a high vehicle density. With Florian Schiegg, we categorized resource

allocation into content-agnostic, content-aware, and relevance-aware approaches. Jens

Lemke assisted in the literature review of these approaches. Our literature review was

partly published in [31]. Heterogeneous V2X communication adapts to the vehicle’s

context and transitions to the V2X access technology, offering the best communication

quality. I conducted a literature review for the approaches in this area, targeting traffic

safety and efficiency V2X applications, assisted by Jens Lemke. Based on the review,

together with Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, we analyzed and selected relevant approaches,

which were partly summarized in [30].

Chapter 4, data assessment for cooperative driving, proposes the decentral-

ized assessment of communication quality in V2X networks and information relevance

for cooperative driving.

The assessment of communication quality for decentralized V2X networks has been

studied in previous work using a Markov Chain Model for the representation of IEEE

802.11p Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Enhanced Distributed Channel

Access (EDCA). However, by comparing the models with simulation results and as-

sessing the assumptions of previous models, I found that currently no EDCA model

focused on the specific communication setup considered for cooperative driving. I

developed a suitable numerical model to assess the communication quality of our con-

sidered V2X network, published in [29, 31]. The definition of required assumptions for

the numerical model was supported by Florian Schiegg, Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, and

Benjamin Becker. To describe the impact of communication quality on the performance

of cooperative driving w. r. t. traffic efficiency and safety is not trivial. As a solution, I

modeled communication quality as Age of Information (AoI) based on the proposed

numerical model and developed a numerical framework to obtain the impact on the

cooperation costs for different communication qualities. In collaboration with Florian

Schiegg and Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, we defined the evaluation of our framework to

find a sweet spot between the communication range and cooperation costs to start a

cooperative maneuver [29].

Information relevance assessment is the foundation of relevance-aware resource al-

location. I researched existing approaches to assess the information relevance in V2X

networks. For that, I developed an approach for resource allocation in cellular V2X

networks for vehicles approaching an intersection in collaboration with Dr.-Ing. Tobias

Meuser, published in [27]. With Florian Schiegg, we used the instantaneous approach-

ing time of vehicles as a safety metric for the perceived quality of the V2X application

collective perception. I extended the idea of the instantaneous approaching time to
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the continuous approaching time for trajectory-based information relevance assess-

ment. With valuable feedback from Florian Schiegg and Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, we

obtained the perceived awareness over a trajectory’s time horizon. We published our

information relevance assessment for trajectory-based cooperative driving use cases

in [31].

Chapter 5, relevance-aware adaptations in vehicular networks, proposes

relevance-aware resource allocation, heterogeneous data dissemination strategies, and

communication-aware cooperative driving.

In scenarios with high vehicle density, the V2X channel can be congested, leading

to impaired communication quality. In this context, the implementation of congestion

control mechanisms reduces channel congestion and increases the communication

quality from the network perspective. I developed the idea to formulate an optimiza-

tion problem using information relevance and communication quality assessment.

Assisted by Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser and Dr.-Ing. Dieter Schuller, we proposed the

network’s Accessible Information Relevance (AIR) to counteract channel congestion

and increase the communication quality from the application perspective. Moreover,

with Florian Schiegg, we extended the idea of Linear Message Rate Integrated Control

(Limeric) [15] to allocate the vehicle-specific optimal message frequency in a decen-

tralized V2X network, avoiding oscillation of the vehicles’ message frequencies. Our

relevance-aware resource allocation approach was published in [31].

Cooperative driving applications require high communication range. That way, ve-

hicles can coordinate cooperative maneuvers early, decreasing cooperation costs for

the vehicles offering cooperation. I developed a framework using heterogeneous V2X

access technologies to improve communication quality for vehicles coordinating and

executing a cooperative maneuver. Based on this framework, Jens Lemke and I inves-

tigated state adaptive heterogeneous radio access, which transitions to the V2X access

technology offering the best communication quality for cooperative driving. Together

with Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser and Dr.-Ing. Dieter Schuller, we extended the framework

to the cooperative driving use case left-turning at an intersection in [30].

Although our approaches aim to offer high communication quality for vehicles

coordinating and executing cooperative maneuvers, physical constraints can lead to

impaired communication quality. I developed the idea for communication-aware co-

operative driving. Vehicles decrease traffic efficiency to maintain safety in scenarios

with impaired communication quality. In collaboration with Prof. Alexey Vinel and

Ass.-Prof. Johan Thunberg and based on our results in [29], we investigated commu-

nication-aware cooperative driving. In [212], we proposed a framework to compute

the reaction times of vehicle trajectories in a computationally efficient approach. The

reaction time is compared with the assessed AoI for the cooperative maneuver to de-

cide for efficient and safe trajectories, which we evaluated numerically. Based on the

results, I developed a generic approach to obtain trajectory safety zones for each time

step of received trajectories, depending on the assessed AoI.

Chapter 6, simulation of cooperative driving in vehicular networks,

presents our simulation framework CoDA.kom. We explain our considered realis-
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tic channel model and detail our prototypical implementation of cooperative driving

for left-turning at an intersection.

Radio propagation effects such as path loss and fading impair the communica-

tion quality. In recent work, these radio propagation effects have been modeled with

different channel models for each V2X access technology. In this context, I devel-

oped a heterogeneous V2X channel model in the context of my master thesis with

the title “Nachrichtenformate, Datenelemente und Strukturen für Hybride V2X Kom-

munikation am Beispiel Manöverabstimmung” at the University of Duisburg-Essen,

supervised by Prof. Andreas Czylwik. This channel model is used in the evaluation

framework of this thesis. With valuable feedback on the modeling approach from

Harald Berninger and Prof. Steffen Knapp, we published the channel model in [26].

The proposed simulation framework CoDA.kom implements the cooperative driv-

ing use case left-turning at an intersection and abstracts the application from the

communication layer. Nicolas Himmelmann, Patrick Dworski, and Jonas Schulz con-

tributed to implementing the GeoNetworking and Basic Transport Protocol layers in

CoDA.kom within the KOM Multimedia Communications Lab at the TU Darmstadt,

based on the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) specifications.

Julian Dehner (Opel) implemented the cooperative awareness service, data elements,

and data frames according to the ETSI Common Data Dictionary (CDD). Within

the IMAGinE consortium, we discussed and developed approaches for decentralized

cooperative driving and respective message protocols. Based on these approaches,

I developed a framework for a cooperative driving approach with adaptations to

significantly reduce the computational complexity in large-scale networks. In regular

meetings, we discussed and improved the approach together with Prof. Steffen Knapp,

Harald Berninger, Peter Andres, Viktor Lizenberg, and Bernd Büchs (all from Opel).

In the KOM Multimedia Lab, I supervised Nils Dycke, who contributed to the map

parsing and trajectory generation of CoDA.kom. Our results were published in [28, 30].

Chapter 7, evaluation, presents the results of our contributions and compares

them to reference approaches.

I assessed the communication quality with the proposed numerical model and

compared the results with simulations. Furthermore, I discussed the results with Dr.-

Ing. Tobias Meuser, Dr.-Ing. Dieter Schuller, and Florian Schiegg. Our results were

presented in [29, 31]. I prepared and illustrated the evaluation for the numerical and

simulation results, showing the convergence of the vehicles’ message frequencies and

the network’s AIR. Together with Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, we discussed the results

for relevance-aware resource allocation. In this context, we developed the idea of

representing the AoI as a probability of receiving at least one message. Our results were

published in [31]. The evaluation of heterogeneous V2X communication concerned the

communication quality and cooperative driving improvements. Together with Viktor

Lizenberg, I supervised Youssef Haridy’s master thesis, developing and evaluating

performance metrics for the safety and efficiency of cooperative driving. Based on this

work, I developed the evaluation of the adaptive data dissemination strategies with

valuable feedback from Dr.-Ing. Tobias Meuser, Dr.-Ing. Dieter Schuller, and Florian

Schiegg. The paper was published in [30].
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1
I N T RO D U C T I O N

T
raffic jams in urban areas and on highways have increased from 189, 000 km
in 2011 to 723, 000 km in 2017 [71]. The reason is that the vehicle density in-

creases [64] while the road infrastructure remains the same [61, 63]. Traffic jams cause

longer travel times and, moreover, constitute one of the main stress factors for human

drivers [200], negatively impacting traffic safety and efficiency on the road.

Today’s Advanced Driver Assistant Systems (ADAS) aim to address and improve

traffic safety for human drivers by processing information from other road participants

perceived by the vehicle’s local environment sensors. ADAS support safe driving by From local
environment
perception ...

warning the human driver or even controlling the vehicle’s movement to prevent

accidents in dangerous situations [247] and constitute the first level of autonomous

driving [186]. However, ADAS currently rely on the vehicle’s local environment per-

ception, which is limited to the vehicle’s immediate surroundings and line of sight. ... to
connected
vehicles ...

In this context, connecting vehicles with Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communica-

tion to other road users and the infrastructure is a promising research area to extend

the vehicle’s environment perception [148, 209, 224]. Vehicles share their current po-

sitions, velocities, and headings with other road users in their communication range

using V2X communication to create a cooperative awareness [96, 126, 241]. The vehi-

cles’ local environment perception can be further extended by sharing their perception

with other vehicles to create a collective perception [80, 82], increasing awareness [70],

efficiency [85], and safety [12, 189] on the road. Moreover, V2X communication enables ... enabling
cooperative
driving.

cooperative driving by sharing the vehicle’s future driving intentions to coordinate ma-

neuvers cooperatively, further increasing traffic safety and efficiency [53, 142, 153].

Examples of cooperative driving use cases are platooning [79, 113, 188, 213], merging

on highways [133, 159, 182], and turning at intersections [24, 36, 78]. V2X
requirements

The cooperative coordination of driving maneuvers requires high communication

quality [10, 32, 162]. In this context, a high communication range allows for early coor-

dination. Moreover, reliable, low-latency communication avoids divergence between

other vehicles’ received and performed cooperative maneuvers. However, the demand Challenges for
cooperative
driving

for high communication quality, especially in congested channels, poses significant

challenges to V2X networks [19, 141, 199]. Furthermore, the relevance to coordinate a

maneuver depends on the vehicle’s context. Hence, V2X network adaptations are re-

quired to satisfy the communication requirements of cooperating vehicles. Moreover,

in scenarios with impaired communication quality, the cooperative driving applica-

tion needs to adapt to the assessed communication quality [113, 213] to maintain traffic

safety. In this thesis, we propose relevance-aware V2X network adaptations and com-

munication-aware cooperative driving to address the mentioned challenges, enabling

safe and efficient coordination of cooperative driving maneuvers.

1



2 introduction

1.1 motivation for relevance-aware vehicular communication

In this work, we focus on V2X communication to enable safe and efficient coopera-

tive driving in challenging environments. For applications with context-dependent

communication requirements, relevance-aware communication provides high commu-

nication quality in networks with severely limited channel resources. Relevance-aware

communication is a promising approach for cooperative driving because only a few

vehicles coordinate a cooperative maneuver in a congested traffic scenario and, thus,

require high communication quality.History of
V2X network

adaptions
V2X communication is realized in decentralized and centralized topologies [11, 47].

On the one hand, decentralized V2X networks are infrastructure-independent, allow-

ing vehicles to form Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANETs) [72]. VANETs also provide

low-latency communication because information is directly sent to other vehicles [52,

239]. On the other hand, centralized V2X networks provide reliable communication

and high communication range [119, 123, 160]. However, decentralized and central-

ized V2X networks have limited channel resources. In this context, cooperative driving

applications have a high demand for channel resources [32, 81], especially in scenarios

with high vehicle density. Hence, V2X network adaptations are required to provide

high communication quality [141].Content-
agnostic

adaptation
Content-agnostic resource allocation and congestion control mechanisms have been

recently proposed to improve the radio communication quality under congested chan-

nel conditions in V2X networks. Offloading information to other communication chan-

nels [179, 246], forming clusters [43, 187] and efficiently aggregating information lo-

cally [180, 216, 217], or reducing the message frequencies of all applications [18, 127,

141, 199] are promising approaches to counteract channel congestion. These mecha-

nisms improve the radio communication quality and apply to any V2X application.

However, content-agnostic approaches target a fair distribution of channel resources,

where relevant information cannot be prioritized.Content-
aware

adaptation
Content-aware resource allocation adaptations quantify the information relevance

and allocate resources depending on the V2X application requirements. In this con-

text, resource allocation for the Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) based on the

vehicle dynamics has been proposed and standardized in [96]. Resource allocation for

the Collective Perception Message (CPM) considers the dynamics of the perceived ve-

hicles [5, 48, 89, 208, 209]. The risk for collision [115] posed by different vehicles is used

in [46, 114] to decide the optimal resource allocation strategy. The concept of Value of

Information (VoI) offers excellent potential for V2X networks [50, 73, 75, 248] to gen-

eralize resource allocation for different V2X applications, e. g., for the CPM in [86]. In

summary, content-aware adaptations satisfy the communication requirements from

the application perspective but currently neglect channel congestion.Identifying
the limitations

As of today, V2X network adaptations either focus on the communication qual-

ity from the radio or application perspective. To counteract channel congestion and

allocate resources depending on the application requirements simultaneously, content-

agnostic and -aware approaches are interconnected [49, 81, 209]. In this combination,

content-agnostic approaches hurt the application performance [195] because relevant
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information cannot be prioritized. Hence, approaches adapting to the assessed com-

munication quality based on the application relevance are required to exploit the full

potential of V2X networks. V2X network
limitations

However, physical constraints can prevent V2X network adaptations from providing

the high communication quality required for cooperative driving [10, 32]. Assessing

and adapting to low communication quality is required to coordinate maneuvers safely

and efficiently [213], enabling communication-aware cooperative driving. Current

approaches are limited to platooning and do not focus on the communication quality

assessment [197, 214]. Relevance-
aware
cooperative
driving

Therefore, i) assessing the communication quality and information relevance, ii) en-

abling relevance-aware V2X network adaptations, and iii) realizing communication-

aware cooperative driving can increase safety and efficiency on the road.

1.2 research challenges

Cooperative driving requires high communication quality in congested vehicular traf-

fic scenarios, posing significant challenges on V2X networks. We identified the fol-

lowing research challenges that affect safe and efficient cooperative driving from the

communication perspective.

Challenge: Efficient usage of channel resources in vehicular networks.
Cooperative driving improves traffic efficiency and safety in congested vehicular traffic

scenarios but requires high communication quality to coordinate maneuvers early and

monitor the cooperative maneuver. In V2X networks, channel resources are limited

and channel congestion decreases the communication quality, negatively impacting

the capability to coordinate and monitor cooperative maneuvers. In this context, ef-

ficiently using limited channel resources and providing high communication quality

for relevant information is essential for cooperative driving and poses a significant

research challenge. The challenge includes providing a sufficiently high communica-

tion range for early maneuver coordination and reliable, low-latency communication

to monitor the cooperative maneuver coordination in congested, highly mobile V2X

networks.

Challenge: V2X application adaptation to communication quality.
Communication quality is bound to physical constraints of the underlying access

technologies. Hence, reliable, low-latency communication cannot be guaranteed in

congested V2X networks. In scenarios with high traffic density, the channel resources

are sparse and the communication quality can drop rapidly while performing a coop-

erative maneuver. Therefore, cooperative driving applications must assess and adapt

to the communication quality. However, the strict communication requirements can-

not be guaranteed in challenging scenarios with V2X network adaptations. Hence,

cooperative driving must adapt traffic efficiency to maintain safety, i. e., providing

larger margins between vehicles to account for outdated and uncertain information.
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1.3 research goals and contributions

The main goal of this work is to propose relevance-aware V2X network adaptations and

communication-aware cooperative driving to increase traffic efficiency and maintain safety.

To tackle our stated challenges, we divided our research into the following goals.

Research Goal 1: Assessment of communication quality and information relevance.
Our first goal is to assess the communication quality in V2X networks and the informa-

tion relevance of Maneuver Coordination Messages (MCMs), allowing for relevance-

aware V2X network adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driving. Our

contributions focus on two aspects for communication quality assessment: i) provid-

ing a model for decentralized communication quality assessment and ii) modeling

communication quality as Age of Information (AoI). We propose a numerical com-

munication quality model to assess the performance of different V2X network adap-

tation strategies for each vehicle depending on its current context. The AoI model

considers reliability, latency, and message frequency and enables communication-

aware cooperative driving. Moreover, we focus on information relevance assessment

to abstract the communication requirements from the application perspective and al-

low for application-independent V2X network adaptations. We quantify information

relevance for cooperative driving applications in a decentralized approach based on

other vehicles’ received cooperative maneuvers.

Research Goal 2: Relevance-aware V2X network adaptation.
Our goal is to allow for seamless monitoring of the cooperative maneuver from the

communication perspective. Given the typical scenario of cooperative driving, the

V2X network can be congested and the vehicles’ mobility impairs the communication

quality. In this work, we first focus on relevance-aware resource allocation to use

channel resources efficiently, guarantee timely delivery of relevant information, and

counteract channel congestion to avoid communication quality impairment. After that,

we propose an adaptive data dissemination strategy using heterogeneous V2X access

technologies to improve communication quality and extend the communication range

for cooperative maneuvers.

Research Goal 3: Communication-aware cooperative driving.
Cooperative driving requires high communication quality to coordinate cooperative

maneuvers safely and efficiently. However, the communication quality is physically

constrained, where high communication quality cannot be guaranteed. Consequently,

our goal is to adapt cooperative driving to the assessed communication quality. In sce-

narios with impaired communication quality, we reduce traffic efficiency to maintain

safety. That way, cooperative driving can cope with higher reaction times to react to

unexpected events. Reducing traffic efficiency is necessary because the information

of other vehicles might be outdated. Hence, we increase the safety margins between

vehicles if a high AoI is assessed while performing cooperative maneuvers.
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In this thesis, we focus on V2X communication for cooperative driving. For this

purpose, we concentrate on mechanisms to improve the communication quality in

heterogeneous V2X networks and adapt cooperative driving to the available commu-

nication quality, increasing traffic efficiency and maintaining safety for vehicles.

Centralized cooperative driving [78, 133, 159, 170] is a promising research area

because the traffic flow can be optimized considering all involved vehicles. However,

we consider decentralized cooperative driving because it distributes the computation

among vehicles, does not rely on infrastructure to decide for the cooperative maneuver,

and preserves the driver’s decision to cooperate.

Moreover, we assume that vehicles behave cooperatively and do not address cooper-

ation fairness and incentives for individual vehicles to grant cooperation for improving

the traffic efficiency, as considered in [62].

When coordinating cooperative maneuvers, vehicles must share their future in-

tentions and trust other vehicles. Protecting the driver’s privacy and future driving

intentions [84, 156, 176] and securing cooperative driving from malicious data [7, 83,

84, 118, 130, 166, 231, 233] are relevant research areas. However, we do not contribute

to these research areas in this thesis.

1.4 structure of the thesis

After introducing V2X communication for cooperative driving and discussing our

research challenges and contributions, we provide necessary background information

and classify the related work w. r. t. V2X access technologies, V2X network adaptations,

and requirements for cooperative driving in Chapter 2. We formulate our problem in

Chapter 3, focusing on communication quality in V2X networks and the impact of

communication quality on the performance of cooperative driving.

Chapter 4 focuses on the communication quality and information relevance as-

sessment in V2X networks. For this purpose, we propose a model for decentralized

communication quality assessment, derive a numerical model to obtain the AoI in

V2X networks, and define information relevance for cooperative driving. In Chapter 5,

we propose relevance-aware resource allocation, introduce a data dissemination strat-

egy for cooperative driving using heterogeneous V2X access technologies, and enable

communication-aware cooperative driving based on our communication quality and

information relevance assessment.

We outline our proposed simulation framework CoDA.kom in Chapter 6, which

implements a prototypical environment of the cooperative driving application left-
turning at an intersection. CoDA.kom is designed for large-scale simulations with a

realistic representation of radio propagation effects and vehicular traffic flows. After

that, we conduct numerical analysis and simulation evaluations of our core contribu-

tions in Chapter 7 to demonstrate the performance of our relevance-aware resource

allocation, data dissemination strategy, and communication-aware cooperative driv-

ing. The conclusion of the thesis with a summary of our contributions and an outlook

on potential future research directions is given in Chapter 8.





2
BAC KG RO U N D A N D R E L AT E D WO R K

I
n this chapter, we give background on Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communication

and cooperative driving. We first elaborate on V2X networks in Section 2.1, ex-

plaining the communication architecture of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and

analyzing existing V2X access technologies. Further, we emphasize recent works on

communication quality modeling and assessment approaches for V2X networks. After

that, we explain the concept of cooperative driving in Section 2.2. More precisely, we

focus on coordination approaches and message formats, summarize communication

requirements for cooperative driving, and discuss the impact of impaired communi-

cation quality on traffic safety and efficiency. Section 2.3 presents recently proposed

V2X network adaptations and data dissemination strategies for heterogeneous V2X

access technologies. Finally, we summarize our findings and emphasize our identified

research gap for this work in Section 2.4.

2.1 vehicular communication networks

In the following, we briefly describe ITS in the context of V2X communication. For V2X

communication, IEEE 802.11p and 3GPP LTE-V2X and its successor 3GPP 5G-NR are

currently seen as the most promising technologies to connect vehicles in challenging

environments [32]. Hence, we outline the communication architecture of IEEE 802.11p,

focusing on ETSI ITS-G5. Furthermore, we briefly summarize the releases of 3GPP LTE-

V2N, outline the different communication modes, and recap comparison efforts for

both V2X access technologies w. r. t. communication quality. We conclude this section

with an overview of communication quality modeling and assessment approaches for

V2X networks.

2.1.1 Intelligent Transport Systems

ITS are expected to play a vital role in improving traffic comfort, efficiency, and safety.

Vehicles communicate with other vehicles and the infrastructure [106]. ITS America V2X spectrum
allocation

started the standardization effort in 1997 and the Federal Communications Commis-

sion (FCC) allocated 75MHz in the 5.9GHz unlicensed spectrum in 1999, constituting

the starting point of Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) service in the

USA [230]. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) allocated

unlicensed spectrum between 5.855GHz and 5.925GHz, granted by the Electronic

Communications Committee (ECC) in 2002 for ITS [59, 60, 100], constituting the start-

ing point of ETSI ITS-G5 in Europe.

The ETSI proposes a reference communication architecture for ITS in [93]. The Reference
architecture

reference communication architecture abstracts the applications from the underlying

7
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V2X access technologies and specifies an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol

stack with a security and management entity. In the following, we discuss V2X access

technologies to support cooperative driving.

2.1.2 Access Technologies

IEEE 802.11p and 3GPP LTE-V2X are the most promising access technologies for V2X

applications, supporting cooperative awareness, collective perception, and coopera-

tive driving [32]. In this work, we do not elaborate on Vehicular Visible Light Com-

munication (VVLC) and mm-waves. These V2X access technologies are tailored to

concrete use cases such as platooning and are not suited for most other cooperative

driving applications such as left-turning at an intersection because of their limited

communication range [32].

IEEE 802.11p

IEEE 802.11p is an adaptation of the IEEE 802.11a WiFi-based communication, where

the reduced 10MHz channel bandwidth (instead of 20MHz for IEEE 802.11a) on the

physical layer performs better in highly mobile environments [90]. On the MediumDistributed
channel access

Access Control (MAC), IEEE 802.11p deploys Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

(EDCA), which allows for Quality of Service (QoS) support and enables data traf-

fic prioritization for V2X applications [103]. EDCA increases the queue length from

applications with low priority data at the MAC, allowing for faster transmission of

high priority messages under congested channel conditions. However, EDCA only

prioritizes data traffic from relevant applications but cannot lower the channel load

to counteract channel congestion. Therefore, the ETSI proposes Decentralized Conges-Congestion
control

tion Control (DCC) [102] to counteract channel congestion and suggests three mech-

anisms: i) Transmission Rate Control (TRC), ii) Transmission Power Control (TPC),

and iii) Transmission Data Rate Control (TDRC). We elaborate more on these DCC

mechanisms in Section 2.3.

For ETSI ITS-G5 and according to the networking architecture in [99], the ETSI com-

plements IEEE 802.11p with a GeoNetworking and Basic Transport Protocol (BTP)

on the Networking and Transport Layer. ETSI GeoNetworking protocol providesGeo-
Networking

mechanisms for geographical addressing in V2X networks and is divided into media-

dependent and media-independent functionalities [105]. Currently, media-dependent

functionalities cover ETSI ITS-G5 [107] and 3GPP LTE-V2X [108] technologies. ETSI

GeoNetworking enables different addressing modes [98], using the location table cre-

ated from received V2X messages. GeoUnicast (GUC) is used if a message needs to

be transmitted to one vehicle at a specific location. Multi-hop communication (for-

warding messages via multiple vehicles) is used until the destination at the specified

location is reached. If the message needs to be transmitted to all vehicles in a specific

location, GeoBroadcast (GBC) is used. In contrast, GeoAnycast (GAC) is used if the

message only needs to be transmitted to at least one vehicle within a specific location.

Topologically-Scoped Broadcast (TSB) reaches vehicles at the same location as the
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transmitter vehicle. TSB leverages multi-hop communication to increase the dissem-

ination area of the message. Single-Hop Broadcast (SHB) is a particular case of TSB,

using only one-hop communication. In this work, we refer to Single-Hop Broadcast

communication for Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication unless otherwise stated. Basic
Transport
Protocol

On the transport layer, BTP “provides an end-to-end, connection-less transport

service in the ITS ad hoc network” [101] with minimum data overhead.

Using ETSI ITS-G5, vehicles exchange information with other vehicles and Roadside

Units (RSUs). An RSU allows for an infrastructure-assisted V2X communication to

improve traffic flows. For example, a traffic light RSU gives velocity advisories to

vehicles close to an intersection to optimize the traffic flow [92].

3GPP LTE-V2X

In contrast to ETSI ITS-G5, cellular networks centrally coordinate channel access in

the frequency and time domain of vehicles in their respective cells (spatial domain).

In 3GPP LTE-V2X networks, mobile devices send data to the core network (cellular

backend). The data is processed at the server offering the respective service. With Proximity
service

Release 12, 3GPP LTE-V2X introduced the Proximity Service (ProSe), allowing mobile

devices to communicate with each other directly [203]. In this mode, the cellular

network only coordinates resource allocation and messages are sent directly to the

receiver. V2X communication was first introduced in 3GPP LTE-V2X with Release

14 [204], offering two different communication modes: In the network mode, also V2N network
mode

referred to as Vehicle-to-Network (V2N), vehicles exchange messages with the cellular

network. Here, the cellular network also coordinates the resource allocation in the time

and frequency domain. The cellular network has different V2X application servers to

process messages and send messages to respective vehicles. Based on the ProSe, 3GPP V2V/V2I
direct mode

LTE-V2X also allows for a direct communication mode (Long Term Evolution (LTE)-

PC5), where vehicles directly send messages via V2V or Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)

communication. LTE-PC5 allows for two operation modes [203]: If vehicles have access

to the core network, resource scheduling is managed centrally by the cellular network

(in coverage), known as Mode 3. Without access to the Third Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) core network, vehicles schedule resources decentralized and distributed

(out-of-coverage), known as Mode 4. With Release 15 [206], the 3GPP introduces 3GPP 5G New
Radio

5G-NR, enhancing the 3GPP LTE-V2X services. Release 15 provides, among others,

carrier aggregation for Mode 4 (in addition to Mode 3) and reduces the message

arrival time at Layer 1 to 10ms [206]. The enhancements primarily target the extended

set of considered V2X scenarios to support autonomous cooperative driving.

Vehicular Access Technology Comparison

IEEE 802.11p and 3GPP LTE-V2X are considered for V2X applications to support

comfort, efficiency, and safety on the road [20, 160]. In [32], a qualitative assessment

of V2X communication technologies for different V2X applications is provided.

In the following, we briefly summarize recent performance evaluations for both com-

munication technologies to support V2X applications. We start with the comparison
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of IEEE 802.11p and 3GPP LTE-V2N. The author in [220] reveals in numerical analysis11p vs.
LTE-V2N

that, in contrast to IEEE 802.11p, 3GPP LTE-V2N cannot sufficiently support periodic

message dissemination for V2X safety applications due to the lack of proper broadcast-

ing support. Further, the field experiment in [235] shows higher reliability for IEEE

802.11p compared to 3GPP LTE-V2N. However, 3GPP LTE-V2N outperforms IEEE

802.11p w. r. t. throughput. In contrast, [135, 160, 161, 165, 225] show in simulations

that 3GPP LTE-V2N provides better reliability performance in high vehicle density

scenarios with high mobility compared to IEEE 802.11p. Especially under Non-Line

of Sight (NLoS) conditions, i. e., obstacles block the direct wireless communication

path causing signal attenuation, the reliability of IEEE 802.11p is impaired. However,

[135, 225] show that the reliability and latency degrade for 3GPP LTE-V2N Unicast

because of channel congestion in the downlink. The authors in [146] conclude that

3GPP LTE-V2N provides higher communication quality for a low vehicle density. In

contrast, IEEE 802.11p shows better performance in congested scenarios with a high

vehicle density.11p vs.
LTE-V2V

In the following, we provide a summary of communication quality comparisons

for IEEE 802.11p and 3GPP LTE-V2V. The evaluation results in [20, 21] conclude that

3GPP LTE-V2V provides the same beacon periodicity performance as IEEE 802.11p

with even fewer resources. In addition, better performance for IEEE 802.11p at close

range (up to 300m) and improved performance of 3GPP LTE-V2V at higher awareness

ranges are shown. The evaluation in [169] shows that 3GPP LTE-V2V provides higher

reliability for high communication ranges compared to IEEE 802.11p. Comparable

results were shown in [37, 122] for 3GPP LTE-V2V in-coverage. However, the authors

also show that IEEE 802.11p provides better latency performance than 3GPP LTE-V2V

in out-of-coverage and better reliability for a communication range below 300m.Best V2X
technology

In summary, the analyzed comparison studies conclude that the best V2X access tech-

nology depends on the specific V2X application and considered scenario. In general,

IEEE 802.11p provides high reliability and low-latency communication in close-range

scenarios up to 300m. 3GPP LTE-V2V is best suited in low to mid-range scenarios up

to 500m, and cellular 3GPP LTE-V2N outperforms the other technologies in scenarios

where a high communication range is required.

2.1.3 Communication Performance Modeling and Assessment

The comparison of V2X access technologies in the previous section has shown that

the challenging vehicular environment impairs the communication quality in V2X

networks. Numerical and simulation models describing the physical properties of

V2X access technologies have been recently proposed to assess the communication

quality in different scenarios [183, 221]. In the following, we summarize approaches to

model and assess the medium access and radio propagation effects in V2X networks.
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Channel Model

Much effort has been spent to correctly model and assess the radio propagation effects

of V2X networks. The approaches are divided into Non-Geometry-based Stochastic NGS, GBS,
and GBD
models

(NGS), Geometry-based Stochastic (GBS), and Geometry-based Deterministic (GBD)

approaches [150, 223]. A summary of V2X channel models is given in [183]. GBD mod-

els, such as proposed in [149], provide highly accurate results by explicitly modeling

the scenario with high detail. However, the optical ray tracing of the radio propaga-

tion wave requires high computational resources. In contrast, NGS approaches, as

proposed in [42, 120] solely rely on channel measurements to model object occur-

rence randomly. GBS approaches combine the accuracy of deterministic approaches

and low computational complexity of stochastic approaches by providing a simplified

scattering model, such as proposed in [121].

Medium Access Model

IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) medium access has been mod-

eled as a Markov Chain [25]. The extension provided in [243] allows analyzing DCF for Markov chain
model

heterogeneous vehicle message frequencies. The authors extended the Markov Chain

model for EDCA with different access categories, considering the same message fre-

quency for all vehicles. A Markov Chain for 3GPP LTE-V2V Mode 4 has been recently

proposed in [229]. Using the Markov Chain model, reliability caused by message colli-

sions, latency, and channel load for different vehicle densities and message frequencies

can be analyzed.

A performance and assessment model with lower computational complexity con-

sidering the communication range and channel load is provided for IEEE 802.11p [190]

and 3GPP LTE-V2V Mode 4 [76]. Both models assess different message error types and

the Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) from a system perspective.

2.2 cooperative driving

In this section, we elaborate on different maneuver coordination protocols, i. e., cen-

tralized, decentralized, and hybrid approaches. Furthermore, we outline recently pro-

posed message formats for cooperative driving, such as platooning [79, 113, 188, 213],

merging on highways [133, 159, 182], and left-turning at an intersection [24, 36, 78].

After that, we summarize communication requirements for cooperative driving and

describe the impact of impaired communication quality on traffic safety.

2.2.1 Maneuver Coordination Protocols

Cooperative driving can be organized in centralized, decentralized, and hybrid ap-

proaches, which we summarize in the following.
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Centralized Cooperative Driving

Centralized cooperative driving aggregates traffic information such that a central

controller optimizes the traffic flow. Centralized coordination of cooperative drivingCentralized
coordination

maneuvers is suggested in [159] for highway on-ramp merging using fuzzy logic. In

their approach, a central entity optimizes the arrival times of vehicles at a merging

point. The authors in [159] propose a central controller with reinforcement learning

to coordinate cooperative maneuvers at an intersection with low computational costs,

showing a significant increase in traffic efficiency.

Decentralized Cooperative Driving

In contrast to centralized cooperative driving, decentralized approaches keep the deci-

sion of cooperation at the respective vehicle. Thus, they are independent of centralized

infrastructure, and distribute the computation to coordinate cooperative maneuvers

among the vehicles. In the following, we present decentralized cooperative driving

approaches using V2X communication. In [36], a cooperative driving approach forV2X
negotiation

intersections is suggested, where vehicles negotiate their velocities using V2X commu-

nication. A game-theoretic approach for cooperative coordination at an intersection

is proposed in [133]. Vehicles coordinate cooperative driving maneuvers using game

theory concepts to achieve a precise and optimal maneuver decision. The authorsSense, model,
plan, act

in [66] divide the cooperation process into Sense, Model, Plan, and Act states and intro-

duce different message types to coordinate the maneuver depending on the current

cooperation state. A trajectory-based approach was introduced in [57, 58], which is

more flexible compared to state-dependent approaches and applies to different use

cases. The trajectories are created from a set of target points, representing possible

future positions of the vehicle. However, the authors concluded that the creation and

selection of trajectories are computationally expensive [57].

Challenges for cooperative maneuver planning and testing were summarized in [56].

A coordination approach for merging on highways using V2X communication is pro-

posed in [182]. The authors show that cooperative driving reduces travel time and

fuel consumption in their considered scenario. To be more robust to mixed traffic andRole-based
negotiation

impaired communication quality, [79] and [188] propose a role-based negotiation ap-

proach for platooning. However, both approaches are specific to the platooning use

case and cannot be directly applied to other cooperative driving use cases like merg-

ing on highways or left-turning at an intersection. A generic approach for cooperativeGeneric,
implicit

cooperation
driving was proposed in [137], introducing a planned and optional desired trajectory.

Vehicles always send a collision-free planned trajectory and implicitly ask for cooper-

ation with an optional desired trajectory. The desired trajectory collides with at least

another vehicle’s planned trajectory and improves its traffic efficiency compared to its

current planned trajectory. The generic cooperative driving approach in [137] was ex-

tended by [234], introducing explicit coordination to increase communication failure

robustness. The approach was implemented in a simulation framework, considering

a lightweight channel model. The authors in [24] decompose cooperative driving for

non-signalized intersections in urban areas into observation, optimization, and control
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tracking. In the evaluation, the authors show that their approach achieves comparable

performance to centralized coordination with slightly increased travel time.

Hybrid Cooperative Driving

A hybrid approach using centralized and decentralized coordination is suggested

in [45], where vehicles coordinate cooperative driving maneuvers decentralized in

the absence of supporting infrastructure and leverage central coordination if appro-

priate infrastructure is available. In [133], the authors combine a central coordination

controller to predict traffic behavior at an intersection with a decentralized decision

controller.

2.2.2 Message Formats

Vehicles coordinate cooperative maneuvers by exchanging driving intentions with

each other. In the following, we summarize proposed message formats for cooperative

driving, focusing on decentralized coordination.

One of the first message formats set for decentralized cooperative driving was pro-

posed in [66], consisting of six different message types. The respective messages denote

the vehicle cooperation state and divide it into request, offer, evaluation, accept, con-

firmation, and status messages. In [137], the authors suggest a more generic approach Trajectory-
based message

and propose the Maneuver Coordination Message (MCM). The MCM always contains

the planned trajectory in Frenet frames, representing the vehicle’s currently performed

collision-free future path. A vehicle improves its traffic efficiency by sending an op-

tional desired trajectory in addition to its planned trajectory. In [184], the MCM of [137] Infrastructure
assistance

is adopted with its planned and optional desired trajectory. The MCM is extended with

infrastructure-assisted capabilities to improve the coordination of driving maneuvers

in different scenarios, e. g., RSU lane change advice. An extension to a trajectory-based Reference,
request,
alternative

message format of [137] is proposed in [142] and considered in the project IMAG-

inE (Intelligent Maneuver Automation - cooperative hazard avoidance in realtime) [91]. The

proposed MCM consists of three containers, including the header, position, and trajec-

tory containers. Information about the generation time and the vehicle’s automation

state is denoted in the header container. The position container refers to the current

position of the vehicle. Finally, the trajectory container consists of a list of trajecto-

ries, including the reference trajectory, similar to the planned trajectory. The trajectory

container may also include collision-free alternative trajectories. A vehicle asks for

cooperation with one or multiple request trajectories, similar to the desired trajectory.

Multiple alternative and requesting trajectories increase the message payload but can

improve the cooperative driving coordination time and efficiency. The authors in [188] Collaborative
message

extend the coordination messages mentioned above with the Collaborative Maneuver

Message (CMM) to account for impaired communication quality. The CMM increases

the coordination capabilities such that vehicles differentiate between inform, request,

and reply states, allowing for explicit coordination of cooperative driving maneuvers.
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Advanced

Driving

10 N/A 100 N/A

550−

53, 000
[44]

[1]

[205]
*

N/A

90−

99.999
3− 100 N/A

960−

53, 000
[10] [205]

*

Cooperative

Driving

N/A > 99 < 3− 100
< 200−

500

10−

5, 000
[32] [205]

*

Lane

Merge

N/A 99.9 < 30 > 350 1, 280 [10] [65]

Platooning

N/A High Lowest Medium Medium [74] N/A

N/A

> 90−

99.99
< 10− 25 N/A N/A [238] [205]

*

Table 2: Overview of V2X communication requirements for cooperative driving use cases.

References marked with * may refer to different versions of the respective document.

However, the CMM does not explicitly account for impaired communication quality

during the maneuver execution.

2.2.3 Communication Requirements

Cooperative driving has higher communication requirements than former V2X appli-

cations, e. g., cooperative awareness, because of the bidirectional maneuver coordina-

tion using V2X communication [87].

Table 2 summarizes recently proposed V2X communication requirements for co-

operative driving. We categorize the communication requirements into message fre-

quency, reliability, end-to-end latency, communication range, and data rate. In case

the communication requirements were derived from a technical specification, it is also

denoted in Table 2. We also mention the considered cooperative driving application.V2X metrics
Interestingly, most of the work does not elaborate on the required message frequency

for cooperative driving. The authors in [44, 162] suggest a message frequency between

1 − 10Hz. The reliability requirements are stringent and set above 90% and up to

99.999% [8, 10, 32, 238]. The currently available V2X access technologies cannot meet
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the upper requirements for reliability. The required minimum end-to-end latency

depends on the cooperative driving use cases, where platooning requires the lowest

latency below 30ms [10, 238]. The latency requirements for other use cases are below

100ms [8, 10, 32, 44, 162]. The required communication range to efficiently coordinate

cooperative maneuvers is between 100 and 500m [10, 32, 162], but it can also be as high

as 2000m [8]. The data rate requirements depend highly on the considered cooperative

driving approach, where [205] suggests a data rate for cooperative driving between 10

to 53, 000 kbps. Most of the V2X communication requirements refer to [205].

In summary, cooperative driving requires reliable, low-latency communication with

high data rate, communication range, and message frequency. According to our com-

parison analysis in Section 2.1, these strict communication requirements cannot be ful-

filled with current V2X access technologies. Hence, we require V2X networks adapta-

tions to provide a high communication quality for vehicles coordinating a cooperative

maneuver. Furthermore, we need to adapt cooperative driving to the communication

quality to maintain traffic safety if the communication quality is insufficient.

2.2.4 Traffic Safety in Vehicular Networks

In the following, we summarize recent work, which considered the safety aspect for

impaired communication quality, i. e., if the communication requirements cannot be

met before and while coordinating a cooperative maneuver.

In [138], the authors perform a qualitative safety analysis of their proposed MCM Safety
analysis

in [137] and conclude that impaired communication quality does not introduce any

additional safety risks. According to their analysis, impaired communication quality

only lowers the traffic efficiency gain compared to the case without cooperative driv-

ing because a cooperative maneuver cannot be correctly coordinated with unreliable

communication. However, the authors exclude unexpected events, e. g., emergency

braking, during the maneuver execution after successfully coordinating a maneuver. Adaptive
cooperation

Safety analysis for platooning was performed in [213]. With the proposed parameter

setup, the authors concluded that safe emergency braking is achieved. The authors

in [177, 197] provide a framework to adapt the inter-platoon distance according to the

available communication quality. If the communication quality is impaired, vehicles

increase the inter-platoon distance to achieve a predefined crash probability. Hence,

the frameworks trade traffic efficiency (increasing the inter-platoon distance) to achieve

a target level of safety (crash probability). An extension for platooning in intelligent

intersections for traffic safety considering impaired communication quality is provided

in [214]. The authors compute the lower bound of safety margins between vehicles to

avoid a potential crash in an intersection if vehicles sequentially pass the intersection.

2.3 network adaptations in vehicular networks

In the previous section, the communication quality of recent V2X access technologies

was summarized and we outlined requirements for cooperative driving. In this section,

we recap V2X network adaptations to improve the V2X communication quality under
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challenging conditions, considering the physical limitations of V2X access technolo-

gies. We first summarize resource allocation mechanisms w. r. t. the vehicle’s context.

After that, we outline data dissemination strategies for V2X access technologies.

2.3.1 Resource Allocation

Resource allocation approaches adapt the message frequency to the vehicle’s context

to improve communication quality. In the following, we divide resource allocation into

content-agnostic, content-aware, and relevance-aware approaches. Content-agnostic

resource allocation adapts the message frequency to environmental conditions, such

as channel and traffic congestion, or improves the Age of Information (AoI). Content-

aware resource allocation focuses on the message content. If a V2X application requires

more communication resources, it increases the message frequency. The approaches

mentioned above purely focus on the own vehicles, thereby neglecting the communi-

cation requirements of other vehicles. Relevance-aware approaches assess the infor-

mation relevance of the own and other vehicles to adapt the message frequency.

Content-Agnostic

In the following, we present content-agnostic resource allocation approaches and

congestion control mechanisms for V2X networks.

A content-agnostic resource allocation approach was proposed in [88]. Vehicles

adapt the message frequency to the number of perceived vehicles in the surroundings.

One of the most popular approach for decentralized congestion control is presentedChannel load
adaptation

in [15], called Linear Message Rate Integrated Control (Limeric), where vehicles lin-

early adapt their message frequency according to the currently perceived channel

load. The approach was extended in [16], adapting to the vehicle dynamics, such as

its velocity. Limeric was adopted in [102] for ETSI Adaptive Decentralized Congestion

Control (A-DCC). ETSI DCC is analyzed and improvements are suggested in [128]

to prevent under-utilization of available channel resources. Their evaluation reveals

a significantly higher throughput, especially in high vehicle density scenarios. An ex-Emergency
exceptions

tension for congestion control mechanisms in emergencies was proposed in [114]. The

approach allows for temporary exceptions and higher message frequency if a vehicle is

in an emergency. A heterogeneous resource allocation and power control mechanism

is proposed in [194]. Vehicles adapt their message frequency and transmission power

to the relative distance towards other vehicles for a lane change application. In [193],Congestion
and awareness

control
the authors propose the Integration of congestion and awareness control (INTERN).

The approach combines congestion control mechanisms with awareness control. The

evaluation results show that INTERN prevents channel congestion and considers

application requirements when allocating resources. INTERN was extended to Cross-

layer Coordination of Multiple Vehicular Protocols (COMPASS) [191], which allows for

cross-layer coordination, independent of the respective protocols. A game-theoretic

approach for resource allocation in decentralized V2X networks was proposed in [38]
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and [240] with a cooperative and non-cooperative game model, respectively. The utility

function of both approaches distributes the resources among the vehicles fairly.

Hidden terminal collisions severely impair the communication quality, especially

in congested traffic conditions. The authors in [136] detect hidden terminals with Hidden
terminals

bloom filters and adapt resource allocation based on the identified hidden terminals.

The bloom filters are added to beacon messages such that receiving vehicles report

the number of identified hidden terminals to the initial transmitter. [164] proposed Cellular
network
assistance

a geo-based resource allocation to avoid hidden terminal collisions, where the cel-

lular network provides information about the vehicles’ positions to reduce message

collisions caused by hidden terminals. A centralized congestion control using V2N

communication to adjust beacon rates for IEEE 802.11p was proposed in [237]. The

authors showed that event-driven messages are prioritized and the Packet Delivery

Ratio (PDR) is reduced. Based on the position and heading of vehicles, the authors

in [236] proposed a resource allocation approach to reduce message collisions in V2V

networks, assisted by cellular infrastructure. Age of
Information

In [124], the AoI in V2X networks was introduced, emphasizing the need for its

minimization instead of optimizing MAC-related performance metrics. For example,

reliability and latency have been analyzed in simulations in [227]. Decentralized re-

source allocation approaches are proposed in [3, 13, 14, 175] to provide a minimum AoI

for V2X communication under congested channel conditions. The authors in [39–41,

117] propose resource allocation approaches to optimize the AoI using V2N networks.

Content-Aware

In the following, we present content-aware resource allocation approaches and specif-

ically consider collective perception and cooperative driving applications. Collective
perception

The collective perception service is currently analyzed in conjunction with content-

aware resource allocation approaches for standardization [104]. A comparison of dif-

ferent approaches was studied in [207], where the authors emphasize redundancy mit-

igation for the collective perception service. The same authors propose an improved

algorithm in [208] to increase the V2X communication reliability and perception of ve-

hicles. A combination of content-aware resource allocation approaches with ETSI DCC

was performed in [209]. The authors revealed that ETSI DCC negatively impacts the

performance of the collective perception service if not correctly configured. Different

filtering schemes for the collective perception service to reduce the channel load were

proposed and evaluated in [5, 48, 68, 89, 178]. The cellular channel load for diverse

vehicular applications has also been studied in [155]. The authors used information

relevance to increase the message frequency of important events.

A content-aware resource allocation method for the cooperative driving use case

platooning was proposed in [226]. Based on the platoon state, the message frequency of Cooperative
driving

the platoon members is adapted such that the channel load is minimized and platoon

stability is guaranteed. The need for content-aware resource allocation was empha-

sized in [45] because it directly impacts the performance of the cooperative maneuver

and channel congestion. In [46], a threshold-based Risk approach was introduced.
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Relevance-Aware

Content-agnostic resource allocation approaches do not focus on specific V2X applica-

tion requirements and content-aware approaches are highly specific to their respective

application. In [73, 75], the authors propose a framework to assess the Value of Infor-Relevance
assessment

mation (VoI) for V2X networks, allowing for novel resource allocation approaches.

An early attempt to evaluate the information relevance for human drivers was made

in [50], covering different information types. The authors in [115] estimate the colli-

sion probability of vehicles to allocate resources accordingly. Information relevance

in combination with the information age was analyzed and evaluated in [158]. The

authors showed that a relevance-aware approach improves the communication costs,

leading to better decisions for the vehicles based on their perceived information.Resource
optimization

A first attempt to prioritize relevant information was studied in [125], where the

authors introduced two different priority classes. Under congested channel conditions,

high-priority messages are sent firstly. A similar approach was studied in [129], where

the authors define high and low priority messages for different V2X applications or

services. Vehicles with messages from lower priority services reduce their message

frequency if another vehicle with a higher priority service requires to send messages,

e. g., an emergency vehicle passing. In [157], the authors assess the relevance of certain

events and reveal that a relevance-aware approach significantly reduces the commu-

nication overhead and simultaneously provides comparable performance results. An

adaptive resource allocation approach based on QoS priority is proposed in [35]. The

authors show an improved resource throughput and utilization in their evaluation.

In [86], the authors used their VoI framework from [73, 75] and proposed a relevance-

aware resource allocation approach for the collective perception service. The authors

evaluate the VoI based on the message content and channel condition and reveal that

relevance-aware resource allocation significantly improves the collective perception

performance under high channel congestion.

2.3.2 Heterogeneous Communication

Cooperative driving requires high communication quality. However, a single access

technology might be insufficient to fulfill the communication requirements at all times.

Data dissemination strategies using heterogeneous V2X access technologies have been

recently proposed to fulfill high communication requirements. In the following, we

cover V2X clustering and offloading approaches.

Clustering

Clustering approaches locally aggregate communication resources by a cluster head

with decentralized communication and forward them to other clusters using central-

ized communication. Due to frequent connection losses in decentralized V2X networks,

much effort has been invested in forming stable clusters using a centralized network [43,

69, 151, 180]. Clustering approaches designed explicitly for safety-relevant data dis-

semination have been proposed in [196, 202, 216]. These approaches use the increased
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knowledge, extended communication range, and high reliability of V2N networks such

that cluster changes are early recognized and cluster communication is improved. The

aggregation of safety messages within a cluster reduces the communication overhead.

Communication metric optimization using vehicle clustering is proposed in [4, 22, 144,

152, 232] to reduce latency and channel load and increase reliability, throughput, and

communication range.

Offloading

Clustering approaches require aggregating information locally within the cluster be-

fore relaying it to other vehicles. The local message aggregation with decentralized

communication introduces additional latency and messages are lost when aggregating

and forwarding it to other clusters. Offloading approaches consider the best available

V2X access technology to reliably transmit data with low latency [179, 246]. To im- QoS-
balancing

prove communication quality, [2, 9, 54, 55, 110, 131, 132, 139, 140, 174, 185, 218, 242,

244, 245] use heterogeneous V2X communication technologies and adaptively select

the most appropriate technology. Hence, the authors use machine learning, game

theory, and probabilistic approaches based on the assessed radio performance met-

rics such as reliability, latency, AoI, and channel load. The mentioned approaches are

content-agnostic and optimize the considered communication quality metrics, often

referred to as QoS-balancing schemes. Based on the radio communication metrics Vertical
handoverand the application requirements, [77, 110, 155, 163, 192] perform vertical handovers,

improving reliability, latency, and throughput.

2.4 summary and identified research gap

In this chapter, we provided background on V2X communication and cooperative

driving and discussed related work for our introduced challenges in Section 1.2. In the

following, we summarize key findings of the related work and emphasize the research

gaps addressed by our contributions mentioned in Section 1.3.

How to assess the communication quality and relevance of information?

We have outlined comparison studies showing the performance of different V2X access

technologies. Current V2X access technology cannot satisfy the high communication

requirements of cooperative driving in different use cases and scenarios. The recent

work studied communication quality assessment for each V2X access technology sep-

arately, focusing on either radio propagation or medium access effects. Further, the

assessment of information relevance is currently limited to cooperative awareness and

collective perception V2X applications. In our work, we provide a radio propagation

and medium access model to assess the communication quality of messages in V2X

networks. Furthermore, we assess the information relevance of MCMs based on the

perceived maneuver coordination plan of other vehicles.
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How to enable relevance-aware and adaptive V2X communication for cooperative driving?

Content-agnostic resource allocation approaches have been proposed to prevent chan-

nel congestion in scenarios with high vehicle density. In contrast, content-aware ap-

proaches currently focus on application communication requirements and relevance-

aware approaches abstract resource allocation from the respective application. Data

dissemination strategies presented in this chapter use heterogeneous V2X access tech-

nologies by locally clustering or offloading resources to other channels to improve

the communication quality. However, these approaches are not designed for the spe-

cific communication requirements of cooperative driving, considering both the radio

and application performance requirements. We propose a relevance-aware resource

allocation and an adaptive data dissemination strategy with heterogeneous V2X ac-

cess technologies. Relevance-aware resource allocation allocates resources based on

the relevance to coordinate a cooperative maneuver. In addition, our adaptive data

dissemination strategy extends the communication range to coordinate a cooperative

maneuver early with high communication quality.

How to allow communication-aware safe and efficient cooperative driving?

Different maneuver coordination protocols have been proposed to increase traffic ef-

ficiency in congested scenarios. The impact of impaired communication quality on

traffic safety when coordinating a cooperative maneuver has been discussed qualita-

tively and evaluated for platooning only. This work proposes a communication-aware

approach to adapt the cooperative driving application to the assessed communication

quality. Our approach adapts the safety margins of vehicles coordinating a cooperative

maneuver to maintain traffic safety.

This chapter provided background on ITS, explicitly focusing on communication

quality for IEEE 802.11p and 3GPP LTE-V2X access technologies. In the context of V2X

communication, we surveyed approaches for the i) data assessment in Section 2.1, ii)
communication-aware cooperative driving in Section 2.2, and iii) V2X network adap-

tation in Section 2.3. The related work does not assess the information relevance and

communication quality for V2X networks to support relevance-aware resource alloca-

tion and adaptive data dissemination strategies for cooperative driving. Furthermore,Traffic safety
the impact of communication quality on traffic safety for cooperative maneuvers has

been studied insufficiently.

In our work, we assess the communication quality for V2X networks and information

relevance for cooperative driving in Chapter 4. We propose relevance-aware resource

allocation and an adaptive data dissemination strategy for heterogeneous V2X access

technologies in scenarios with high vehicle density to improve the communication

quality for vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers in Chapter 5. Furthermore,

we propose communication-aware cooperative driving to maintain traffic safety in

scenarios with impaired communication quality.
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CO O P E R AT I V E D R I V I NG I N H I G H T R A F F I C D E N S I T I E S

C
ooperative driving requires high communication quality to coordinate maneu-

vers safely and efficiently [142, 213]. In the following, we discuss the communica-

tion quality of Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) networks in high traffic density scenarios

and the impact of impaired communication quality on the performance of cooperative

driving in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 outlines our approach for a joint consideration of

impaired communication quality for cooperative driving from the V2X network and

cooperative driving perspective.

3.1 communication quality in vehicular networks

In this section, we analyze the main factors impairing communication quality in V2X

networks. Furthermore, we discuss how insufficient communication quality negatively

affects cooperative driving from the traffic efficiency and safety perspective.

3.1.1 Main Factors Impairing Communication Quality

In the following, we analyze the impact of vehicle mobility, path loss, multi-path prop-

agation, channel congestion, and message frequency on the communication quality in

V2X networks.

Mobility

A key characteristic of V2X networks is the high mobility of vehicles in constrained

road networks [223, 224, 239]. In wireless communication, the high velocity of vehicles

may induce unreliable communication because of a frequency shift in the transmitted

signal (Doppler effect) [23]. In addition, high vehicle velocities lead to frequent con-

nection drops in decentralized V2X networks and require frequent cell handovers in

centralized V2X networks.

Channel Attenuation

Wireless communication is prone to path loss, meaning that the attenuation of the

transmitted signal power decreases over distance. According to the Friis model [67],

the attenuation increases with the power of two with the communication distance. Fur-

thermore, the attenuation is impacted by the message frequency of the carrier signal.

As an additional effect, shadowing further increases the attenuation of the transmit-

ted signal because of obstacles such as buildings or other vehicles [34]. Obstacles

also induce reflection and scattering of the transmitted signal. The resulting multi-

21
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path propagation leads to constructive and destructive interference of the transmitted

signal [23]. In summary, channel attenuation impairs the communication quality, af-

fecting centralized and decentralized V2X networks. Hence, channel attenuation must

be carefully considered in simulations to achieve a realistic representation of the com-

munication quality in V2X networks [33].

Channel Congestion

The main factors for channel congestion are the number of vehicles sending messages,

the message size, and message frequency [141]. In decentralized V2X networks, chan-

nel congestion causes message collisions because the probability that two vehicles

send at the same time increases with the channel load. In addition, channel congestion

also increases message latency because vehicles have to wait for the channel to become

idle before sending messages [167]. In centralized networks, channel congestion also

increases message latency and, in highly congested channels, messages may not even

be scheduled and are dismissed [215].

Message Frequency

In V2X networks, messages are either sent periodically, e. g., the Cooperative Aware-

ness Message (CAM) [96], or event-triggered, e. g., Decentralized Environmental Noti-

fication Message (DENM) [97]. A high message frequency allows for current informa-

tion at the receivers, resulting in low tracking errors from the application perspective.

As discussed before, the message frequency is one of the critical factors causing chan-

nel congestion. In V2X networks, the maximum message frequency is limited for

applications [96] and can be further limited by congestion control mechanisms to im-

prove the reliability and latency of the channel. However, a low message frequency

impairs the communication quality from the application perspective because the Age

of Information (AoI) of messages increases, inducing tracking errors.

3.1.2 Impact of Communication Quality on Cooperative Driving

Chapter 2 discussed the strict communication requirements for cooperative driv-

ing [32], including communication range, bandwidth, reliability, and latency. In the

following, we qualitatively discuss the performance of cooperative driving if the re-

quired communication quality cannot be satisfied.

Before coordinating a cooperative maneuver, e. g., merging on highways or left-

turning at an intersection, vehicles must recognize a cooperation conflict by exchang-

ing their future driving intention with V2X communication. A high communicationEarly
coordination

range allows for early conflict detection and increases the time to coordinate a co-

operative maneuver. Early coordination and agreement on a cooperative maneuver

are essential to decrease the cooperation cost for the vehicle offering cooperation. If

the maneuver is coordinated early, the vehicle offering cooperation has more time to

cooperate, requiring less deceleration. Hence, early maneuver coordination increases

traffic efficiency of vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers.
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Communication-Aware Cooperative Driving

CoDA.KOM

Cooperative Driving Applications in Large-Scale Network Simulations

Relevance-Aware Network AdaptationNetwork and Application Data Assessment

Information Relevance
(Section 4.3)

Communication Model
(Section 4.2)

Data Dissemination
(Section 5.3)

Resource Allocation
(Section 5.2)

(Chapter 6)

(Chapter 5)

(Section 5.4)

(Chapter 4)

Figure 1: Concept of data assessment and V2X network adaptations for

communication-aware cooperative driving.

After coordinating a cooperative maneuver and starting its execution, one could

argue that there is no need for vehicles to exchange further messages with their coop-

eration partners as long as the vehicles can follow their agreed maneuvers. However, Maneuver
monitoring

monitoring the cooperation partner to track the agreed maneuver is essential to main-

tain traffic safety. In this context, cooperative driving requires high communication

quality to closely monitor the maneuver execution because the vehicle’s environmental

sensors might not recognize unexpected events in time due to obstructions and their

limited perception range. If the V2X network cannot provide sufficient communication Tracking error
quality, the tracking errors of cooperation partners increase, impeding close monitor-

ing of the cooperative maneuver. Consequently, vehicles cannot react to unexpected

events in time, negatively impacting traffic safety.

3.2 towards communication-aware cooperative driving

Figure 1 depicts our concept to address impaired communication quality for coop-

erative driving. In this thesis, we propose network and application data assessment

in Chapter 4. Vehicles coordinating and executing cooperative maneuvers assess the

communication quality and information relevance in the V2X network. The network

and application data assessment and the cooperative driving application provide

the input for relevance-aware V2X network adaptions. In Chapter 5, we focus on

relevance-aware resource allocation and an adaptive data dissemination strategy to

provide high communication quality for vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers.

Finally, we complement the relevance-aware V2X network adaptations with commu-

nication-aware cooperative driving to adapt the cooperative maneuver to the assessed

communication quality. Our simulation framework CoDA.kom, which we introduce

in Chapter 6, is used to evaluate the contributions of this thesis. CoDA.kom enables

cooperative driving and offers heterogeneous V2X access technologies in a large-scale

network. In the following, we elaborate more on the challenges and approaches for

network and application data assessment, relevance-aware V2X network adaptations,

and communication-aware cooperative driving.
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3.2.1 Network and Application Data Assessment

Network and application data assessment constitutes the fundamental for relevance-

aware V2X network adaptation and communication-aware cooperative driving, as

depicted in Figure 1. Cooperating vehicles must have a common understanding of the

upcoming cooperative maneuver before agreeing to it, including knowledge about the

expected communication quality during the maneuver. Cooperative driving enables

the prediction of communication quality and information relevance using trajectories.V2X quality
During the execution of a cooperative maneuver, the communication distance be-

tween the cooperation partners changes, affecting the communication quality during

a cooperative maneuver. We address this problem with the communication quality

assessment based on the vehicles’ future paths. Hence, we predict the communication

quality at different communication distances for the time of the cooperative maneuver.Information
relevance

Additionally, channel resources are limited and the relevance to coordinate a coop-

erative maneuver differs for vehicles in the same scenario. Vehicles must assess the

information relevance to coordinate a cooperative maneuver. Messages required to

coordinate a cooperative maneuver and solve an immediate collision conflict must be

delivered in time to the cooperation partner to allow fast coordination and avoid a

potential collision. In this context, information assessment must reflect the relevance

of safety-critical situations and the necessity to coordinate a cooperative maneuver.Decentralized
assessment

Centralized data quality and relevance assessment have already been studied for

V2X networks [154]. In this thesis, we focus on decentralized cooperative driving. Con-

sequently, we present a decentralized approach to assess the communication quality

and information relevance for cooperative driving such that vehicles remain indepen-

dent of central infrastructure.

3.2.2 Relevance-Aware V2X Network Adaptations

Providing high communication quality in scenarios with high vehicle density con-

stitutes a significant research challenge. Cooperative driving requires high commu-

nication range and reliable, low-latency communication to coordinate a cooperative

maneuver timely and reliably. Strict communication requirements are addressed with

relevance-aware V2X network adaptations based on the communication quality and

information relevance assessment.Resource
allocation

Vehicles perceive the current channel congestion and predict the communication

quality for different resource allocation strategies in a decentralized V2X network. In-

formation relevance and communication quality assessment enable relevance-aware

resource allocation to optimize resource allocation, providing high communication

quality for cooperative driving, even in challenging vehicular traffic scenarios. For

example, in a congested scenario, vehicles with highly relevant information allocate

more resources than vehicles with less relevant information to send critical informa-

tion to other vehicles in time. Hence, we address impaired communication quality

because of channel congestion and low message frequency with relevance-aware re-

source allocation. Additionally, an adaptive data dissemination strategy with hetero-
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geneous V2X access technologies improves the communication range, reliability, and

latency by using the V2X access technology, which is expected to satisfy the required

communication quality for a cooperative maneuver. Hence, we address impaired com- Data
dissemination
strategies

munication quality because of channel attenuation and congestion with our adaptive

data dissemination strategy for vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver.

3.2.3 Communication-Aware Cooperative Driving

High communication quality cannot be guaranteed in V2X networks, especially in

scenarios with high vehicle density because of physical constraints. Need for
adaptation

If V2X network adaptations cannot satisfy the communication quality requirements

of cooperative driving, vehicles must adapt the cooperative maneuver to the assessed

communication quality. For example, for left-turning at an intersection, cooperative

driving opens a sufficiently large cooperation gap for a requesting vehicle to turn left

in an intersection. The size of the cooperation gap has a significant impact on the

traffic efficiency of cooperative driving: Increasing the gap for the left-turning vehicle

increases the cost for the vehicle offering cooperation. From a traffic efficiency perspec-

tive, the provided cooperation gap should be as small as possible. After coordination, Monitoring
maneuver
coordination

the vehicles monitor the cooperative maneuver by periodically exchanging Maneuver

Coordination Messages (MCMs). That way, vehicles can react to unexpected events

and, if required, abort the cooperation to maintain safety if the cooperation gap is

insufficient to turn left safely in the intersection. However, insufficient communication

quality induces tracking errors and vehicles might not be informed about unexpected

events to abort the cooperative maneuver. V2X
awareness

Consequently, we address impaired communication quality because of mobility,

channel attenuation and congestion from the application perspective with communi-

cation-aware cooperative driving. We fully exploit the traffic efficiency gain of cooper-

ative driving if high communication quality is available, allowing vehicles to monitor

and track a cooperative maneuver accurately. In scenarios with impaired communica-

tion quality, communication-aware cooperative driving decreases traffic efficiency to

maintain safety by increasing the safety margins between vehicles or denying cooper-

ation according to the assessed communication quality.

In this chapter, we have discussed the challenges of V2X communication for coop-

erative driving. For this purpose, we outlined the factors impairing communication

quality in V2X networks. We discussed how these communication effects decrease the

traffic efficiency and safety performance of cooperative driving. Based on the identi-

fied challenges, we proposed our approach to provide high communication quality

for cooperative driving and enable communication-aware cooperative driving. In the

following chapters, we describe our approach in detail. We first focus on data assess-

ment for cooperative driving in Chapter 4 and present relevance-aware V2X network

adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driving in Chapter 5.
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DATA A S S E S S M E N T FO R CO O P E R AT I V E D R I V I NG

I
n this chapter, we present communication quality and information relevance as-

sessment for cooperative driving in decentralized Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) net-

works. In Chapter 2, we have outlined that cooperative driving requires high com-

munication quality, which cannot be fulfilled with current V2X access technologies.

Communication quality and information relevance assessment is required to enable

relevance-aware resource allocation, adaptive data dissemination strategies, and com-

munication-aware cooperative driving, as focused in this thesis. In this context, we

focus on a decentralized approach to assess the vehicle’s communication quality and

information relevance independent from additional infrastructure [31]. V2X quality
In this chapter, we derive a communication model to assess radio propagation and

medium access effects in V2X networks. Additionally, we extend the concept of the

Age of Information (AoI) in V2X networks [29, 30]. The AoI allows to track the com-

munication quality in one metric and not separately as Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR),

latency, and message frequency. We propose two assessment models for the AoI: i)
A measurement-based assessment from past observations allows to adapt the data

dissemination strategy to the actual perceived AoI of other vehicles. Additionally, ii) a

model-based assessment allows to obtain the AoI for the upcoming maneuver based

on the vehicles’ driving intentions. The model-based AoI assessment enables com-

munication-aware cooperative driving. Lastly, we present information relevance as- Information
relevance

sessment for cooperative driving. Communication quality and information relevance

assessment are the fundamentals of relevance-aware resource allocation.

In this chapter, we first overview data assessment for cooperative driving use cases,

focusing on the considered scenario and introducing the concept of trajectory-based

data assessment in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we present our numerical model for com-

munication quality assessment in a decentralized V2X network. Finally, in Section 4.3,

we focus on information relevance assessment for cooperative driving.

4.1 overview and concept

In this section, we outline our scenario and discuss our concept of trajectory-based

data assessment.

4.1.1 Scenario

Figure 2 depicts our considered scenario, where two vehicles coordinate a cooperative

driving maneuver with V2X communication. For illustration, we consider an intersec-

tion scenario, where the cooperative driving application left-turning at an intersection

27
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Figure 2: Data assessment in the cooperative driving use case scenario left-turning at an

intersection with heterogeneous V2X access technologies.

improves traffic efficiency. Notably, our communication quality and information rele-

vance assessment approach is not limited to a specific cooperative driving use case.V2X data
dissemination

The vehicles in the scenario inform other vehicles about their driving intentions by

disseminating Maneuver Coordination Messages (MCMs) via V2X communication.

All vehicles have access to the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Network (V2N)

communication. In Figure 2, colored messages illustrate the dissemination of MCMs.

We depict messages from vehicle 1 as blue, vehicle 2 as green, and vehicle 3 as red.

Furthermore, vehicles obtain the information relevance of their current message w. r. t.

their context and the message content.Decentralized
cooperative

driving
In this thesis, we focus on a generic cooperative driving approach, where a vehicle’s

driving intention is sent to other vehicles using trajectories [137, 142]. For the rest of

this thesis, we refer to the generic cooperative driving approach suggested in [137],

where vehicles send planned and optional desired trajectories. The planned trajectory

represents the vehicle’s performed maneuver, illustrated as a blue arrow in Figure 2.

A vehicle requests cooperation by sending an additional desired trajectory, depicted

as an orange arrow. The desired trajectory conflicts with at least one other planned

trajectory and increases the vehicle’s traffic efficiency compared to its current planned

trajectory. In Figure 2, vehicle 3 sends a collision-free planned trajectory and requests

cooperation with an additional desired trajectory to avoid stopping in the intersection.Assumptions
For our data assessment approach presented in this section, we assume that all

vehicles are equipped with V2X communication and coordinate maneuvers with the

mentioned cooperative driving approach. Hence, all vehicles continuously dissem-

inate their planned and optional desired trajectories. Our data assessment obtains

the communication quality and information relevance from the vehicle’s own and

received trajectories of other vehicles. Notably, our trajectory-based data assessment

also applies to vehicles without V2X communication or a cooperative driving appli-

cation. For unequipped vehicles, a mechanism to approximate their trajectories based

on the road topology and past driving behavior is required. However, the estimation

of driving intentions is not in the scope of this thesis.
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4.1.2 Objective and Concept

In the following, we outline the objective of data assessment for cooperative driving in

decentralized V2X networks. After that, we introduce our concept of trajectory-based

data assessment for cooperative driving.

Data Assessment Requirements for Cooperative Driving

In this thesis, we focus on cooperative driving, where vehicles coordinate and decide

on cooperative maneuvers autonomously without relying on additional infrastructure.

Consequently, we present a decentralized approach to assess the vehicles’ communi-

cation quality and information relevance to remain independent of infrastructure. V2X quality
Each vehicle assesses the communication quality of each V2X access technology

from other vehicles separately. For centralized V2N communication, a vehicle assesses

the communication quality to the connected base station. For decentralized V2V ac-

cess technologies, a vehicle assesses the communication quality to all vehicles in its

communication range. According to Figure 2, vehicle 1 assesses the communication

quality to vehicles 2 and 3. In this chapter, we derive a numerical model to obtain the

PDR and latency for decentralized V2X communication. Based on the PDR and latency

assessment, we propose a model-based AoI assessment approach to obtain the AoI for

different communication distances, vehicle densities, and message frequencies. Fur-

ther, we present a measurement-based assessment approach to capture the perceived

AoI of other vehicles. Information
relevance

In this thesis, the information relevance quantifies the need to coordinate a cooper-

ative maneuver and resolve a cooperation conflict. For cooperative driving, we assign

more relevance to immediate conflicts in contrast to conflicts with sufficient coordina-

tion time. In Figure 2, vehicles 1 and 3 recognize a trajectory conflict in the intersection,

assuming that both vehicles have received messages from each other. While approach-

ing the intersection, the message relevance of vehicles 1 and 3 increases as long as

the cooperation conflict exists, i. e., the relevance of the conflict increases. In contrast,

vehicle 2 has no conflict with another vehicle in this intersection and, therefore, has a

low information relevance. We denote the information relevance of a vehicle n as rn,

wheren ∈ {1, 2, ...,N} andN denotes the number of vehicles in the considered scenario.

Vehicles continuously determine the information relevance of their MCMs based on

received MCMs from other vehicles in their communication range. Furthermore, ve-

hicles share their assessed information relevance with other vehicles by attaching it to

their MCMs. Computa-
tional
complexity

The communication quality and information relevance assessment must have low

computational complexity to enable efficient V2X network adaptations and commu-

nication-aware adaptive cooperative driving. In this context, we require that the data

assessment computation time does not exceed the maximum message frequency λMAX

of MCMs to allow for fast adaptations from the communication and application per-

spective. In this thesis, we consider a maximum message frequency of 10Hz, resulting

in a maximum computation time of 100ms.
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Figure 3: Trajectory-based data assessment in V2X networks.

The assessed communication quality and information relevance allow for rele-

vance-aware V2X network adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driv-

ing, which we focus on in Chapter 5.

Concept of Trajectory-Based Data Assessment

Cooperative driving allows coordinating maneuvers in the near future by sharing

driving intentions with other vehicles using trajectories. We use the following notationTrajectory
notation

for trajectories, adapted from [137]. A trajectory describes a vehicle’s position in Frenet

coordinates as a function of time t and consists of one or multiple trajectory sections.

In the time domain, the trajectory length is limited by the trajectory’s time horizon

TTH. In the spatial domain, each trajectory section covers exactly one lane segment

(lane of a road or an intersection). In Figure 3, the planned trajectory of vehicle 1

consists of three trajectory sections, covering the lane to the left, the intersection lane,

and a part of the lane to the right. Each trajectory section has a specific validity time.

The validity times of all sections represent the trajectory’s time horizon. For example,

the first trajectory section of vehicle 1 in Figure 3 starts at the current time and the

third section ends at t = TTH. Each trajectory section represents the vehicle’s position,

velocity, and acceleration at different time steps, described with longitudinal and

lateral polynomials. The longitudinal polynomial is a function of time and the lateral

polynomial is a function of the longitudinal polynomial. We obtain a vehicle’s position,

velocity, and acceleration for a given trajectory at any given point in time t within the

trajectory’s validity time 0 6 t 6 TTH.Data
assessment

According to [137, 142], vehicles coordinate and agree on cooperative maneuvers

based on the knowledge of other vehicles’ future driving intentions obtained from the

received MCMs. That is, cooperative driving resolves trajectory conflicts of vehicles. In

the current research, the decision to agree on a cooperative maneuver is limited to the

vehicles’ driving intentions. We suggest that cooperative driving also considers the

assessed communication quality and information relevance to coordinate cooperative

maneuvers. On the one side, a vehicle measures the communication quality within
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a limited time interval to adapt its data dissemination strategy accordingly. On the

other side, using trajectories, a vehicle also assesses the communication quality and

information relevance for the upcoming maneuver within the trajectory’s time horizon

to enable communication-aware cooperative driving.

A vehicle improves the communication quality for the cooperative maneuver with

relevance-aware resource allocation and adaptive data dissemination strategies. If

impaired communication quality is assessed because of physical constraints in the

V2X network, the cooperative maneuver is adapted to the available communication

quality. We obtain the relative position, velocity, and acceleration for a pair of two

vehicles’ trajectories to assess the communication quality and information relevance

at different time steps t and coordinate the upcoming maneuver in conjunction with

the vehicles’ shared driving intentions.

4.2 numerical model for communication quality assessment

In the following, we present our numerical model to assess radio propagation and

medium access effects. After that, we describe communication quality as the AoI in

V2X networks, focusing on a measurement- and model-based approach, where the

latter builds upon our numerical communication model.

4.2.1 Radio Propagation and Medium Access in Vehicular Networks

Communication quality is primarily prone to radio propagation (path loss and fad-

ing) and medium access effects, leading to unreliable communication [145, 183]. In the

following, we provide a numerical communication model for vehicles to assess the

communication quality as PDR and latency given the communication distance, num-

ber of vehicles, and message load. For this purpose, we briefly recap the well-known

log-normal shadowing radio propagation model, which extends the Friis path loss

model [67] and considers large-scale fading with random scatters. We obtain the PDR

from the log-normal model to obtain the communication quality at different commu-

nication distances. The effects of medium access on the communication quality in V2X

networks highly depend on the considered V2X access technology. In this thesis, we

derive a medium access model for safety Broadcast messages considering the IEEE

802.11p Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) mechanism, which we have

previously published in [31]. Medium access models for other V2X access technolo-

gies are left for future work. After that, we discuss the computational complexity of

our medium access model. Finally, we derive an approximate model for addressing

the computational complexity of our numerical communication model.

Communication Model

The Non-Geometry-based Stochastic (NGS) log-normal shadowing model has a sig-

nificantly lower computational complexity compared to Geometry-based Stochastic

(GBS) and Geometry-based Deterministic (GBD) radio propagation models [183]. In
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a high vehicle density scenario, a low computational complexity is decisive as the

communication quality to all vehicles in the communication range has to be assessed

simultaneously. Additionally, NGS models apply to different scenarios by adaptingRadio
propagation

their parameters. In contrast, GBS and GBD require detailed environment knowledge.

We obtain the reception power PR,dBm(d) in dBm at distance d as

PR,dBm(d) = PR,dBm(d0) − 10γ · log
(

d

d0

)
+Xσ, (1)

where PR,dBm(d0) is the reception power at the reference distance d0, γ is the path loss

exponent, and Xσ is a zero-mean normally distributed random variable with standard

deviation σ. The parameters γ and σ depend on the considered scenario and are

obtained from measurement studies, such as performed in [42].

We obtain the PDR from path loss and random large-scale fading by integrating

over Equation 1 with the minimum threshold power PTH,dBm required to decode a

message successfully as

ρPL(d) = P(x > PTH,dBm) =

∫∞
PTH,dBm

N(µ(d),σ)dx. (2)

N(µ(d),σ) denotes the normal distribution with mean µ(d) at distance d and standard

deviation σ. The mean is obtained from the first two summands of Equation 1, giving

µ(d) = PdBm(d0) − 10γ · log
(

d
d0

)
. Using Equation 2, we assess the PDR for path loss

and fading ρPL at any distance d.Medium
access

The medium access performance highly depends on the considered V2X access

technology. In the following, we propose a numerical model to capture the effects of

the IEEE 802.11p EDCA mechanism, considered on the access layer of ETSI ITS-G5

[102]. EDCA extends the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) mechanism used

for message scheduling in decentralized V2X networks to avoid message collisions.

The communication quality decreases if two or more vehicles simultaneously send

a message (access the medium), causing their messages to collide. In the following,

we only consider message collisions of vehicles in communication range and neglect

hidden node collisions. The estimation of hidden nodes is analyzed in [136]. Our pro-

posed EDCA model allows assessing the communication quality for different vehicles’

message frequencies and depends on the number of connected vehicles. As discussed

in Section 2.1, the medium access for IEEE 802.11p has been modeled as a time-discrete

Markov Chain [25]. However, an EDCA model for heterogeneous message frequencies

for safety Broadcast messages with the highest access category has not been proposed

yet. In IEEE 802.11p, messages are slotted in the time domain [90].

Figure 4 depicts the Markov Chain, representing the EDCA backoff mechanism for

safety Broadcast messages of the highest access category. The Markov Chain is based

on the IEEE 802.11 DCF model from [145] and follows the specification of EDCA from

[90] and [103]. In the following, we derive the probability τn that a message of vehicle

n is sent in a randomly chosen time slot. A message is sent if the message arrives at

the backoff stage b−1.
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Figure 4: Markov Chain representing the IEEE 802.11p EDCA backoff mechanism with a

backoff and post-backoff stage from the perspective of a vehicle, adapted from [31].

After sending a message, EDCA initiates a post-backoff stage to avoid sending a

message immediately after the last message has been sent. We leave the post-backoff

stage if we are in the post-backoff stagebP,0 and the channel is not busy. The probability

that the channel is busy, i. e., at least one other vehicle occupies the channel, is denoted

as pB. Further, the probability that a message from a V2X application of vehicle n

arrives at the Medium Access Control (MAC) is denoted as qn. EDCA remains in Idle stage
the idle stage bI if no message arrives at the MAC. Hence, we obtain the transition

probability for the idle stage as

P(bI|bP,0) = 1− pB,

P(bI|bI) = 1− qn.
(3)

From the idle stage, we transition to the backoff stage if a message can be sent and

the channel is busy. We randomly transition to one of W backoff stages bk, where W Backoff stage
depends on the respective Quality of Service (QoS) access category. k ∈ {0, 1, ...,W− 1}

denotes our current backoff stage. The QoS access category depends on the considered

V2X application of the respective message. Following [90],W is not increased in Single-

Hop Broadcast (SHB) mode if the channel is busy. We remain in the current backoff

stage if the channel is busy and transition to the next backoff stage bk−1 if the channel

is idle. We write the transition probabilities for the backoff stages as

P(bk|bI) = qn·pB
W , k ∈ {0, ...,W − 1},

P(bk|bk) = pB, k ∈ {0, ...,W − 1},

P(bk|bk+1) = 1− pB, k ∈ {0, ...,W − 2}.

(4)

Post-backoff
stageAfter sending a message in stage b−1, i. e., we have finished the backoff stage or

transitioned from the idle stage, we randomly transition to one of W post-backoff
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stages. Similar to the backoff stage, we transition to the next post-backoff stage bP,k−1

if the channel is idle. We remain in the current post-backoff stage if the channel is busy.

Hence, the transition probabilities for the post-backoff stages are

P(bP,k|b−1) = 1
W ,

P(bP,k|bP,k) = pB, k ∈ {0, ...,W − 1},

P(bP,k|bP,k+1) = 1− pB, k ∈ {0, ...,W − 2}.

(5)

Stationary
state Now, we obtain the stationary state of the Markov Chain as

1 = bI + b−1 +

W−1∑
k=0

bk +

W−1∑
k=0

bP,k. (6)

Using the transition probabilities for the idle, backoff, and post-backoff stages in

Equation 6, we get

1 =
b−1

qn
+ b−1 +

W−1∑
k=0

W − k

W

pB

1− pB
b−1 +

W−1∑
k=0

W − k

W

1

1− pB
b−1. (7)

We solve Equation 7 for b−1 and get

b−1 = τn =
2qn · (1− pB)

2(1+ qn) · (1− pB) + qn · (1+ pB) · (W + 1)
. (8)

For a randomly chosen time slot, Equation 8 denotes the probability of a vehicle n

to send a message. Considering N vehicles, we obtain the probability that the channel

is idle as the probability that no vehicle sends in a randomly chosen time lost, giving

pI =

N∏
n=1

(1− τn). (9)

The probability that the channel is busy is then given as pB = 1−pI. According to [25],Load equation
there is always a message available at the MAC, giving qn = 1 for the load equation.

A more realistic approach was proposed in [145], assuming a Poisson distribution for

the message arrival rate at the MAC, giving

qn = 1− exp (−λn · TVS), (10)

where TVS is the duration of a virtual time slot and λn is the message frequency of

vehicle n. An expression for the duration of the virtual time slot is given in [25],

denoting the duration where the channel is idle or busy with either a successful or

collision transmission. We modified TVS such that the channel is idle for the Arbitration

Inter-Frame Spacing (AIFS) time TAIFS [90] and the channel slot time TCH,S. After the

channel was sensed busy, EDCA first waits for the AIFS time TAIFS and the channel slot

time TCH,S before sending the next message. Hence the virtual time slot is given as

TVS = pI · (TAIFS + TCH,S) + pS · TS + pC · TC. (11)
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According to [145], the probability of a successful transmission is given by

pS =

N∑
n=1

τn ·

∏
j6=n

(1− τj)

 . (12)

In SHB mode, we have the same duration for a successful or collision transmission,

denoted as TS and TC, respectively. We do not wait for an acknowledgment message Transmission
duration

after sending a message. The duration of a frame TFD denotes the temporal message

expansion, which is influenced by the message size M. TFD is also constrained by

the bits per Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbol BOFDM.

Furthermore, messages must be scheduled in the time slots TCH,S of IEEE 802.11p.

Moreover, we wait for the AIFS time TAIFS before sending a message and consider the

propagation delay TPD, giving

TS = TC =

⌈
TFD + TAIFS + TPD

TCH,S

⌉
· TCH,S. (13)

The frame duration TFD is given in [90] as

TFD = TPRE + TSIG + TOFDM

⌈
M+ 6 bits + 16 bits

BOFDM

⌉
, (14)

where TPRE and TSIG are the durations’ of the preamble and signal headers of the

physical layer in IEEE 802.11p, respectively. TOFDM is the length of an OFDM symbol.

According to [90], the tail and service bits are also considered in Equation 14 with

6 bits and 16 bits, respectively. Reliability
Finally, we obtain the PDR as the probability that no other vehicle j is sending a

message [25], giving

ρn,MA =
∏
j6=n

(1− τj). (15)

Notably, Equation 15 does not consider the case that more than two vehicles send

messages simultaneously. Throughput
The normalized throughput is given in [25] by the time messages are successfully

sent in the channel pS · TFD divided by the virtual duration of a time slot TVS, giving

S =
pS · TFD

TVS
. (16)

We also derive an expression for the Channel Busy Ratio (CBR)C, which is frequently

used as a V2X communication metric, especially for European Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI) Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) [102]. The channel Channel busy
ratio

is busy if we either have a successful or collision transmission. The transmission

duration is given by the frame duration TFD in Equation 14. Hence, we obtain the CBR

as the fraction of time where the channel is busy and the virtual duration of a time

slot, giving

C =
(pS + pC) · TFD

TVS
. (17)
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(b) Normalized Throughput.
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(c) Average Latency.
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(d) Packet Delivery Ratio.

Figure 5: Assessment of communication quality depending on the number of vehicles and

message frequency in a numerical IEEE 802.11p network model.

In a congested scenario, it is expected that the medium access cannot immediately

send a message. In [6], a message arriving at the MAC is expected to complete 0.5 ·Latency
(W− 1) backoff stages before being sent, where a backoff stage is completed in a virtual

time duration TVS. Hence, the average latency is given as

L =
0.5TVS · (W − 1)

1− 0.5(W − 1) · λn · TVS
. (18)

We use our derived communication model to assess the communication quality for

vehicles in a scenario. For illustration in Figure 5, we consider the parameters used

for the log-normal shadowing model in [29] and the parameters for the IEEE 802.11p

EDCA model from [31].

Figure 5 depicts the CBR, normalized throughput, average latency, and PDR ob-

tained from our communication model derived in this section for different numbers of

vehicles. Note that the channel load is impacted by the number of vehicles. Hence, we

can also obtain the communication quality for 0 vehicles. For simplicity, all vehicles

have the same message frequency. However, our communication model allows us to

obtain the communication quality for different message frequencies, i. e., each vehicle
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Figure 6: PDR assessment for a message frequency of 10Hz and different number of vehicles

in a numerical IEEE 802.11p network model.

can have an individual message frequency. Figure 5a depicts the CBR obtained from Channel busy
ratio

Equation 17 for different numbers of vehicles, where the vehicles have a message fre-

quency of 1Hz, 5Hz, and 10Hz. According to [102], the channel is considered relaxed

below a CBR of 0.3 and congested above a CBR of 0.6. If all vehicles have a message

frequency of 10Hz, the channel is considered congested for more than 80 vehicles

in the scenario. For 5Hz, the channel is congested for more than 175 vehicles in the

scenario. For 1Hz, the channel is not congested even with 300 vehicles in the scenario.

The normalized throughput of the V2X network is depicted in Figure 5b. Interestingly, Normalized
throughput

the normalized throughput increases for an increasing number of vehicles and de-

creases again for more than 130 and 260 vehicles considering a message frequency

of 10Hz and 5Hz, respectively. Few vehicles cannot use all communication resources

of the respective channel. For 5Hz and 10Hz, the normalized throughput reaches its

maximum at 0.63 for 130 and 260 vehicles, respectively. Figure 5c depicts the average Average
latency

latency depending on the number of vehicles and the message frequency. The average

latency does not exceed 1.8ms, even if the channel is congested and does not decrease

below 0.9ms for a relaxed channel. In Figure 5d, we depict the PDR as a function of Packet
delivery ratio

the number of vehicles for different message frequencies. With a message frequency

of 10Hz, the PDR is below 0.5 for more than 160 vehicles.

Figure 6 depicts the PDR as a function of the communication distance obtained from

our communication model for a message frequency of 10Hz and different numbers of

vehicles. We assume that the PDR for path loss and medium access is independent of

each other, such that ρn(d) = ρn,MA · ρPL(d) holds. The PDR without medium access

effects is obtained from Figure 5d for 0 vehicles. From Figure 6, we see that the PDR

is severely impaired because of the medium access if the channel is congested. The

PDR is below 0.8 for 100 vehicles. The PDR also severely decreases with an increasing

communication distance and is, independent from the congestion state, below 0.2 for

a communication distance higher than 300m. Next, we discuss the computational

complexity of our proposed IEEE 802.11p EDCA model.
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Figure 7: Computation time for the numerical and approximate IEEE 802.11p EDCA model

measured with commodity hardware, taken from [31].

Computational Complexity

Our proposed numerical EDCA model assesses the PDR, CBR, normalized through-

put, and average latency by solving Equation 8, which recursively depends on qn

and pB. Each vehicle n can have a different load qn, leading to N coupled non-linear

equations τn. A numerical solver is required to solve the coupled non-linear equations.

However, the vehicles’ message frequency is lower- and upper-bounded with a

minimum and maximum message frequency [102], λMIN and λMAX, respectively. Fur-

thermore, the vehicles’ message frequencies can be discretized in message frequency

steps λS, such that we get NG vehicles groups with the same message frequency as

NG =

⌈
1

λS
· (λMAX − λMIN) + 1

⌉
. (19)

Considering the assumptions mentioned above, the number of coupled non-linear

equations reduces to NG. For example, with a message frequency between 1Hz and

10Hz and a message step size of 0.5Hz, we get 19 vehicles groups.

In the following, we obtain the computational complexity of our numerical EDCA

model by measuring the computation time to solve Equation 8 for different numbers

of vehicle groups. As an example, we use MatlabR2020b vpasolve to solve Equation 8

for up to 20 vehicle groups.

Figure 7 depicts the computation time for different vehicle groups, showing the

confidence interval of vpasolve for a series of 30 simulation runs on a logarithmic

scale. Figure 7 shows that the computation time exceeds 20 s to obtain the PDR for

20 vehicle groups. We fit the computation time of our numerical EDCA model with a

second-degree polynomial. Hence, we approximate the computational complexity as

O(N2
G).

In this chapter, our goal is to derive a communication model that allows for V2X

network adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driving. In this context,

a computation time of up to 20 s to obtain the PDR of vehicles in the V2X network

does not allow for timely V2X network and cooperative driving adaptations. In the

following, we propose an approximate model with a constant computation time below
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0.02 s, measured with commodity hardware, based on our derived IEEE 802.11p EDCA

model. The computation time also fulfills our requirement of less than 100ms.

Approximate PDR Model

Our proposed numerical IEEE 802.11p EDCA model considers the message frequency

and obtains the PDR for each vehicle separately. In the following, we assume that the Assumptions
vehicles’ message frequencies λn are bounded between a minimum and maximum

message frequency, giving λMIN 6 λn 6 λMAX. Furthermore, we assume that the max-

imum message frequency λMAX is significantly lower than the theoretical maximum

message frequency in the respective channel, i. e., λMAX � λCH,MAX.

We address the computational complexity by reducing the number of coupled non-

linear equations. Let us assume that our vehicle n with the message frequency λn has

perceived the message frequency of N− 1 vehicles j with the message frequency λj.

Vehicle n obtains the network’s average message frequency from its perspective as

λ̄(λn) =
1

N
·

λn +
∑
j6=n

λj

 . (20)

Considering a network’s average message frequency λ̄, we obtain an approximate

network load as Average load

q̃ = 1− exp (−λ̄ · TVS). (21)

Equation 21 is a sufficiently accurate approximation if λMAX � λCH,MAX and λMIN 6
λn 6 λMAX because of the exponential function in Equation 10.

From Equation 15, it is evident that ρn,MA ≈ ρ̃MA if qn ≈ q̃, meaning that all

vehicles are assumed to experience the same PDR ρ̃MA. Consequently, we obtain the

approximated PDR experienced by all vehicles in the network as

ρ̃MA = (1− τ̃)N−1. (22)

Equation 22 requires a numerical solver to obtain τ̃ for q̃ but only considers one

vehicle group. As depicted in Figure 7, the computation time significantly reduces but

is still higher than the required computation time of 100ms. Approximate
model

To avoid a numerical solver for communication quality assessment and further

decrease the computation time, we approximate the PDR for a set of vehicles as a

function of the network’s average message frequency.

Therefore, we obtain the PDR for different numbers of vehicles in the minimum

and maximum message frequency range using our numerical communication model.

Figure 8a depicts the PDR for 50, 150, and 250 vehicles with a message frequency

between 0 and 10Hz. We use the non-linear least square method to approximate

the PDR of our numerical EDCA model with a Gaussian exponential function. Each

Gaussian exponential function represents a specific number of perceived vehicles

in the V2X network. A vehicle assesses the number of vehicles N and obtains the PDR
assessment

network’s average message frequency λ̄ in its communication range. Then, we obtain
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Figure 8: PDR as a function of the message frequency for the numerical and approximate

model, taken from [31].

the PDR from the Gaussian exponential function. Moreover, a vehicle n can assess

the impact of different message frequency strategies on the PDR of the V2X network,

which we require for relevance-aware resource allocation in Section 5.2. In Figure 7,

the approximate PDR model significantly reduces the computation time to 0.02 s.

The approximate EDCA model assumes that the message load of vehicles is compa-

rable for all vehicles, i. e., qn ≈ q̃. The vehicles’ message frequencies are all reflected

in the network’s average message frequency and, by changing the message frequency

of a vehicle, we slightly impact the network’s average message frequency.

However, assuming a comparable load q̃ for all vehicles also implies that all vehicles

have the same PDR. According to Equation 15, the same PDR for vehicles with different

message frequencies cannot correctly reflect the numerical EDCA model, especially

if the network’s average message frequency does not reflect the individual vehicle’s

message frequency.

For this purpose, we consider that N− 1 vehicles send with a message frequency of

10Hz and 1 vehicle varies its message frequency. Figure 8b compares the PDR for the

numerical and approximate models. In the scenario, we consider 1 vehicle, referred to

as Group A, with a message frequency between 0 and 100Hz and 149 vehicles (referred

to as Group B) sending with a message frequency of 10Hz. Notably, the approximate

model does not differentiate between vehicles with different message frequencies and

obtains the same PDR for all vehicles. Interestingly, the PDR in the numerical modelNumerical
V2X model

is higher for vehicles with a higher message frequency than vehicles with a lower

message frequency. A vehicle with a high message frequency has a higher share of

messages sent in the channel. However, messages can only collide with messages

from other vehicles. Therefore, the probability of a message collision is lower with a

high share of sent messages compared to a lower message share. Furthermore, the

PDR is equal if all vehicles send with the same message frequency of 10Hz. The PDR

decreases for all vehicles if the vehicle from Group A increases its message frequency

for all models because the channel load increases. However, the PDR decreases faster
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Figure 9: Evolution of the AoI over time, qualitatively showing the effects of message

frequency, reliability, and latency.

for the vehicles from Group B because of the lower message frequency compared to

the vehicle from group A.

We see that our approximate model obtains comparable results for λMAX 6 10Hz,

which confirms our assumption that λMAX � λCH,MAX. Suppose the vehicle from

Group A further increases its message frequency. In that case, the approximate model Approximate
V2X model

cannot correctly reflect the message frequency of vehicles with the network’s average

message frequency, leading to a deviation in the PDR compared to the numerical

model. For a message frequency of 100Hz, the PDR deviates by less than 10% and 1%
compared to the numerical model for the vehicle from Group A and B, respectively.

4.2.2 Age of Information

In the following, we present a model to describe the AoI in V2X networks. The AoI

describes how current the information is at the receiver. When a vehicle receives a

message, its information gets outdated until a subsequent message is received. We

identified three communication effects impairing the freshness of information. As

depicted in Figure 9, these effects are i) message frequency, ii) reliability, and iii)
latency. In the following, we provide an approach for measurement-based and model-

based assessment of the AoI. The measurement-based approach, which we previously

presented in [30], assesses the perceived peak AoI from current and past observations

of a specific vehicle and is used in Section 5.3 to transition to the V2X access technology

providing the required communication quality for cooperative driving. The model-

based approach, which we previously presented in [29], allows assessing the peak

AoI at different time steps of the vehicles’ trajectories, enabling communication-aware

cooperative driving, which we discuss in Section 5.4.

Measurement-Based Assessment

In the following, we propose our measurement-based assessment of the peak AoI. A

vehicle n obtains the AoI ∆n,j from a message of vehicle j at the current time t0 as

t0− tlast
j,msg, where tlast

j,msg is the time when the last received message of vehicle j at vehicle

n was created. ∆n,j increases over time until the next message of vehicle j arrives at

vehicle n. Hence, the AoI depends on the time when we assess the information. In the
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same scenario, the AoI is high if we assess the AoI before receiving the next message

and low if we just received a new message and then assess the AoI.Peak AoI
Recent work proposes a continuous observation of the AoI for each vehicle and

message service by integrating it over time [17]. A more efficient method is to obtain

the AoI from the creation time of a vehicle’s last and previous message. That way, we

only update the AoI of a vehicle if a new message is received.Lifetime
V2X messages have a lifetime TLT [96] and the message content is considered out-

dated if the lifetime expires, i. e., t0 − tlast
j,msg > TLT. Hence, we consider the message

lifetime TLT as the peak AoI if the last received message of vehicle j is outdated or we

have not received two subsequent messages from vehicle j.

However, only considering the difference between a pair of subsequent messages

leads to a high fluctuation of the peak AoI. The resulting peak AoI is too optimistic if we

assess it after successfully receiving two subsequent messages but have not received

previous ones. In contrast, the peak AoI is too pessimistic if we just missed one message

of vehicle j but received all previous ones. Therefore, we introduce an exponentialExponential
smoothing

smoothing function for the peak AoI to consider the last and previous observations

denoted as ∆̂last
n,j and ∆̂

prev
n,j , respectively. An exponential smoothing function has been

previously used to assess the CBR in decentralized V2X networks [102]. If vehicle n

receives a new message from vehicle j, we obtain ∆̂last
n,j as

∆̂last
n,j =

 α∆ ·
(
tlast
j,msg − t

prev
j,msg

)
+ (1−α∆) · ∆̂

prev
n,j , if t0 − tlast

j,msg < TLT,

TLT, else.
(23)

where α∆ is the exponential weighting factor for the peak AoI.

Equation 23 is only updated if we receive a message from vehicle j. Consider a

scenario where we first receive messages from vehicle j with high reliability, leading

to a low peak AoI. If the communication link suddenly disconnects, e. g., because of

shadowing, the peak AoI in Equation 23 remains low until the last received message

exceeds its lifetime TLT.Continuous
assessment

To assess the peak AoI ∆̂t0

n,j at the current time t0, we consider the difference between

the current time and the creation time of the previous message of vehicle j if it is larger

than the last obtained peak AoI, i. e., t0 − tlast
j,msg > ∆̂last

n,j , and get

∆̂t0

n,j =

 α∆ ·
(
t0 − tlast

j,msg

)
+ (1−α∆) · ∆̂last

n,j , if t0 − tlast
j,msg > ∆̂last

n,j ,

∆̂last
n,j , else.

(24)

Hence, using Equation 24, a vehicle n obtains a measurement-based assessment of

the peak AoI at the current time t0 for any perceived vehicle j.

Model-Based Assessment

In the following, we present our model-based assessment of the peak AoI. In contrast

to the measurement-based assessment, which relies on past observations of a specific

vehicle, the model-based approach allows obtaining the peak AoI independent of
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a concrete vehicle for different communication distances, message frequencies, and

vehicle densities. For this purpose, we use our derived numerical communication

model to obtain the communication quality as reliability and latency for a given

distance and traffic density. Our model-based approach for peak AoI assessment

considers the effects of message frequency, reliability, and latency, which we describe

separately in the following.

A vehiclen sends messages with the message frequency λn. The time a vehicle waits Message
frequency

for new information decreases for a high message frequency and vice versa. However,

the freshness of the information depends on the time when evaluating the information.

More precisely, if we evaluate the information from a message we just received, the

information will not be outdated. In contrast, if we evaluate the information before

receiving the subsequent message, the information is aged by a full message cycle. The

latter case describes the peak AoI, which we consider as

∆̂F(λ) =
1

λ
. (25)

In the previous section, we discussed that radio propagation and medium access

lead to unreliable communication, i. e., the message cannot be decoded at the receiver.

If a message is not successfully delivered, the receiver assesses outdated information. Reliability
The probability p to receive at least one of i messages with a PDR ρ from another

vehicle is expressed as

p = 1− (1− ρ)i. (26)

We obtain the PDR from Equation 2 for path loss and from Equation 15 for medium

access effects. Assuming that path loss and medium access effects are independent of

each other, we get ρ = ρPL(d) · ρn,MA. Equation 26 is used to obtain the number of

messages required to receive at least one message with the probability p and the PDR

ρ. In other words, with the probability p and PDR ρ, we get the peak AoI induced by

reliability as

∆̂R(ρ) =
1

λ
· ln (1− p)

ln (1− ρ)
. (27)

In communication systems, the content of a message arriving at the receiver is

outdated because of latency. We consider the frame duration TFD of a message, as Latency
defined in Equation 14, the propagation delay TPD, and the latency induced by medium

access L, as defined in Equation 18, causing messages to arrive late at the receiver.

Hence, we obtain the AoI induced by latency as

∆̂L(L) = TFD + TPD + L. (28)

Finally, by considering the effects of message frequency, reliability, and latency to

be independent of each other, we obtain the model for the peak AoI as

∆̂(λ, ρ,L) = ∆̂F(λ) + ∆̂R(ρ) + ∆̂L(L). (29)
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Figure 10: Model-based peak AoI as a function of the communication distance and time in a

numerical IEEE 802.11p network model, assuming that two vehicles approach each

other with a message frequency of 10Hz. The number of vehicles is varied and a

probability of p = 0.9999 to receive at least one message is assumed.

Note that ∆̂ from Equation 29 is a model-based assessment approach for the peak

AoI considering the current scenario for different parameter sets. For example, we can

vary the vehicle’s message frequency, evaluate the peak AoI for different distances, or

consider a different number of vehicles impacting the reliability and latency.

Figure 10 shows the model-based peak AoI assessment using Equation 29. In the

illustration, we assume that two vehicles approach each other with a constant velocity

of 10m/s each, reducing their communication distance from 200m to 0m in 10 s.

Figure 10 shows that the peak AoI is at 9.5 s for 300 vehicles, depicted as a dotted

line, and 200m communication distance and does not fall below 4.8 s. The lowest peak

AoI is at 0.15 s for 0 vehicles, depicted as the solid line, with a message frequency of

10Hz. Hence, we see that the peak AoI is lower bounded by the number of vehicles,

causing severe message collisions above 100vehicles. Additionally, the communication

distance between both vehicles severely impacts the peak AoI above 100m because of

unreliable message transmission.

In summary, we proposed a numerical model to assess the communication quality

in decentralized V2X networks for path loss and medium access effects. We ana-

lyzed the computational complexity of our numerical model and, subsequently, pro-

posed an approximate model, providing comparable results like our numerical model

with significantly less computation time. Finally, we proposed a measurement- and

model-based AoI assessment approach for communication quality assessment. The

measurement-based model assesses the AoI of each perceived vehicle. The model-

based AoI assessment builds upon our numerical model for communication quality

assessment and allows obtaining the AoI depending on the considered communication

distance, message frequency, and vehicle density.
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4.3 information relevance for cooperative driving

Cooperative driving continuously broadcasts MCMs with the vehicle’s driving inten-

tions as trajectories to other vehicles in the communication range [137, 142]. That way,

the awareness of the current position and future driving intentions increases. Fur-

thermore, the exchange of driving intentions allows to coordinate cooperative driving

maneuvers. However, not all MCMs are equally relevant. For example, messages of

vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver are more relevant than messages of vehi-

cles without the need to coordinate a maneuver. Moreover, MCMs informing about an

emergency are more relevant than MCMs coordinating a cooperative maneuver for in-

creasing traffic efficiency. Assessing the information relevance of MCMs is specifically

important when considering the limited channel resources of V2X networks [75, 157].

The goal of information relevance assessment is to enable relevance-aware resource

allocation, where relevant information is prioritized over less relevant information

in a congested V2X network. Relevance-aware resource allocation is specifically chal-

lenging in decentralized V2X networks because vehicles have incomplete knowledge

about the channel state and the information relevance of other vehicles. Generic
information
relevance
assessment

In the following, we present a generic model to assess the information relevance of

MCMs used for cooperative driving. The information relevance is obtained by each

vehicle independently, based on its current maneuver plan and perceived MCMs of

other vehicles. A high information relevance implies that the vehicle identified an

immediate conflict with another vehicle. In contrast, a low information relevance

implies that the vehicle is unaware of any conflicts. We set the information relevance

value range of a vehicle n to rn ∈ [0, 1]. In the following, we first formalize the

approaching time of trajectories, obtain the Perceived Awareness over Time Horizon

(PATH) based on the approaching time, and then link the PATH to the information

relevance of an MCM.

4.3.1 Continuous Approaching Time

In our previous work in [189], we defined the Environmental Risk Awareness (ERA)

to obtain a safety metric for collective perception. A vehicle n evaluates its perceived

ERA θp by evaluating the instantaneous approaching times tj,0 of all vehicles j in its

communication range as

θp =
∑

tj,0>0;j

µj

tj,0 + u(tj,0)
, (30)

where µj is the collision risk posed by vehicle j, depending on, e. g., the tolerated

safety time, its weight, or dimension. We select a more conservative collision risk µj

for vehicles close to our tolerated safety time. Furthermore, we select a conservative

collision risk for vehicles with high weight or large dimensions. That way, the ERA

adequately represents the potential severity of a vehicle collision. u(tj,0) denotes the

uncertainties of the states vectors induced by inaccurate local environment sensor

measurements of vehicle n. Notably, Equation 30 only considers positive approaching
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Figure 11: Assessment of continuous approaching time at different time steps.

times, i. e., only vehicles approaching our vehicle n. The instantaneous approachingInstantaneous
approaching

time
time is obtained by solving the motion equation as

dt + ḋt · tj,0 + 0.5d̈t · t2j,0 = 0, (31)

where dt, ḋt, and d̈t denote the distance, relative velocity, and acceleration at time

t between vehicle n and j. Solving Equation 31 for tj,0 yields the instantaneous ap-

proaching time of the vehicles. For tj,0 < 0, both vehicles drive away from each other.

However, Equation 31 is limited to the instantaneous approaching time, whereas tra-

jectories allow to obtain future driving intentions from other vehicles.Trajectories
In [137, 142], the authors propose cooperative driving approaches and use trajecto-

ries to represent the future driving intentions of the vehicle. The planned trajectory

(or reference) is the performed maneuver and the desired trajectory indicates the need

for cooperation. In both approaches, the trajectories have a validity time t, where

0 6 t 6 TTH and TTH is the trajectory’s time horizon. Using trajectories, we can obtainContinuous
approaching

time
the approaching time for a pair of trajectories within their validity time [46], which

we refer to as continuous approaching time tj,t in the following. According to Fig-

ure 11a, vehicle 1 obtains the continuous approaching time for the trajectory received

from vehicle 2 at different time steps t, denoted as t2,t, for the trajectories’ validity
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times. The distances at different time steps for a pair of trajectories are depicted as

red dashed lines. The continuous approaching time yields a positive value if both

vehicles approach each other. In the considered scenario of Figure 11a, t2,0 yields a

high positive value because both vehicles are far away from each other. For t2,1, the

continuous approaching time yields a small positive value because both vehicles will

approach the intersection simultaneously and the relative distance is small. For t2,2,

the continuous approaching time yields a negative value, indicating that the vehicles

drive away from each other.

In the following, we derive the perceived awareness for a pair of two trajectories

using the described continuous approaching time.

4.3.2 Perceived Awareness over Time Horizon (PATH)

In [46], the authors propose the Risk approach, where a vehicle obtains the minimum

approaching time at any trajectory time step for all perceived trajectories. The vehicle

generates a message if tj,t + t 6 TSG, where TSG denotes the tolerated safety time. The

proposed message generation highly depends on the parameter TSG. A small safety

time only generates messages in critical situations but cannot allocate resources for

cooperative driving. That is, a cooperative maneuver should be planned as early as

possible. In this context, selecting a high safety time increases the message frequencies

for all vehicles and the channel congestion in dense traffic scenarios. The authors

showed that 95% of all vehicles send with the highest message frequency [46] using

the Risk approach. In addition, Risk does not differentiate between vehicles passing

each other or having a conflict in, e. g., an intersection. PATH
properties

In the following, we propose the PATH to overcome the drawbacks of a threshold-

based approach. The PATH denotes the perceived awareness for a given trajectory

towards another trajectory in the range 0 to 1 at each time step t. The PATH is 0 for

vehicles driving away from each other. For vehicles approaching each other, we check

if the trajectories conflict in the time and spatial domain. In Figure 11b, two vehicles

approach each other, but their trajectories cannot overlap because they are too far away

from each other. In this case, we obtain the continuous approaching time because we

do not know if the trajectories will collide in the future. In Figure 11c, the trajectories

indicate that the vehicles will pass each other without any conflict. Hence, the PATH

of both vehicle trajectories is 0. If the continuous approaching time is negative at any

time step and the trajectories have no conflict, the PATH is 0.

Let us define the trajectories of vehiclen and j asχn andχj, respectively. Algorithm 1 Trajectory
relevance

checks if the trajectories approach each other and can overlap in the future. We first

set the output ζn,j to True in line 1. From lines 2 to 7, we iterate over the trajectories’

time horizons in discrete time steps from 0 to TTH. At each time step t, we check if the

vehicles approach each other using isApproaching() and if the trajectories conflict in

the spatial and time domain using hasCollision(). The function isApproaching()

checks if the continuous approaching time at the respective time step is positive and

hasCollision() checks the trajectories for collision. The collision check is retrieved

from the maneuver planning module of the cooperative driving application. If the
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Algorithm 1 : The algorithm checks if the trajectories χn and χj of vehicle n

and j, respectively, can conflict in the future, taken from [31].

Result: ζn,j

1: ζn,j ← True ;

2: for t = 0 to TTH do
3: if not isApproaching (χn(t),χj(t)) and not hasCollision (χn,χj) then
4: ζn,j ← False ;

5: break ;

6: end if
7: end for

vehicles are not approaching and have no trajectory collision, we assume that both

trajectories cannot overlap in the future. Hence, we set ζn,j to False and break the loop

in lines 4 and 5, respectively. Algorithm 1 returns True for the scenario in Figure 11a

and Figure 11b. Furthermore, Algorithm 1 returns False for the scenario in Figure 11c.

A vehicle n executes Algorithm 1 for each of its considered trajectories (planned or

desired) and each received trajectory from other vehicles.Perceived
awareness

The PATH extends our previously introduced ERA in Equation 30. For readability,

we only consider one trajectory of each vehicle and we obtain the PATH of vehicle n

towards vehicle j. Hence, we define the PATH as

Φ(t)n,j =


0 if not ζn,j,

1 else if tj,t + t 6 TSG,
TSG

tj,t+t else,

(32)

where Φ(t)n,j ∈ [0, 1] and 0 6 t 6 TTH.

For the PATH, we aggregate the risk for each vehicle and trajectory separately and

consider the safety time TSG for the collision riskµj because we might not have access to

the other vehicle’s weight or dimension. In contrast to the ERA, we also do not consider

the uncertainty vectors induced by measurements. The continuous approaching time

is obtained at different time steps along the time horizon of a trajectories’ pair. For

t > 0, we add t to the continuous approaching time, meaning we have more time to

react to a potential collision. The PATH is 0 if Algorithm 1 returns False, which means

that both trajectories are not approaching and colliding with each other. Equation 32

yields 1 if tj,t + t 6 TSG, i. e., the other vehicle is already within our safety time and

has an imminent collision risk. Furthermore, we obtain the PATH between 0 and 1 if

ζn,j is True and tj,t + t > TSG.

A vehicle obtains the PATH for each perceived vehicle in its communication range.

In the following, we link the PATH to the information relevance.
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4.3.3 Information Relevance

According to the cooperative driving approach suggested in [75, 157], an MCM con-

tains a planned and optional desired trajectory (or reference and optionally request

and alternative trajectories). Our goal is to assess the information relevance of the

MCM using the PATH. The PATH is defined for pairs of trajectories and is a function

of time. Maximum
PATH

We first obtain the maximum PATH within the time horizon for all possible pairs

of trajectories. A trajectory pair consists of one of our generated trajectories and a

received trajectory from another vehicle. After that, we obtain the maximum PATH

among all pairs of trajectories. The trajectory pair with the highest PATH is considered

the most relevant trajectory conflict and determines the information relevance of the

MCMs. We define the information relevance rn of vehicle n for the current MCM as

rn = max
t∈ [0,TTH];j

(Φ(t)n,j). (33)

We obtain the maximum PATH for each trajectory over its time horizon and each

vehicle j. We obtain a low information relevance and have no risk for a collision, i. e.,

rn → 0, if the PATH is low for all time steps and perceived vehicles. In this case,

there is no need to coordinate a cooperative maneuver. For 0 < rn � 1, there is a Cooperation
conflict

potential cooperation conflict in the future, where cooperative driving can resolve

the conflict upfront and, therefore, increase traffic efficiency. In contrast, for rn → 1,

the information relevance is high and we have an imminent collision risk. In this

case, immediate action is required to mitigate a potential collision. In Section A.2, we

evaluate the cumulative distribution of the information relevance in a cooperative

driving scenario.

In this section, we have discussed the information relevance assessment for cooper-

ative driving using trajectories. Our presented approach obtains the approaching time

for a pair of trajectories and information relevance from the vehicle’s most critical tra-

jectory conflict. Our approach ensures that the information relevance of safety-critical

scenarios is higher than the information relevance of traffic efficiency scenarios.

In this chapter, we have derived communication quality and information relevance

assessment for cooperative driving in decentralized V2X networks. Our first contri-

bution provides a numerical model to assess the communication quality of the IEEE

802.11p EDCA mechanism. Based on the analysis of the computational complexity

of the numerical model, we proposed an approximate model, providing comparable

results with significantly less computational time. Further, we extended the AoI as-

sessment in decentralized V2X networks, providing a measurement- and model-based

approach. As our second contribution, we proposed the information relevance assess-

ment for cooperative driving. Vehicles assess the continuous approaching times of

other vehicles using trajectories and derive the PATH from the continuous approach-

ing time. The information relevance of MCMs is then defined as the maximum PATH

for the trajectories being sent in the respective message. In the following, we build upon

assessing information relevance and communication quality to enable V2X network

adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driving.
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R E L E VA NC E -AWA R E A DA P TAT I O N S I N V E H I C U L A R

N E T WO R K S

C
ommunication quality and information relevance assessment presented in the

previous chapter enables relevance-aware adaptations in decentralized Vehicle-

to-Everything (V2X) networks. Hence, in this chapter, we improve the communication

quality with relevance-aware resource allocation and an adaptive data dissemination

strategy for cooperative driving. Furthermore, we present communication-aware co-

operative driving for increasing traffic efficiency and safety by adapting to the assessed

communication quality. Network and
application
adaptations

On the communication side, previous research proposed mechanisms to either

improve the communication quality, e. g., counteract channel congestion, or fulfill

application-specific communication requirements, e. g., message frequency. On the

application side, previous research for cooperative driving primarily focused on ef-

ficient coordination of cooperative driving maneuvers without explicitly considering

the communication quality (cf. Chapter 2). Providing
high V2X
quality

Cooperative driving specifically increases traffic efficiency in scenarios with a high

vehicle density, where only a subset of vehicles in the V2X network coordinates cooper-

ative maneuvers. However, cooperating vehicles require high communication quality

to enable early coordination for improving traffic efficiency and highly accurate moni-

toring of vehicles involved in the cooperative maneuver for maintaining traffic safety.

However, providing high communication quality specifically for vehicles coordinating

cooperative maneuvers in scenarios with a high vehicle density constitutes a signifi-

cant research challenge.

In this chapter, we address the mentioned challenges from the V2X network and
application perspective. In the following, we provide an overview of the concept

proposed in this thesis, highlight the contributions of this chapter, and link them to

the other contributions presented in this thesis.

5.1 overview and concept

In this section, we briefly describe V2X communication for cooperative driving. After

that, we explain our concept of relevance-aware adaptations in V2X networks for

communication-aware cooperative driving based on the data assessment presented in

Chapter 4.

5.1.1 V2X Communication for Cooperative Driving

This thesis builds upon the generic cooperative driving approach presented in [137] to

coordinate cooperative maneuvers. Vehicles share their planned and optional desired

51
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trajectories with other vehicles in the communication range using V2X communication.

The planned trajectory describes a vehicle’s future driving intention in a limited time

period. The desired trajectory is sent in addition to the planned trajectory if a vehicle

requires cooperation to increase its traffic efficiency, e. g., left-turning at an intersection.Single vs.
multi-hop
broadcast

We assume that all vehicles are equipped with V2X communication, having access

to decentralized Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and centralized Vehicle-to-Network (V2N)

access technologies. For V2V communication, we use the Single-Hop Broadcast (SHB)

transmission mode to send Maneuver Coordination Messages (MCMs). Multi-hop

communication allows extending the communication range of vehicles to increase

their awareness in an emergency, i. e., increasing the probability of message reception

by relaying the same message via multiple vehicles [143]. However, multi-hop com-

munication is susceptible to severe channel congestion, impairing the communication

quality, especially in scenarios with high vehicle density.Unicast vs.
multicast

For V2N communication, each vehicle is connected to a base station and we use

the Unicast transmission mode in the up- and downlink to offer Ultra-Reliable Low-

Latency Communication (URLLC). In 3GPP LTE-V2N networks, the Multicast and

Broadcast transmission modes require a time-intensive session setup before send-

ing messages to vehicles of interest. Due to the high vehicles’ mobility, continuous

session setups are required to capture all vehicles of interest. Therefore, Multicast

and Broadcast transmission in 3GPP LTE-V2N networks currently cannot fulfill the

communication requirements of safety-relevant V2X applications [147].Data
dissemination
for cooperative

driving

For cooperative driving, we use V2V communication as the default V2X access tech-

nology. V2V communication does not rely on additional infrastructure and, hence, is

well suited for the considered generic cooperative driving approach in [137]. Vehicles

also have access to V2N networks. As channel resources are limited and also used for

other V2X applications, each V2X access technology only has access to a single channel

to send MCMs, i. e., Single-Channel Operation (SCO).

In this thesis, vehicles solely operate on the cooperative driving application and

periodically send MCMs to other vehicles. The message frequency of the coopera-

tive driving application is limited between λMIN and λMAX. The relevance-aware re-

source allocation approach proposed in this chapter optimizes the vehicle’s message

frequency for cooperative driving. The presented approach is not limited to the coop-

erative driving application and also applies to other V2X applications, e. g., collective

perception. However, our relevance-aware resource allocation approach requires as-

sessing the application-specific information relevance, which is not within the scope

of this thesis.Trajectory-
based data

assessment
In the following, we outline our concept of decentralized adaptation in V2X networks

for cooperative driving based on our trajectory-based communication quality and

information relevance assessment.

5.1.2 Decentralized Adaptations in Vehicular Networks for Cooperative Driving

In this chapter, we present relevance-aware adaptations in V2X networks and communica-
tion-aware cooperative driving to improve communication quality and robustness for safe
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Figure 12: Concept overview for relevance-aware adaptations in V2X networks for

communication-aware cooperative driving based on data assessment.

and efficient cooperative driving. The concept focused on in this thesis is illustrated

in Figure 12. The components presented in this chapter are highlighted in blue.

In V2X networks, vehicles send MCMs to coordinate cooperative maneuvers with

other vehicles. Our considered V2X communication stack offers access to heteroge- V2X stack
neous V2X access technologies and connects vehicles in the V2X network. Received

MCMs are decoded and other vehicles’ trajectories are forwarded to the data assess-

ment and communication-aware cooperative driving modules. Additionally, the com-

munication model of the data assessment module retrieves meta information from the

V2X stack, such as the number of vehicles in the communication range, their message

frequencies, and the timestamp of MCMs. The trajectories created by the cooperative

driving application are forwarded to the V2X stack to create and send MCMs. Data
assessment

The data assessment presented in Chapter 4 consists of the communication quality

and information relevance assessment. The information relevance of an MCM is ob-

tained based on the vehicle’s current context and derived from the own and received

trajectories. The assessed information relevance is attached to the MCM and, then,

forwarded to the V2X stack. The model-based communication quality assessment re-

quires the number of vehicles in the communication range and the message frequency

of the own and other vehicles. Relevance-aware resource allocation presented in this

chapter adapts the vehicle’s message frequency based on the assessed communication

quality and information relevance. The measurement-based approach assesses the

Age of Information (AoI) of other vehicles, derived from the timestamps of received

MCMs and is required for our adaptive data dissemination strategy. V2X network
adaptations

In this chapter, we propose relevance-aware resource allocation in Section 5.2 to use

the available channel resources efficiently, counteract channel congestion, and priori-
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tize relevant information in decentralized V2X networks. Furthermore, we present an

adaptive data dissemination strategy with heterogeneous V2X access technologies in

Section 5.3 to increase the communication range and quality of V2X communication

for vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers. The dissemination of MCMs is ex-

tended to V2N communication, providing a high communication range and URLLC

with Unicast transmission for vehicles performing cooperative maneuvers. V2N com-

munication is only used by vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers because

Unicast transmissions lead to channel congestion in the downlink if used by all vehi-

cles. Relevance-aware V2X network adaptations improve the communication qualityAdaptations
for cooperative

driving
for cooperative driving. However, the communication quality can be insufficient to co-

ordinate cooperative maneuvers. We use our model-based AoI assessment to predict

the communication quality of other vehicles derived from their trajectories. On this

basis, we adapt the safety margin to other vehicles for safe and efficient cooperative

driving in Section 5.4.

5.2 relevance-aware resource allocation

Channel congestion severely impairs the communication quality in decentralized V2X

networks, causing unreliable communication. Channel congestion occurs if the chan-

nel capacity is insufficient for the messages sent by vehicles in the same V2X channel.

The probability that two vehicles sense the channel idle and send messages simultane-

ously increases with the channel load. Channel congestion can be prevented by eitherTransmission
rate and

power control
decreasing the number of sent messages or the transmission power. The results of our

numerical communication model in Section 4.2.1 show that decreasing the number of

messages, i. e., the number of attempts to access the channel, has a significant impact

on the reliability of V2X communication. In contrast, a transmission power reduction

further limits the communication range required for cooperative driving.

Relevance-aware resource allocation adapts the vehicle’s message frequency de-

pending on its information relevance, the information relevance of other vehicles,

and the assessed V2X channel congestion. According to our approach in Section 4.3,Information
relevance

assessment
a vehicle obtains its current information relevance and attaches it to the respective

MCM. Hence, a vehicle can obtain the information relevance of other vehicles from

the received MCMs. Each message allocated to the channel increases the probability

of message collision, decreasing the V2X communication reliability of vehicles in the

V2X network. A vehicle can decrease its message frequency to improve the reliability

of the V2X network. However, with a low message frequency, a vehicle cannot provide

relevant messages to other vehicles in time.

We address the mentioned problem by deriving an optimization problem, aiming to

maximize the Accessible Information Relevance (AIR) in a decentralized V2X network.

For this purpose, we define the network’s AIR as the sum of information relevanceAccessible
information

relevance
successfully provided by vehicles in the V2X network. A vehicle adapts its message

frequency based on its information relevance, the assessed channel congestion, and the

information relevance of other vehicles. For example, in a scenario with a low channel

load, all vehicles increase their message frequencies to increase the network’s AIR,
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i. e., the channel resources are sufficient for all vehicles. However, in a scenario with

a high channel load, vehicles with low information relevance decrease their message

frequencies to decrease channel congestion and, therewith, increase the reliability in

the V2X network. In contrast, vehicles with relevant information will not decrease

their message frequency because their information increases the network’s AIR. That

way, messages with high information relevance are prioritized because their reception

probability increases without decreasing their message frequency.

In this section, we define the network’s AIR and derive an algorithm for optimizing

the network’s AIR from the perspective of each vehicle. After that, we derive a model

to converge to the optimized message frequency in a decentralized V2X network.

5.2.1 Accessible Information Relevance

In our scenario, we consider N vehicles. A vehicle n ∈ {1, 2, ...,N} obtains the informa-

tion relevance rn of its current message, where rn ∈ [0, 1]. Vehicles can have multiple Abstracting
from the V2X
application

V2X applications, where each application creates messages with a different infor-

mation relevance. Our relevance-aware approach abstracts resource allocation from

specific V2X applications. Hence, we only refer to rn as the information relevance

of the current message of vehicle n, independent of the respective V2X application.

In this context, the information relevance of a message varies over time because the

message content ages and, therefore, becomes less relevant over time. However, we

assume that the information relevance rn remains constant for the short lifetime con-

sidered for V2X messages. For example, the Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM)

lifetime is set to 1 s [96].

In this section, our goal is to obtain the message frequency λn of a vehicle n, where

λn ∈ [λMIN, λMAX]. λMIN and λMAX denote the minimum and maximum message Creating and
sending
messages

frequency for the respective V2X application. Let in denote the index of the current

message of vehicle n and suppose that vehicle n sent a message in − 1 at time t. When

the message in is created, vehicle n obtains the information relevance rn based on

the content of the message in and the message frequency λn. Vehicle n waits for the

time t+ λ−1
n to send the message in, depending on the obtained message frequency.

Assume that a subsequent message in + 1 was created by a V2X application before the

message in was sent. In that case, the message in is discarded and vehicle n updates

the information relevance rn and message frequency λn and sends the message in + 1

at time t+ λ−1
n . Provided

information
relevance

Vehicle n increases the information relevance provided to other vehicles in the same

channel by increasing its message frequency λn if rn > 0. We define the provided

information relevance by vehicle n as λn · rn. However, the Packet Delivery Ratio

(PDR) of messages sent by vehiclen decreases in a congested channel. Therefore, other

vehicles will not receive all messages sent by vehicle n, decreasing the information

relevance provided by vehicle n. Consequently, we define the information relevance

Λn, which can be perceived by other vehicles in the same channel from vehicle n as

Λn = λn · rn · ρn,MA. (34)
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Note that ρn,MA refers to the PDR caused by medium access effects, derived in Equa-

tion 15. Propagation loss and hidden node collisions also negatively impair the PDRMedium
access and

path loss
(cf. Section 4.2). We can derive a location-specific AIR optimization problem by con-

sidering the PDR ρPL(d) of path loss. However, our goal is to address relevance-aware

resource allocation to improve communication quality in the V2X network and coun-

teract channel congestion. In this context, a location-specific AIR does not improve the

communication quality and counteract channel congestion in a decentralized V2X net-

work. Furthermore, mitigating hidden message collisions requires estimating hiddenHidden nodes
nodes, which is not trivial [136]. We leave the integration of hidden node estimation in

our relevance-aware resource allocation approach for future work to limit the model’s

complexity. However, we carefully analyze the impact of path loss and hidden message

collisions on the performance of our approach in Chapter 7.Accessible
Information

Relevance
We define the network’s AIR as the sum of the information relevance, message

frequency, and PDR of each vehicle n and get

Λ =

N∑
n=1

λn · rn · ρn,MA. (35)

Incomplete
knowledge Each vehiclenobtains the network’s AIR by assessing the other vehicles’ information

relevance and message frequency and obtaining the PDR from Equation 15. However,

each vehicle only approximates the network’s AIR: i) The message frequency of other

vehicles is approximated by the inverse of the model-based assessed AoI of other

vehicles. Consequently, we denote the message frequency approximated for a vehicle

n as λ̃n; ii) the information relevance of other vehicles obtained from received MCMs

can be outdated because of unreliable communication, latency, and propagation delay.

Hence, we denote the assessed information relevance obtained from a received MCM

of vehicle n as r̃n; iii) the assessed PDR relies on a model and can be inaccurate. We

denote the assessed PDR for a vehicle n as ρ̃n,MA. In summary, each vehicle has an

incomplete knowledge of the network’s AIR since we consider a decentralized V2X

network.

According to Equation 35, each vehicle n impacts the network’s AIR by adapting its

message frequency. We define the channel load λL as the sum of all vehicles’ messageChannel load
impact

frequencies, giving

λL =

N∑
n=1

λn. (36)

It is evident that the channel load in Equation 36 changes if a vehicle n adapts its

message frequency. However, the difference in the channel load for a single vehicle

adapting its message frequency seems negligible for λL � λMAX > λn, which holds

for a congested channel. Hence, one could argue that a single vehicle cannot noticeably

impact the reliability of the V2X network. However, by adapting its message frequency,

a vehicle marginally impacts the PDR in the V2X network and, thus, affects the AIR of

all N vehicles.
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Algorithm 2 : Algorithm to calculate the optimal message frequency λO,n of a

vehicle n for relevance-aware resource allocation. nlmax refers to a non-linear

solving operation, obtaining the maximum argument for the given function

within the respective limits. The algorithm is adapted from [31].

Result: λO,n,∀n ∈ {1, ...,N}

1: C← assessCbr();

2: Λ̃(λn)← rn · λn · ρ̃n,MA;

3: for j← 1 to N do
4: if j 6= n then
5: Λ̃(λn)← Λ̃(λn) + r̃j · λ̃j · ρ̃j,MA(λn);

6: end if
7: end for
8: λO,n ← nlmax(Λ̃(λn),

[
0, 1−C

TFD

]
);

We define the approximated network’s AIR of a vehicle n based on the assessed

message frequency λ̃j, information relevance r̃j, and PDR ρ̃j,MA of other vehicles j as

Λ̃(λn) = λn · rn · ρ̃n,MA(λn) +
∑
j6=n

λ̃j · r̃j · ρ̃j,MA(λn). (37)

Equation 37 denotes Λ̃(λn) as a function of the vehicle’s message frequency λn. Optimization
problem

Furthermore, the PDR ρ̃n,MA of our vehicle n and the PDRs ρ̃j,MA of other vehicles j

are also denoted as a function of the vehicle’s message frequency λn.

We use the non-linear function in Equation 37 to optimize the vehicle’s approxi-

mated network’s AIR by adapting its message frequency λn. The message frequency

λO,n, optimizing the approximated network’s AIR from the perspective of a vehicle n

in the respective state, is given as

λO,n = arg max
λn∈

[
0, 1−C

TFD

](Λ̃(λn)), (38)

where λO,n ∈ [0, (1−C) · T−1
FD ]. C is the Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) and TFD is the frame

duration of the respective MCMs of vehicle n. For readability, we consider the same

frame duration TFD for all MCMs. The upper limit (1−C) · T−1
FD of λO,n ensures that a

vehicle n cannot exceed the channel resources. Notably, Equation 38 is only optimal

from the perspective of vehicle n w. r. t. its current and incomplete knowledge of the

decentralized V2X network. Optimizing
the network’s
AIR

In the following, we present our procedure for optimizing the message frequency

λn for a vehicle n in a decentralized V2X network and obtain its optimal message

frequency λO,n. The pseudo-code of our procedure is given in Algorithm 2. We first

assess the CBR C in line 1. In a numerical environment, C is obtained by Equation 17.

In simulations or real-world scenarios, the CBR C is assessed with the procedure

suggested by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) in [103]. In

line 2, the portion of vehiclen’s network’s AIR is obtained. The message frequencyλn is
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used to optimize the approximated network’s AIR in the limits

[
0, (1−C) · T−1

FD

]
. In the

for-loop from lines 3 to 7, we obtain the approximated network’s AIR by all perceived

vehicles N in line 5. Remember that each vehicle only approximates other vehicles’

PDRs, information relevance, and message frequencies. We exclude the vehicle’s own

portion of the network’s AIR in line 4, as it was already considered in line 2. Finally,

we maximize the approximated network’s AIR Λ̃(λn) from the perspective of vehicle

n. In this thesis, we use the nlopt framework [116] to optimize the non-linear function

Λ̃(λn). The nlopt framework provides various optimization algorithms for different

use cases. We decided on the well-known Simplex approach [168] because it fits our

optimization problem as a lightweight and derivative-free optimization algorithm. In

line 8, nlmax, from the nlopt framework, using the Simplex algorithm, maximizes the

given function Λ̃(λn) and returns the optimal message frequency λO,n in the limits[
0, (1−C) · T−1

FD

]
as a result.

The limits of the optimal message frequency exceed the maximum allowed mes-

sage frequency of V2X applications. In the following, we explain how each vehicle

adapts its message frequency λn to the calculated optimal message frequency λO,n in

a decentralized V2X network and converges to a stable state.

5.2.2 Decentralized Adaptation of Resource Allocation

The procedure in Algorithm 2 calculates the optimal message frequency λO,n w. r. t.

the vehicle’s current information relevance, the relevance of other vehicles, and the

channel load. However, λO,n can be larger than the maximum message frequency

λMAX. Furthermore, an instantaneous adaptation of all vehicles to their calculated op-Synchroniza-
tion

timal message frequency can lead to synchronization problems. As an example, we

consider an intersection scenario with high vehicle density. In the beginning, we have

a low channel load because all vehicles send with their minimum message frequency.

Assume that vehicles approaching the intersection require decelerating because of an

emergency, e. g., to prevent an accident. According to our design in Section 4.3, the

information relevance of vehicles approaching the intersection increases immediately

because the vehicles must adjust their maneuver to avoid an accident. Considering

a high information relevance and a low channel load, Algorithm 2 obtains a mes-

sage frequency close to the upper limit (1− C) · T−1
FD for all vehicles involved in the

emergency. Furthermore, even vehicles with a slight increase in the information rele-

vance would significantly increase their message frequency because the information

relevance of other vehicles and the channel load were perceived low before. In the con-

sidered scenario, Algorithm 2 exceeds the available channel resources and, therefore,

severely impairs the communication quality. Moreover, in the next time step, Equa-Channel load
oscillation

tion 35 decreases the message frequency to counteract channel congestion. Hence, an

instantaneous adaptation to the optimal message frequency leads to synchronization

problems. The resulting oscillation of the channel load severely impairs the commu-

nication quality of the V2X network: On the one side, messages cannot be received if

the channel load is high, causing message collisions. On the other side, messages are

not sent to counteract the channel congestion if the channel load is low.
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Linear Message Rate Integrated Control (Limeric) [15] has been proposed to coun-

teract channel congestion and avoid synchronization problems in V2X networks. In Content-
agnostic
adaptation

each time step t, a vehicle adapts its channel capacity share sn(t) as

sn(t) = (1−αL) · sn(t− 1) +βL · (sT − sC(t− 1)), (39)

where sn(t− 1) is the channel capacity share of vehicle n in the previous time step

t− 1 and sT denotes the target channel capacity share of the V2X network. sn(t) can

be written as the message frequency λn(t) = sn(t) · T−1
FD . The exponential forgetting

factorαL ∈ ]0, 1[ and adaptive gain factorβL ∈ R+
of Limeric in Equation 39 determine

the convergence speed to the target channel capacity share sT. In summary, Limeric

works as follows: Each vehicle assesses the channel capacity share of the last iteration

sC(t− 1), similar to the CBR C, and adapts its message frequency according to the

difference to the target channel capacity share sT. Equation 39 lets all vehicles converge

to the same channel capacity share. The authors have shown that Limeric achieves

three goals by letting each vehicle adapt its channel capacity share: Limeric i) provides

fairness because all vehicles in the same channel converge to the same target channel

capacity share; ii) avoids oscillation; and iii) keeps the V2X channel capacity share

below the target channel capacity share sT. That way, Limeric counteracts channel

congestion, improving the throughput in congested channels. Individual
message
frequency

However, letting all vehicles converge to the same target channel capacity share

independent of their information relevance impairs the communication quality from

the application perspective. According to our information relevance assessment for

cooperative driving in Section 4.3, information is not equally important. Algorithm 2

obtains the optimal message frequency λO,n, which varies for vehicles with different

information relevance. Consequently, we let each vehicle adapt to its optimal message

frequency as

λn(t) = (1−αR) · λn(t− 1) +βR · (λO,n − λn(t− 1)). (40)

Equation 40 substitutes the channel capacity share by the vehicle’s message frequency

for consistency with Algorithm 2. The target capacity share is defined as sT ∈ [0, 1]
and cannot exceed the available channel resources. The optimal message frequency

λO,n is limited to the remaining channel resources as λO,n ∈
[
0, (1−C) · T−1

FD

]
.

We refer to the exponential forgetting and adaptive gain factor of our relevance-

aware approach as αR ∈ ]0, 1[ and βR ∈ R+
, respectively. The exponential forgetting

factor lets vehicle n forget its previous message frequency λn(t− 1). αR is a fairness

factor, where vehicles behave altruistic for αR → 1 and egoistic for αR → 0, i. e., the

first summand is zero for αR → 1, giving more channel resources to other vehicles.

The second summand in Equation 40 denotes the difference between the message

frequency of the last time step λn(t − 1) and the optimal message frequency λO,n,

obtained from Algorithm 2. The second summand is positive if vehicle n requires

to increase its message frequency, zero if it reached its optimal message frequency,

and negative otherwise. In this context, the adaptive gain factor βR scales the second

summand. A vehicle will not immediately converge to its optimal message frequency.
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That way, we avoid oscillations and vehicles cannot exceed the available channel

resources. The authors in [15] have shown that convergence is guaranteed ifMessage
frequency

convergence αR +N ·βR < 2 (41)

for Equation 39 holds.

In the following, we discuss the applicability of the added condition from Equa-

tion 41 to guarantee convergence for Equation 40. At the beginning of this section,

we have introduced the problem of oscillation for decentralized resource allocation,

which prevents vehicles from converging to their optimal message frequency. The os-

cillation occurs if a significant number of vehicles synchronously update their message

frequencies based on the same assessed channel load. Similar to [15], the channel load

λL in the steady-state for Equation 40 with N vehicles is

λL =
βR ·

∑N
n=1 λO,n

αR +N ·βR
. (42)

Hence, with the fulfilled condition of Equation 41, vehicles cannot exceed the channel

resources of the V2X network, where Equation 40 represents an asymptotically stable

linear discrete-time system. Consequently, Equation 40 is a generalization of Equa-

tion 39. Each vehicle converges to its single-fixed point, where we require, similar to

sT 6 1, that each vehicle does not exceed the maximum available channel resources,

ensured by λO,n 6 (1−C) · T−1
FD .Limiting

resource
allocation

Equation 40 allows exceeding the minimum and maximum message frequency of

vehicles. Therefore, we limit the message frequency between λMIN and λMAX as

λn(t) = max(λMIN, min(λMAX, λn(t))). (43)

5.2.3 Numerical Analysis

In the following, we numerically analyze the behavior of our proposed relevance-

aware resource allocation approach w. r. t. convergence of the vehicles’ message fre-

quency depending on their information relevance. For this purpose, we use the IEEE

802.11p V2V access technology, detailed in Chapter 7.

In this analysis, we let N vehicles adapt their message frequency according to our

proposed approach synchronously in a series of discrete iterations. The vehicles con-

sider the other vehicles’ message frequency and information relevance in the previous

iteration to adapt the message frequency in the current iteration. Synchronous mes-

sage frequency updates are challenging for resource allocation in decentralized V2X

networks. All vehicles update their message frequency in the same iteration, which

may heavily increase or decrease the channel load and can lead to unstable behavior.Vehicle
density

An important aspect of resource allocation in decentralized V2X networks is the

number of vehicles in the communication range. In the following, we analyze our

approach for 50, 150, and 250 vehicles, where all vehicles are in the communication

range of each other and use the same channel. The different channel models used in

our evaluation are described in detail in Section 6.2. This numerical analysis considers
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Figure 13: Message frequency convergence for vehicles with an equal information relevance

in a numerical IEEE 802.11p network model.

the effects of limited channel resources and neglects radio propagation effects such as

path loss and fading. We refer to this as the simple channel model.

In the following, we analyze the convergence of the vehicle’s message frequency

in scenarios with different numbers of vehicles. Firstly, we consider that all vehicles Static vs.
dynamic
relevance

have an equal information relevance, meaning that the information of all vehicles is

equally important. Therefore, we expect that all vehicles converge to the same message

frequency. Secondly, we analyze the case that the information relevance is uniformly

distributed among all vehicles. In both cases, the information relevance assigned to

a vehicle does not change over the observed iterations. We analyze the impact of

dynamic information relevance on the performance of our approach in Chapter 7. The

parameters used in this analysis are explained in detail in Section 7.1.3.

Equal Information Relevance

Figure 13 depicts the vehicle’s message frequency convergence over the number of

iterations. We consider three scenarios with different numbers of vehicles, where all

vehicles have the same information relevance. As an example, we select an information
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relevance of 0.5. However, our approach obtains the same results if all vehicles have

the same information relevance greater than 0. For better illustration, we do not depict

all vehicles but only 4 vehicles out of the set of N vehicles. In the first iteration, the

message frequency is uniformly distributed among all vehicles. However, the depicted

vehicles have a message frequency of 1Hz, 3Hz, 6Hz, 9Hz. That way, the convergence

to the same message frequency from different initial message frequencies for vehicles

with the same information relevance is better illustrated.Relaxed
channel

conditions
In Figure 13a, we consider 50 vehicles. We see that all vehicles adapt to the maximum

message frequency of 10Hz after 2 iterations to maximize the network’s AIR because

the channel is not congested.Counteract
channel

congestion
Results of the scenario with 150 vehicles are depicted in Figure 13b. We see that

the message frequency converges to 8Hz. For 150 vehicles, the channel is already

congested if all vehicles send with the maximum message frequency of 10Hz. In a

congested channel, the number of message collisions is increased (cf. Figure 4). There-

fore, our relevance-aware resource allocation approach adapts the message frequency

to the perceived channel congestion. All vehicles converge to the same message fre-

quency because the information of all vehicles is equally important.

In Figure 13c, we consider 250 vehicles. The vehicles’ message frequencies converge

to 5Hz because the channel congestion is higher compared to the scenario with 150

vehicles. In this scenario, our relevance-aware resource allocation approach obtains

an optimal message frequency of 5Hz for all vehicles.

The previous figures only consider a set of 4 vehicles and do not depict the distribu-

tion of all vehicles’ message frequencies. The cumulative distribution of the vehicles’

message frequency in the steady-state is depicted in Figure 13d, highlighting the same

convergence of the vehicles’ message frequencies for all vehicles in the scenarios.

Notably, our approach adapts all vehicles to the same message frequency in a de-

centralized V2X network if the information relevance is the same for all messages.

Hence, our approach also applies to V2X applications that cannot assess informationAdaptive
congestion

control
relevance. In this case, the information relevance is assumed static and equal for all

messages. That way, our approach works as an adaptive congestion control mecha-

nism, similar to Limeric [15] and ETSI Adaptive Decentralized Congestion Control

(A-DCC) [102], considering an equal information relevance of all messages. In this

scenario, our approach maximizes the throughput of the channel.

Uniformly Distributed Information Relevance

In the following, we analyze the case of a uniformly distributed information relevance

between 0 and 1 for all vehicles.

Figure 14 depicts the vehicle’s message frequency convergence over the number

of iterations. We again consider three scenarios with 50, 150, and 250 vehicles and

depict 4 vehicles out of the set of N vehicles. Specifically, we select vehicles with an

information relevance of 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0. With this set of information relevance,

the convergence to different message frequencies is vividly presented for all three

scenarios. The message frequency is uniformly distributed for all vehicles.
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Figure 14: Convergence of the message frequency for vehicles with a uniformly distributed

information relevance in a numerical IEEE 802.11p network model.

In Figure 14a, we consider 50 vehicles, where all vehicles increase their message

frequency to 10Hz except the vehicle with an information relevance of 0. This vehicle

decreases its message frequency to the minimum message frequency of 1Hz. The

vehicle with an information relevance of 0 cannot contribute to the network’s AIR.

However, Equation 43 guarantees that the message frequency of vehicles is not starved. Prevent
channel
congestion

Figure 14b depicts the scenario with 150 vehicles, where the channel is getting

congested. Hence, the vehicle’s message frequency with an information relevance of

0.3 is reduced below 2Hz. The vehicle with an information relevance of 0 remains at

a message frequency of 1Hz. In contrast, the vehicles’ message frequencies with an

information relevance of 0.6 and 1.0 again increase to 10Hz. In this scenario, the vehicle

with an information relevance of 0.3 cannot contribute sufficiently to the network’s

AIR for a higher message frequency. Hence, our approach decreases the message

frequency to prioritize information from vehicles with higher relevance. Prioritize
relevant
information

In Figure 14c, we consider 250 vehicles, where the vehicles’ message frequencies

with less relevant information are further decreased. Specifically, the vehicle’s message

frequency with an information relevance of 0.6 is reduced below 6Hz. In this scenario,

only the vehicle with an information relevance of 1.0 has a message frequency of
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10Hz. Similar to Figure 13c, the channel is highly congested for 250 vehicles and our

approach prioritizes highly relevant information.

We again depict the cumulative distribution of the vehicles’ message frequencies

in Figure 14d after 30 iterations. In this figure, we see that for 50 vehicles, almost all

vehicles have the maximum message frequency. In contrast, for 150 and 250 vehicles,

only vehicles with relevant information send with the maximum message frequency.

In summary, our approach increases all vehicles’ message frequencies to the max-

imum message frequency in relaxed channels. Under congested channel conditions,

our approach decreases the message frequencies of vehicles with low relevant infor-

mation to counteract channel congestion and prioritize relevant information.

5.3 adaptive data dissemination strategy for cooperative driving

V2V communication with relevance-aware resource allocation is particularly suited

to increase awareness and provide reliable, low-latency communication for cooper-

ative driving in close communication range. However, we have discussed that most

cooperative driving use cases
1

require a high communication range to coordinate a

maneuver early, decreasing the costs for the vehicle offering cooperation. As outlined

in Section 2.1.2, the communication range of V2V networks is severely limited, inde-

pendent of the concrete V2X access technology, and the limited communication range

can be insufficient for cooperative driving (cf. Table 2). In this context, combining V2V

with V2N communication offers great potential to improve the communication quality

for vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers.Adaptive data
dissemination

In this section, we propose an adaptive data dissemination strategy for cooperative

driving, using heterogeneous V2X access technologies. Consequently, we i) realize

local awareness among vehicles in the vicinity, ii) increase the communication range

for early maneuver coordination, and iii) provide high communication quality while

coordinating a cooperative maneuver. In this context, a single V2X access technology

is insufficient to fulfill the high communication requirements of cooperative driving.Local
awareness

Our adaptive data dissemination strategy for cooperative driving works as follows:

A vehicle n always sends MCMs via V2V communication to realize local awareness

and provide reliable, low-latency communication for other vehicles nearby.Early
coordination

A vehiclenpreemptively obtains the need to request cooperation based on its current

route to enable early maneuver coordination. Vehicle n might require cooperation if

a lane on its route does not have the right-of-way. As an example, assume that a lane

on vehicle n’s route requires turning left in an intersection and the lane interferes

with another lane. However, vehicle n has not perceived vehicles on the interfering

lane because of the limited V2V communication range. Our approach extends the

communication range using V2N Geocast communication to address and inform

potential cooperation partners on the interfering lane early.High V2X
quality

Now suppose that vehicle n recognizes a cooperation conflict with another vehi-

cle j via at least one of the available V2X access technologies, where vehicle j has

the right-of-way. Hence, vehicles n and j coordinate a cooperative maneuver. Dur-

1 Except, e. g., platooning, which is not within the scope of this thesis.
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ing the coordination of the cooperative maneuver, high V2X communication quality

is required. Both vehicles assess the communication quality to each other using our

measurement-based AoI assessment. To provide high communication quality while

coordinating the cooperative maneuver, we use V2N Unicast communication if the

minimum AoI to the cooperation partner is insufficient. In this phase, we additionally
send MCMs with V2V communication to maintain local awareness. V2N communica-

tion using Unicast transmission cannot realize local awareness, especially in scenarios

with high vehicle density [135, 146, 220, 225].

In the following, we explain the network-assisted Geocast service and elaborate on

our proposed V2X access technology selection to realize the adaptive data dissemina-

tion strategy described above.

5.3.1 Network-Assisted Geocast Service

Cooperative driving is a location-based service, where vehicles are relevant depending

on their current position – usually in close range and approaching the sender. Geocast Location-
based
dissemination

service for V2N networks was introduced and analyzed in [94] to enable location-based

dissemination for V2N communication. Vehicles using the Geocast service send their

MCMs with the intended destination location to the respective V2X application server,

which monitors the position of all connected vehicles. Implicit vs.
explicit
localization

A vehicle’s position is either implicitly obtained by the V2X application server using

a positioning service or explicitly by the vehicles reporting their position to the V2X

application server. The implicit approach, e. g., suggested in [171], primarily uses the

signal strength to obtain the position of vehicles in a cell. Grid-based
dissemination

An explicit approach is suggested in [94], using a Grid-based approach. A vehicle’s

position refers to a specific cell on the Grid, where the cell sizes can be adapted. For

example, the Geohash approach [172] encodes a vehicle’s position on the Grid into

a short string (Geohash). All vehicles within a cell obtain the same Geohash. The

Geohash approach allows adapting the cell size by increasing the Geohash length

for smaller cell sizes and vice versa. Vehicles report the new Geohash via V2N com-

munication to the V2X application server if their Geohash changes. The approach

suggested in [94] works as a publish-subscribe mechanism, where vehicles subscribe

at the V2X application server to events within their current Geohash [158]. The V2X

application server publishes events to subscribed vehicles in the respective Geohash.

For example, a vehicle informs other vehicles within a Geohash about an emergency

using the V2X application server. Geohash size
For large cell sizes, vehicles on multiple lanes are clustered in the same Geohash,

increasing the number of subscribed vehicles. Hence, publishing multiple events to

large cell sizes increases the channel load in the V2N network because of the high

number of subscribed vehicles. In contrast, for small cell sizes, frequent cell updates

are required to subscribe to the current Geohash, because of the vehicles’ high mobility. Lane-based
dissemination

For cooperative driving, only vehicles from a specific lane are relevant for a coop-

erative maneuver, i. e., the lane interfering and having priority over another lane. For

example, only vehicles from a lane approaching an intersection are relevant for the co-
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operative driving use case left-turning at an intersection. In this context, a Grid-based

approach does not differentiate between the approaching and leaving lane. We extend

the GeocastEnabler [94] and explain our GeocastForwarder service in the following

to realize Lane-based data dissemination for cooperative driving in V2N networks.

Enabling Lane-Based Geocast Service

The GeocastEnabler provides a Geocast service for V2N networks, clustering vehi-

cles in lane segments. In the following, we refer to the SUMO [134] notation for theRoad network
notation

road network. Roads and junctions can consist of multiple lanes, where unique IDs

differentiate roads, junctions, and corresponding lanes. Lanes are described by their

laneLength such that vehicles can localize themselves on a lane using the unique

laneId and the laneDistance traveled on the lane. The laneDistance starts at 0m at

the beginning of the lane and is limited by the respective laneLength.Lane segment
In addition to the road network notation of SUMO, we introduce lane segments. For

example, for the cooperative driving use case merging on highways, we are only inter-

ested in vehicles close to the merging point. However, lanes on a highway can be several

kilometers in length. Sending messages to all vehicles driving on a highway lane in-

creases the channel load but only addresses a few relevant vehicles for the cooperative

maneuver. Therefore, we divide lanes into multiple segments, where each segment has

the same segmentLength. We use the laneLength and the segmentPrecision to divide

a lane into segments of equal segmentLength. For example, with a segmentPrecision

of 2, a lane with a laneLength of 1000m is divided into two segments. Thus, each

lane segment has a segmentLength of 500m. The segments are identified with the

segmentId 1 and 2, for the first and second lane segment, respectively.

The Lane-based Geocast service proposed in this thesis works as follows: A vehicleLane-based
Geocast

notifies the GeocastEnabler with a GCNotifyMsg (Geocast notification message) when

it enters a new lane segment, including the laneId and corresponding segmentId.

The GeocastEnabler confirms the reception with a GCConfMsg (Geocast confirmation

message), which includes the requested segmentPrecision by the server. A vehicle

sends the GCNotifyMsg until it receives a GCConfMsg from the GeocastEnabler.

The message frequency of GCNotifyMsg until receiving a GCConfMsg can be param-

eterized and is context-dependent. In this thesis, we use the minimum message fre-

quency λMIN of 1Hz. V2N networks send messages with high reliability (cf. Section 2.1)

such that a higher message frequency only increases the channel load. The default

segmentPrecision is 1, meaning that a lane only consists of one segment if a vehicle

enters a new lane. The GeocastEnabler adapts the segmentPrecision of each lane de-

pending on the respective context, e. g., vehicle density, velocity, and application. For

example, for merging on a highway, we specifically address vehicles in the last lane seg-

ment close to the merging point if the lane is divided into multiple segments. However,

a higher segmentPrecision also increases the number of GCConfMsg because vehicles

enter new lane segments more frequently. Hence, depending on the current context,

the GeocastEnabler requests a higher segmentPrecision in the GCConfMsg. Based on

the segmentPrecision in the GCConfMsg, the vehicle obtains the segmentLength of its
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Figure 15: Illustrating the Lane-based Geocast service in an intersection with three arms.

Vehicles are illustrated as blue dots.

current lane and notifies the GeocastEnabler when entering a new lane segment in

the same lane with a GCNotifyMsg.

Other Geocast services, such as the GeocastForwarder explained in the following,

use the GeocastEnabler to address vehicles on specific lane segments.

Geocast Message Forwarding

The GeocastForwarder offers services for vehicles to forward their MCMs to other

vehicles in the V2N network. The methods explained in the following will be used for

our adaptive data dissemination strategy. Unicast
Vehicles send MCMs, denoted as msg, to a specific vehicle using the Unicast trans-

mission mode. The intended receiver is identified by its v2xId.

void sendUnicast(V2xId, msg);

For Geocast dissemination, vehicles send messages using our Lane-based approach.

Vehicles identify the relevant lane by the respective laneId. Furthermore, the lane is Lane-based
Geocast

geographically limited with a start and stop distance, referred to as startDistance and

stopDistance, respectively. That way, only vehicles on the given laneId between the

startDistance and stopDistance are relevant for the sent msg. Suppose the respective

laneId has been split into multiple lane segments by the GeocastEnabler with a

segmentPrecision greater than 1. Then, the GeocastForwarder selects and forwards

the msg to the lane segments covering the given startDistance and stopDistance

of the lane. To address vehicles on multiple lanes, we use a listOfLanes container.

We use the C++ container std::list, where each list entry is a tuple, including the

laneId, startDistance, and stopDistance as

std::list<std::tuple<std::string, int, int>> listOfLanes;

listOfLanes = std::make_tuple(laneId, startDistance, stopDistance);

Finally, for Lane-based Geocast, we use the following method to send the msg to

one or multiple lanes.

void sendGeocast(listofLanes, msg);

The concept of Lane-based Geocast communication is depicted in Figure 15. On lane

l#3 (bottom-right), a vehicle has entered a new lane segment and sends a GCNotifyMsg
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to the cellular network. The Geocast server in the cellular network confirms the

new lane segment with a GCConfMsg. On lane l#2, a vehicle sends a msg via the

sendGeocast() method to lane l#1 and wants to address vehicles close to the intersec-

tion by adjusting the startDistance and stopDistance. The GeocastForwarder selects

the lane segment s#2 based on the requested startDistance and stopDistance of the

sending vehicle for the respective lane and forwards the message to all vehicles on

this lane segment.

Adapting the Lane Segment Length

Following our proposed Lane-based Geocast approach, the number of vehicles ad-

dressed on a lane depends on the selected startDistance and stopDistance by the

message sender and the segmentPrecision, selected by the GeocastEnabler.Segment
precision

The selection of the segmentPrecision has a significant impact on the channel load

for V2N communication: A high segmentPrecision allows to send messages only to

relevant vehicles but requires updating the lane segment more frequently, increasing

the number of messages in the up- and downlink for the notification and confirmation.Lane segment
length

The startDistance and stopDistance for a Lane-based Geocast message severely

depend on the context and the considered cooperative function. For our considered

cooperative driving use cases left-turning at an intersection and merging on a highway,

we consider the following generic approach: Suppose we have obtained a lane of

interest that interferes with our current route and the respective lane has the right-

of-way. The considered lane with the lane length lL allows for the maximum velocity

vMAX and the intersection or merging point is connected to the end of the respective

lane. Consequently, we set the stopDistance to the lane length lL. Then, we obtain the

startDistance as lL − TTH · vMAX, where TTH is the time horizon of our trajectory. That

way, we address all vehicles that might be relevant for our considered cooperative

function on the lane of interest using our Lane-based Geocast approach.

5.3.2 V2X Access Technology Selection

After introducing our Geocast service, we present our data dissemination strategy

using heterogeneous V2X access technologies for cooperative driving. The cooperative

driving application creates V2X messages with the maximum message frequency.

Algorithm 3 selects the dissemination approach for each created msg. The same msg

can be sent via different V2X access technologies, i. e., we create duplicates of the same

msg if required. The data required for Algorithm 3 is the number of vehicles N, the

vehicle’s trajectory χn, and its MCM msg.Increasing
local

awareness
In line 1, the function isRelevant() represents our relevance-aware resource allo-

cation described in Section 5.2. The method checks if the considered msg should be

sent via SHB according to its information relevance, the information relevance of other

messages, and the channel load in the V2V network to increase local awareness. If the

msg is relevant, it is sent via the sendSHB() method.
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Algorithm 3 : Data dissemination strategy for a vehicle n with heterogeneous

V2X access technologies for cooperative driving.

Data: Perceived vehicles N, own trajectory χn, and message msg

1: if isRelevant(msg) then
2: sendSHB(msg); // via V2V

3: end if
4: for each cooperation partner j in N do
5: if isAoIAboveThreshold(j) then
6: sendUnicast(j.getV2xId(), msg); // via V2N

7: end if
8: end for
9: nextPotCoop← getNextPotentialCooperation(χn)

10: if nextPotCoop.isValid() then
11: [laneId, startDistance, stopDistance]← nextPotCoop.getLaneBoundaries()

12: sendGeocast(laneId, startDistance, stopDistance, msg); // via V2N

13: end if

Cooperation partners, i. e., vehicles having a cooperation conflict or executing a

cooperative maneuver with the considered vehicle, are selected among all perceived

vehicles in line 4. Otherwise, i. e., the vehicle has no cooperation partner, the for-loop is

skipped. If a cooperation partner j among vehiclesN is found, isAoIAboveThreshold() Improving
V2X quality

assesses the communication quality according to the measurement-based AoI model

described in Section 4.2.2. If the assessed AoI is above the respective cooperative

driving application’s threshold, the msg is sent via V2N Unicast to the respective

vehicle with the sendUnicast() method. In this context, getV2xId() obtains the V2X

ID of the respective vehicle j. Enabling early
coordination

To enable early coordination of maneuvers, getNextPotentialCooperation() ob-

tains the next potential cooperative maneuver from the vehicle’s trajectory χn. Poten-

tial cooperative maneuvers are not obtained from trajectory conflicts between vehicles

but from map data. For example, a vehicle approaching an intersection obtains the

traffic rule for its corresponding action from map data, e. g., turning left or driving

straight in an intersection. Assume that the vehicle wants to turn left in the intersection,

but another lane crosses straight and has the right-of-way. In this case, the maneuver

to turn left implies the need for a potential cooperative maneuver. In contrast, vehicles

on the straight crossing lane have the right-of-way (also for other potentially crossing

lanes) and do not need to request a cooperative maneuver in the intersection.

Our approach can also be extended to other use cases such as cooperative merging

on highways or lane-change to obtain potential cooperative maneuvers at the merging

point. If a potential cooperative maneuver for the trajectory exists, we identify the Extending to
other use cases

lane segment of interest with the laneId, startDistance, and stopDistance. Finally,

sendGeocast() sends the msgwith the lane properties to the Geocast server, where the

msg is forwarded via Unicast to vehicles on the requested lane segments. The message

frequency for sendGeocast() and sendUnicast() is not limited by our relevance-aware
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resource allocation approach. Hence, V2N communication sends with the maximum

message frequency if the adaptive data dissemination strategy selects it.

In summary, our adaptive data dissemination strategy realizes cooperative aware-

ness using V2V SHB transmission, where we use our relevance-aware resource allo-

cation to prioritize relevant information. Our approach extends the communication

range of V2V SHB with V2N communication and addresses relevant vehicles with

our Lane-based Geocast approach to allow early maneuver coordination. Lastly, to

provide high communication quality during the execution of a cooperative maneuver,

V2N Unicast communication is used if we assess insufficient communication quality

for the V2V SHB communication.

5.4 communication-aware cooperative driving

Cooperative driving in [137] is divided into the phases of detection, negotiation, and

execution, where all three phases require high communication quality for maneuver co-

ordination. However, physical constraints of V2X networks impair the communication

quality and, therefore, degrade the performance of cooperative driving.Safety for
maneuver

coordination
In [138], the authors analyzed the impact of impaired communication quality for

their cooperative driving approach [137], focusing on the three phases mentioned

above. The authors qualitatively analyzed that unreliable, low-range V2X communi-

cation decreases the traffic efficiency of cooperative driving but does not introduce

additional safety risks. However, the authors excluded the case that a vehicle has to

abort the cooperative maneuver in the execution phase.Safety for
maneuver
execution

In the following, we specifically focus on impaired communication quality during

the maneuver execution phase. Suppose that an emergency event occurs, e. g., a pedes-

trian crosses the road in an intersection during the cooperative maneuver execution.

Hence, a vehicle involved in the cooperation requires deviating from its current ma-

neuver, introducing a safety risk for the other involved vehicles. Moreover, we consider

a scenario with impaired communication quality such that the vehicles involved in

the cooperation might not be informed about the emergency in time.

In this section, we formalize trajectory-based coordination of cooperative driving

maneuvers. After that, we formulate the necessary condition for safe maneuver execu-
tion and perform a sensitivity analysis for impaired communication quality based on

our derived safety conditions. Finally, we propose a communication-aware approach

for trajectory-based cooperative driving, decreasing traffic efficiency to maintain safety

in scenarios with impaired communication quality.

5.4.1 Trajectory-Based Coordination of Cooperative Driving Maneuvers

Cooperative driving enables the coordination of conflict-free future paths, allowing

vehicles to improve traffic efficiency in congested vehicular traffic scenarios. Trajec-

tories were used [137, 142] to represent a vehicle’s future position as a function of

time within a limited time horizon, denoted as TTH. A trajectory starts at the current

vehicle’s position and is conflict-free if the trajectory does not collide with other re-
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Figure 16: Conflict zones for different cooperative driving use cases, denoting the time when

vehicles enter and leave the conflict zone.

ceived trajectories in its time horizon 0 6 t 6 TTH. Following the approach in [137], a Conflict-free
coordination

vehicle obtains a set of trajectories, representing possible future maneuvers based on

its current position and velocity. From the set of trajectories, the vehicle obtains and

executes its best conflict-free trajectory, denoted as planned trajectory. Conflict
resolution

Assume a vehicle recognizes a conflict of its planned trajectory with a planned

trajectory of another vehicle and does not have the right-of-way for the mentioned

maneuver. For the time the conflict exists, the vehicle without the right-of-way has

to select another conflict-free trajectory, e. g., decelerating while approaching an in-

tersection. With cooperative driving, the vehicle without the right-of-way can avoid

decelerating and requests cooperation by sending the conflicting trajectory as the de-

sired trajectory. Notably, cooperation is also connected to costs for the vehicle offering

cooperation, e. g., decelerating or changing the current lane to open a gap for the

requesting vehicle. Conflict zone
In this scenario, the trajectories of two vehicles are colliding in the temporal and

spatial domains. Figure 16 illustrates such a conflict for merging on a highway in

Figure 16a, cooperative lane change in Figure 16b, and left-turning at an intersection

in Figure 16c. For each use case in Figure 16, we denote the area where the vehicles’

trajectories collide as a conflict zone. We define that only one vehicle can be in the
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conflict zone simultaneously. The conflict zone can have different shapes, depending

on the model description, road topology, and cooperative driving use case. The conflict

zone shape can be reduced to the vehicles’ dimensions. However, for the numerical

model, we consider the left-turning at intersection use case with a rectangular conflict

zone shape, as depicted in Figure 16c.

For a vehicle n, we denote the time when the vehicle enters and leaves the conflict

zone as tEZ,n and tLZ,n, respectively. Using the own and received trajectories, a vehicle

n obtains tEZ,j and tLZ,j for other vehicles j involved in the conflict zone, such as

depicted for the use cases in Figure 16.Maneuver
coordination

Assume that in Figure 16c, vehicles 1 and 2 recognize a conflict of their trajectories

because both arrive in the conflict zone simultaneously, i. e., tEZ,1 = tEZ,2. Vehicle 1

must ensure to enter the conflict zone after vehicle 2 has left it to offer cooperation,

requiring tEZ,1 > tLZ,2. In the following, we provide a trajectory-based representation

of the vehicles’ paths to determine when vehicles enter and leave the conflict zone.Trajectory-
based

representation
Let χn(t) denote the planned trajectory of a vehicle n, which denotes the position

of vehicle n on the road as a function of time t. Following the description of trajectory

sections in Section 4.1.2, a trajectory consists of multiple sections and each trajectory

section is represented with one or multiple longitudinal polynomials. For simplicity,

we assume that each trajectory section consists of one longitudinal polynomial in the

following. We can write the trajectory χn(t) as a sum of longitudinal polynomials

Ωe(t), where e ∈N, as

χn(t) =
∑
e>0

Ωn,e(t). (44)

In Equation 44, each longitudinal polynomial represents a trajectory section and de-

scribes the vehicle path for a specific lane. In general, trajectories are also described

with lateral polynomials to represent the vehicle’s offset on a lane. For left-turning

at an intersection, both vehicles remain in the middle of the lane. Hence, it is suffi-

cient to use the representation in Equation 44. However, for merging on highways or

cooperative lane change, we must also describe the lateral offset for the lane change.

In Equation 44, the first polynomial Ωn,1 with e = 1 starts at time t = 0 and the

second longitudinal polynomial Ωn,2 starts at the end of the first polynomial. The last

longitudinal polynomial ends with the time horizon TTH.

We represent each longitudinal polynomial Ωn,e(t) of a vehicle n with a constant

deceleration model, givingLongitudinal
polynomial

Ωn,e(t) = dn,e + vn,e · t+ 0.5an,e · t2, (45)

where dn,e, vn,e, and an,e are the vehicle’s progress on the lane, its velocity, and

acceleration at the start of the polynomial Ωn,e(t).

In the following, we analyze the safety aspect of cooperative driving while executing

a cooperative maneuver. We use the trajectory representation in Equation 44 and

Equation 45 of a vehicle’s path and its corresponding longitudinal polynomials for

our communication-aware cooperative driving approach.
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5.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis for Cooperative Driving

In this thesis, we assume that vehicles cooperate if the costs required to offer cooper-

ation are sufficiently low. During the execution of a coordinated maneuver, vehicles

will not abort the maneuver to increase their traffic efficiency, e. g., accelerating to close

the gap required for cooperation. However, during cooperation, any vehicle involved Unexpected
events

in the cooperative maneuver can be in an emergency and, in contrast to its last sent

planned trajectory, must decelerate. For this scenario, we analyze the impact on traffic

safety for vehicles executing a cooperative maneuver. Safety
conditions

We refer to the illustration in Figure 16c, where vehicle 1 offers cooperation for

vehicle 2 to turn left in the intersection. For this cooperative maneuver, vehicle 3 first

leaves the intersection. After that, vehicle 2 followed by vehicle 1 pass the conflict

zone in the intersection. Consequently, the following conditions for the coordinated

maneuver must hold to ensure traffic safety in the conflict zone:

tEZ,2 > tLZ,3 (46a)

tEZ,1 > tLZ,2 (46b)

In the following, we neglect the case that a vehicle decelerates and stops before the

conflict zone. The mentioned case does not introduce any additional safety risks for

the cooperative maneuver in the conflict zone of the intersection. Furthermore, we

assume that vehicles will not introduce additional safety risks by declining an offered

cooperation, i. e., vehicles behave cooperatively.

Case 1: Vehicle 1 must decelerate.

In this case, the time when vehicle 1 enters the conflict zone tEZ,1 increases, which

results in an even larger gap to vehicle 3. In this scenario, Equation 46b is still fulfilled

and the case does not introduce any additional safety risks for the considered vehicles

in the conflict zone.

Case 2: Vehicle 2 must decelerate.

Vehicle 2 requested a cooperative maneuver to improve its traffic efficiency. However,

vehicle 2 must decelerate unexpectedly, increasing its time when leaving the intersec-

tion tLZ,2. Equation 46a is still fulfilled. Thus, no adaptation is required from vehicle

3. However, vehicle 2 must abort the cooperation or vehicle 1 must increase the time

when entering the collision zone tEZ,2, such that Equation 46b is still fulfilled.

Case 3: Vehicle 3 must decelerate.

Vehicle 3 is not directly involved in the cooperative maneuver of vehicle 1 and 2.

However, if vehicle 3 must decelerate, its time leaving the collision zone tLZ,3 increases,

decreasing the cooperation gap between vehicles 2 and 3. Consequently, vehicle 2 must
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increase the time when entering the collision zone tEZ,2, increasing the time leaving

the collision zone tLZ,2. Moreover, as vehicle 2 leaves the intersection later, vehicle 1

must increase its time entering the collision zone tEZ,1.

In summary, for the two latter cases, we increase the time when arriving in the

conflict zone to ensure that only one vehicle is in the conflict zone. However, this

sensitivity analysis assumed that all vehicles are immediately aware of the emergency

and have sufficient time to decelerate before entering the conflict zone. If the com-

munication quality is impaired, the involved vehicles might not be informed in time

and cannot ensure to arrive later in the conflict zone. In the following, we propose

communication-aware cooperative driving to address the mentioned problem.

5.4.3 Adapting Cooperative Driving to the Assessed Communication Quality

In the previous section, we have described a trajectory-based cooperative driving

model and analyzed traffic safety during the execution of a cooperative maneuver,

focusing on left-turning at an intersection as an illustrative example. Our sensitivity

analysis showed that unexpected events, forcing a vehicle involved in a cooperative

maneuver to decelerate, introduce additional safety risks for cooperating vehicles. For

example, if vehicle 3 in Figure 16c requires decelerating unexpectedly, the gap opened

by vehicle 1 to offer cooperation for vehicle 2 reduces and might be insufficient for

vehicle 2 to turn left safely. If vehicle 2 is aware of vehicle 3’s unexpected behavior, it

aborts the cooperation to avoid a collision and stops before the conflict zone.

Consider the same scenario with impaired communication quality after vehicles 1

and 2 coordinated and started executing their cooperative maneuver. Consider thatImpaired com-
munication

quality
vehicle 3 again requires decelerating unexpectedly. However, vehicle 2 does not receive

MCMs from vehicle 3 in time and, hence, is unaware of vehicle 3’s unexpected behavior

because of impaired communication quality. In the considered scenario, vehicle 2 does

not adapt its maneuvers to stop before the conflict zone, leading to a collision of the

cooperation partners. Note that vehicle 1 might also not receive MCMs from vehicle 3

in time. For readability, in the following, we focus on vehicle 2. However, our presented

approach also applies for vehicle 1.

In [197, 213, 214], the authors increase the gap between vehicles in a platoon for

impaired communication quality and decrease the gap otherwise. However, theirTraffic safety
for platooning

approach cannot be applied to the cooperative driving use cases considered in this

thesis. The reasons are that i) vehicles in a platoon usually plan their cooperative

maneuver within a short time period and ii) the distance between cooperation partners

is small. The proposed approach in [197, 213, 214] instantaneously adapts to the current

situation. However, cooperative driving use cases considered in this thesis coordinate

the cooperative maneuvers over a longer time period. Hence, the communication

distance between cooperation partners is large at the beginning and decreases during

the maneuver execution.Communica-
tion-aware
cooperative

driving

Consequently, we present our communication-aware cooperative driving approach

to improve traffic efficiency and maintain safety. Our approach extends the trajecto-
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Figure 17: The concept of communication-aware safety zones for left-turning at an

intersection, where vehicle 2 obtains the safety zones of vehicle 3 for different time

steps on the trajectories.

ry-based, decentralized cooperative driving approach presented in [137]. From each

received trajectory, we derive a safety zone trajectory, depending on the vehicle’s max-

imum deceleration capability and assessed AoI, introduced in Chapter 4. The safety

zone trajectory converges to the received trajectory for high communication quality

and diverges otherwise. Ensuring collision-free trajectories between the received and
safety zone trajectories enables communication-aware cooperative driving. Concept of

safety zone
trajectories

Our concept is depicted in Figure 17, where vehicle 2 obtains a safety zone trajectory

χ3,SZ(t) for vehicle 3, based on its planned trajectory χ3(t). We define that the safety

zone trajectory χ3,SZ(t) starts at the vehicle’s back. The future positions of both vehicles

on their trajectories for different time steps are depicted in grey. The vehicles depicted

in black refer to their current positions at time t0.

Consider that vehicle 3 sent an MCM with its planned trajectory χ3(t), which is

successfully received by vehicle 2. At the current time t0, depicted in Figure 17a, the

model-based assessed peak AoI is expected to be high because of the high commu-

nication range, illustrated as a red dashed line. Using χ3(t), vehicle 2 obtains the

future positions of vehicle 3 at different time steps t within the trajectory time hori-
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zon TTH. χ3(0) denotes the actual position of vehicle 3 when creating the respective

trajectory. We assume that the actual position of vehicle 3 is highly accurate and is not

impaired by inaccurate localization. Therefore, at time t0, the safety zone trajectory is

χ3,SZ(0) = χ3(0) − l3, where l3 is the length of vehicle 3. Remember that the safety

zone trajectory is defined to start at the vehicle’s back and, therefore, requires the

vehicle’s length as an offset.

Vehicle 2 predicts its and the other vehicle’s position at time t1 using the trajectory

received at t0, depicted in Figure 17b. At any time t between the current time t0 and the

time t1, vehicle 3 might require decelerating unexpectedly. In a scenario with impaired

communication quality, vehicle 2 is unaware of vehicle 3’s unexpected deceleration.

We approximate the time where vehicle 2 is unaware of vehicle 3 with the model-

based assessed peak AoI. To obtain χ3,SZ(t1), we calculate the position of vehicle 3 at

χ3(t1 − ∆̂(t1)) and assume that vehicle 3 decelerates with its maximum deceleration

capability aMAX for the time ∆̂(t1). The safety zone trajectory χ3,SZ(t1) diverges from

the planned trajectory χ3(t1) because we assume a high AoI, depicted in Figure 17b.

At time t2 and in contrast to t1, the safety zone trajectory χ3,SZ(t1) again converges

to the planned trajectory χ3(t2) because the vehicles are closer, resulting in a lower

AoI. Note that the trajectory of vehicle 2 is not allowed to collide with the safety zone

trajectory of vehicle 3 at time t2. We indicate the difference between the received and

obtained safety zone trajectories as a blue circle in Figure 17. In the following, we

explain how to obtain χj,SZ(t) for a vehicle j based on its sent trajectory χj(t).Numerical
model

Vehicle n obtains the peak AoI ∆̂n,j(t) using vehicle j’s and the own trajectories

with our model-based assessment approach. ∆̂n,j(t) describes the peak AoI between

vehicle n and j at different time steps t, depending on their trajectories. At any time

t, we describe the peak AoI depending on the communication distance between both

vehicles obtained from their trajectories, the channel congestion, and the message

frequency of vehicle j.

At time t and with the assessed peak AoI of ∆̂n,j(t), we expect to receive the last

information from vehicle j at t− ∆̂n,j(t). However, during the time ∆̂n,j(t), vehicle j

can have an emergency, requiring the vehicle to decelerate with aMAX. Hence, at time t,

the position of vehicle j can be between χj(t) and χj(t− ∆̂n,j(t)) − lj − v(t− ∆̂n,j(t)) ·
∆̂n,j(t) − 0.5aMAX · ∆̂2

n,j(t). We define the latter expression as the communication-

aware safety zone trajectory.

However, for t 6 ∆̂n,j(t), the communication-aware safety zone trajectory of vehicle

j is currently not defined because the trajectory χj(t) is not defined for t < 0. In that

case, we consider the current position χj(0) of vehicle j and consider a deceleration for

the time t. Furthermore, we need to differentiate the case that vehicle j decelerates to

a standstill. For t 6 ∆̂n,j(t), vehicle j decelerates to a standstill if t 6 vj(t)/aMAX holds

and ∆̂n,j(t) 6 vj(t)/aMAX otherwise.

Finally, by differentiating the aforementioned cases, we get the safety zone trajectory

χj,SZ(t) of vehicle j for t ∈ [0, TTH] as
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Figure 18: Illustration of two considered peak AoI models (left) and the safety zone trajectory

χj,SZ (right).

χj,SZ(t) = χj(0) − lj + vj(0) · t if t 6 ∆̂n,j(t)

+

 0.5aMAX · t2, if t 6 vj(0)
aMAX

,

0.5
v2
j (0)

aMAX
, else,

χj,SZ(t) = χj(t− ∆̂n,j(t)) − lj + vj(t− ∆̂n,j(t)) · ∆̂n,j(t) else,

+

 0.5aMAX · ∆̂2
n,j(t), if ∆̂n,j(t) 6

vj(t−∆̂n,j(t))
aMAX

,

0.5
v2
j (t−∆̂n,j(t))

aMAX
, else.

(47)

Illustration of
safety zonesFigure 18 illustrates the concept of a safety zone trajectory for two different AoI

models. In Figure 18a, the model-based assessed peak AoI is depicted as a function

of time t. We refer to the evolution of the peak AoI for a pair of trajectories within

their time horizons. The first AoI model is constant over time, giving ∆̂C(t) = 2 s.

For the second AoI model, we use the model-based assessed peak AoI depicted in

Figure 10, where we considered 200 vehicles in a congested channel. In Figure 18b,

the solid line refers to the position of the vehicle j’s back for the considered time

period. The dashed line refers to the obtained safety zone trajectory of vehicle j for

the constant AoI model. The dotted-dashed line depicts the safety zone trajectory of

vehicle j for the model-based AoI. The trajectory of vehicle j is described with one

polynomial, where Ωj,1(t) = 10m
s · t and is valid between 0 6 t 6 10 s. In Figure 18b

we see that the safety zone trajectories are comparable to the actual trajectory for

t < 1 s, i. e., we have accurate information about vehicle j. At t = 4 s on the trajectory,

the dashed line denoting the safety zone trajectory with ∆1(t) stops diverging from

the actual trajectory. Here, we consider the second case of Equation 47, where t is
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larger than the AoI. In contrast, the safety zone trajectory for the model-based AoI

first increases until t = 5.5 s and then converges to the safety zone trajectory of the

constant AoI model because the AoI decreases in the considered time interval. Let us

assume that a vehicle j leaves the conflict zone at t = 7 s, according to its trajectory

χj(t). Considering ∆1(7 s) = 2 s, we know that vehicle j has safely left the conflict zone

at 8.5 s and ∆2(7 s) = 2.1 s at 8.61 s. If vehicle n is expected to enter the conflict zone

after vehicle j, vehicle n trades traffic efficiency for safety such that vehicle n enters

the conflict zone 1.5 s or 1.61 s later compared to its planned trajectory, considering the

constant and model-based AoI, respectively.

In summary, our communication-aware cooperative driving approach extends tra-

jectory-based cooperative driving. For each received trajectory, our presented ap-

proach derives a safety zone trajectory depending on the model-based assessed peak

AoI and maximum deceleration capability of the respective vehicle. The safety zone

trajectory diverges from the received trajectory in scenarios with impaired communi-

cation quality. Hence, the safety margins between vehicles are adapted to account for

unexpected events and high reaction times in scenarios with a high AoI.

Our relevance-aware resource allocation approach significantly contributes to ef-

ficient channel usage in decentralized V2X networks. Our approach considers theResource
allocation

assessed information relevance for its message and other vehicles’ information rele-

vance and message frequency to derive its optimal message frequency. That way, our

approach aims to maximize the information relevance in a decentralized V2X network.Adaptive
dissemination

In addition, our proposed data dissemination strategy for cooperative driving with

V2V and V2N access technologies addresses the strict communication requirements of

cooperative driving. Our approach increases the communication quality for vehicles

coordinating cooperative maneuvers.Adaptive
cooperative

driving
Lastly, we increase traffic safety of cooperative driving in scenarios with impaired

communication quality. Our communication-aware approach extends the decentral-

ized cooperative driving approach to remain safe even in scenarios with impaired

communication quality, decreasing traffic efficiency to maintain safety.
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S I M U L AT I O N O F CO O P E R AT I V E D R I V I NG I N V E H I C U L A R

N E T WO R K S

T
o evaluate our proposed contributions, we use a Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) net-

work simulator with a cooperative driving application to coordinate maneuvers

in scenarios with high vehicle density. In this thesis, we present CoDA.kom, a large-

scale cooperative driving V2X network simulation framework. CoDA.kom builds upon

the well-known V2X network simulation framework Veins [198], coupling the event-

discrete network simulator OMNeT++ [219] and the vehicular traffic simulator SUMO

[134]. In this chapter, we outline our simulation architecture CoDA.kom in Section 6.1,

showing the required extensions to support cooperative driving. After that, we de-

scribe our channel models to represent radio propagation effects in Section 6.2. Finally,

Section 6.3 describes our prototypical realization of the cooperative driving application

left-turning at an intersection in detail.

6.1 overview and simulation framework

In the following, we describe our simulation framework CoDA.kom, depicted in Fig-

ure 19. For this purpose, we discuss the implementation of the considered heteroge-

neous V2X access technologies, i. e., ETSI ITS-G5 and 3GPP LTE-V2N. After that, we

explain the functionality of the middleware and facilities in the vehicle V2X stack.

6.1.1 Heterogeneous Access Technologies

In this thesis, we use heterogeneous V2X access technologies to exchange driving

intentions and coordinate cooperative maneuvers. For this purpose, we explain the

implementations of ETSI ITS-G5 and 3GPP LTE-V2N in the following.

ETSI ITS-G5

ETSI ITS-G5 uses IEEE 802.11p on the access layer, as described in Section 2.1. We use

the implementation of Veins for the access layer of IEEE 802.11p [198]. Congestion
control

The implementations of European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)

Reactive Decentralized Congestion Control (R-DCC) and Adaptive Decentralized Con-

gestion Control (A-DCC), as standardized in [102], are adapted from [181]. ETSI R-DCC

and A-DCC obtain the Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) from the access layer and open or

close the gate to the access layer for Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC). If the

gate is closed and a new message from an application arrives, the respective message

will be delayed or dropped.

79
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Figure 19: CoDA.kom simulation framework for cooperative driving with heterogeneous V2X

access technologies.

On the network and transport layer, we implement the GeoNetworking protocol

with ETSI ITS-G5 media-dependent functionalities [107], as standardized in [105]. OurNetwork &
Transport

implementation supports the geographical addressing modes described in Section 2.1

and continuously updates the location table based on received V2X messages. As

security aspects are out of the scope for this thesis, the GeoNetworking layer does

not add security headers to the messages. On the transport layer, we implement the

Basic Transport Protocol (BTP) [101], which is a lightweight, connection-less transport

protocol to address V2X services using source and destination ports.

Cellular-V2X

We use SimuLTE v1.1.0 [222] to implement 3GPP LTE-V2N communication. SimuLTE

is compatible with Veins, SUMO, and OMNeT++ and claims to support the 3GPP LTE-

V2X Releases 8 and beyond. On the access layer, we use the Long Term Evolution (LTE)

Network Interface Card (NIC) card provided by SimuLTE. The simulation framework

SimuLTE provides transmitter diversity and channel feedback computation on the

physical layer. Furthermore, SimuLTE supports buffering, Channel Quality Index (CQI)

reception, and resource allocation on the LTE access layer [222]. On the network and
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transport layers, we use IPv4 and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) from the INET v3.6.6

framework within OMNeT++ [219]. We select IPv4 as it induces less communication

overhead and is, in contrast to IPv6, compatible with SimuLTE. UDP is suited for V2X

communication because it is a connection-less and minimal transport protocol. Geocast
service

In 3GPP LTE-V2N networks, vehicles send messages to their connected base stations

(eNodeB). The eNodeB forwards the messages to the respective 3GPP LTE-V2N server.

We primarily implement two Geocast services in our 3GPP LTE-V2N network: The

GeocastEnabler allows for a Lane-based Geocast communication (cf. Section 5.3). For

this purpose, the GeocastEnabler continuously updates a location table containing

the vehicles’ unique lanes and segment IDs. A vehicle sends an update request to

the GeocastEnabler if it enters a new lane segment. The GeocastForwarder acts as a

relay for vehicles and forwards their V2X messages to the respective destinations. The

GeocastForwarder supports two transmission modes. Using Unicast transmission, a

vehicle sends a V2X message via the GeocastForwarder to a specific vehicle by provid-

ing its station ID. Using Geocast transmission, a vehicle uses the GeocastForwarder to

send the same message to multiple vehicles at a specific location. In this transmission

mode, the GeocastForwarder relays the respective V2X message to all vehicles within

the requested lane segments as Unicast messages.

6.1.2 V2X Application Interface

CoDA.kom offers heterogeneous V2X access technologies to send messages. In the

following, we introduce a middleware and facilities to support the V2X applications.

Middleware

The middleware abstracts the V2X access technologies from the respective V2X appli-

cations. All available V2X access technologies are connected to the middleware. V2X

applications register their ports at the middleware to send and receive messages. Sup-

pose the middleware receives a message from an application or facility. In that case,

the middleware retrieves the data request primitive, defined in [101], as OMNeT++

control info to get the communication profile for the respective message. The middle-

ware manages and updates a connection map container for all facilities. A facility that

sends and receives messages registers itself at the middleware with its port number

and respective gate information. If the middleware receives a message from the access

layer, the data indication primitive, defined in [101], is used to retrieve the destination

port of the message. The middleware forwards the message to the respective facility

using the connection map container.

Facilities

The ETSI Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) communication architecture differenti-

ates between information-support, communication-support, and application-support

facilities [100]. Information-support facilities aggregate and provide information for Information-
support

other facilities and applications. We implement the Local Dynamic Map (LDM) [95],
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which is the vehicle’s data sink for received messages. The LDM updates its entries if

new information is received and deletes entries when their respective lifetimes have

been expired. The Vehicle Data Provider (VDP) [93] aggregates the vehicle’s static and

dynamic information, such as the vehicle’s length, width, velocity, and heading. The

Position and Timing (POTI) [93] provides the vehicle’s current position and time.Communica-
tion-support

In CoDA.kom, communication-support facilities provide information for our pro-

posed data dissemination strategies. We implement our measurement- and model-

based communication quality assessment, as described in Section 4.2. Further, the

communication-support facilities implement our relevance-aware resource allocation

and adaptive data dissemination strategy for cooperative driving, explained in Sec-

tion 5.2 and Section 5.3, respectively.Application-
support

Application-support facilities are responsible for the generation (request) and pro-

cessing (indication) of V2X messages. We implement the cooperative awareness facility

from [96] for Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs) and introduce the cooperative

driving facility to create and process Maneuver Coordination Messages (MCMs). The

message content is retrieved from the information-support facilities and the V2X ap-

plications. [96] proposes generation rules for creating CAMs, which are implemented

on the application-support facility layer. In CoDA.kom, application-support facilities

provide an interface for adaptive message rate schemes such as our relevance-aware

resource allocation approach proposed in Section 5.2. Consequently, our relevance-

aware resource allocation approach replaces the generation rules mentioned above.

By default, the cooperative awareness and cooperative driving facilities use ETSI ITS-

G5 with Single-Hop Broadcast (SHB) mode as the V2X access technology. Additionally,

the application-support facilities offer V2X access technology interfaces, enabling het-

erogeneous data dissemination strategies for cooperative driving.

6.2 realistic channel modeling

The V2X simulation framework Veins provides an interface to model radio propa-

gation effects on the physical layer. As depicted in Figure 19, the channel model is

allocated below the V2X access technologies. CoDA.kom uses two different channel

models to analyze the performance of our proposed approaches: The simple channelSimple
channel model

model considers limited channel resources but neglects path loss and fading effects,

i. e., the maximum communication range is only limited to the interference range of

the respective V2X access technology. However, radio propagation effects severely im-Radio
propagation

effects
pact the communication quality of V2X networks and need to be considered when

analyzing the communication quality for cooperative driving. Therefore, we describe

our realistic channel model in the following.

6.2.1 Properties

The realistic channel model combines Geometry-based Stochastic (GBS) and Geome-

try-based Deterministic (GBD) models and is applicable to different V2X access tech-

nologies. That way, a consistent representation of radio propagation effects of hetero-
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Adapted from [26].

geneous V2X access technologies is achieved. The realistic channel model considers

the transmitter and receiver’s relative velocity, direction, height, and distance.

We specifically consider the carrier frequency of the respective V2X access technol-

ogy to obtain path loss. Further, we consider multi-path propagation with the same

angle of arrival if the receiver is a cellular base station. The antennas of cellular base

stations are usually at a higher height such that reflections in the antenna’s proximity

are less dominant. In contrast, we consider multi-path propagation with different an-

gles of arrivals for dynamic objects such as vehicles. The number of scatters, e. g., other

vehicles and buildings, in a vehicle’s environment is expected to be higher compared

to a cellular base station [222].

The concept of the realistic channel model is depicted in Figure 20. The attenuation

of radio propagation effects is divided into the determination of the communication

link, path loss, large-scale, and small-scale fading, which we detail in the following.

Communication Link

Obstacles, such as buildings and other vehicles, can interfere with the Line of Sight

(LoS) of the transmitter and receiver, causing severe fading. To obtain the condition of

the communication link, we obtain the first Fresnel ellipsoid, e. g., explained in [51],

between the transmitter and receiver. According to [34], the LoS condition is assumed

if there are no obstacles in 60% of the first Fresnel ellipsoid. In this context, the antenna

height significantly impacts the communication link condition and differs for Vehicle-

to-Vehicle (V2V) communication and Vehicle-to-Network (V2N) communication.

Path Loss

High communication quality is expected under a LoS condition between the transmit-

ter and receiver, i. e., no obstacles are shadowing the communication link. However, in

[173], the authors identified that the destructive interference of the direct and reflected

path of the wave from the ground significantly impacts the attenuation in V2X network

environments. Consequently, for a communication distance d between the transmitter
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and receiver and a center frequency fC, we consider a two-ray ground reflection model

for a LoS condition, which is given as

PR = PT ·
c

2π · d · fC
·
(
2 sin

(
2π · fC

c
· hT · hR

d

))2

GR ·GT. (48)

PR, PT, GR, GT, hR, and hT are the signal powers, antenna gains, and antenna heights

of the receiver and transmitter, respectively. The speed of light is denoted as c.

However, we do not have a direct path under Non-Line of Sight (NLoS) condition

at the receiver. Hence, we consider the well-known Friis path loss model [211], which

is given as

PR = PT ·
c

2π · d · fC
GR ·GT. (49)

Large-Scale Fading

In the case of a LoS condition, radio propagation is not impacted by shadowing. How-

ever, shadowing attenuates the radio propagation if one or more obstacles obstruct

the communication link. We use a multiple knife-edge model to obtain the attenuation

of obstacles shadowing the communication link between the transmitter and receiver.

The multiple knife-edge model has been previously used in V2V networks [34]. We

also apply the mentioned model for V2N links to consider shadowing from buildings

in urban scenarios.

Small-Scale Fading

V2X networks are characterized by high mobility [183]. Especially in urban areas,

radio propagation is reflected on the surface of other vehicles and buildings, causing

multi-path propagation. Multiple waves are shifted at the receiver in the time and

frequency domain, causing constructive and destructive superpositions of waves. In

GBD channel models, multiple reflections of waves are computed with ray tracing

methods to obtain a realistic representation for the superpositions of waves [183].

However, ray tracing induces high computational complexity. Therefore, we use theJakes fading
model

Jakes fading model [111], which is a GBS model. The Jakes model considers a fixed

amount of waves and obtains the interference of the waves at the receiver considering

the phase shifts because of delay spread and the Doppler effect. The Doppler effect

is obtained from the relative velocity of the transmitter and receiver, calculated using

the vehicles’ velocities and headings. The delay spread is assumed to be normally

distributed. Hence, the phase shift of each wave is calculated to obtain the channel

impulse response for message transmission.

In this section, we described the channel models for heterogeneous V2X access tech-

nologies used in our evaluation. With the simple channel model, we focus on channel

congestion effects and compare our numerical results with simulations. However, the

simple channel model neglects radio propagation effects such as path loss and fading.
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Figure 21: Prototypical realization of cooperative driving in large-scale V2X networks.

The realistic channel model considers path loss, large-scale, and small-scale fading

effects in V2X networks and is applicable to heterogeneous V2X access technologies.

6.3 prototypical realization of cooperative driving at an intersection

In this section, we describe the prototypical realization of a cooperative driving ap-

plication and specifically focus on the use case left-turning at an intersection. Our

framework can be extended to other cooperative driving use cases like merging on

highways or cooperative lane change.

As depicted in Figure 21, we differentiate between maneuver planning and execu-

tion, which we describe in the following. The cooperative driving mechanism is based

on [137], the framework used in the project IMAGinE (Intelligent Maneuver Automa-
tion - cooperative hazard avoidance in realtime) [91], and our suggested optimizations for

large-scale network simulations in [28].

6.3.1 Maneuver Planning

The maneuver planning application obtains the possible paths of a vehicle, generates

trajectories from the paths, checks the trajectories for conflicts with received trajectories

from other vehicles, and coordinates cooperative maneuvers. Based on the IMAGinE

project’s approach [91], we divide the maneuver coordination into path planning,

trajectory generation, assessment, and cooperation logic modules. In the following,

we describe the mentioned modules in detail.
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Path Planning

In SUMO, routes and traffic flows are described for each simulation scenario [134].

The traffic flows define how many vehicles are supposed to drive on a given route. A

SUMO route consists of a list of roads
1
. A vehicle on a specific route in a simulation

scenario starts on the first road and is removed after leaving the last road.Route
preparation

Using the Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) of SUMO [228], the path planning has

access to the vehicle’s route and fetches the list of roads for a vehicle’s route. However,

the road list does not contain the junctions of the route. Additionally, SUMO roads

consist of one or multiple lanes, where not all lanes can be used to follow the vehicle’s

route, e. g., a lane is not connected to the subsequent road of the vehicle’s route. Using

the TraCI, only the vehicle’s current and next lane can be obtained, which is insufficient

for trajectory generation.Global Map
Provider

Therefore, we implement a GlobalMapProvider to fetch all SUMO routes defined

for a scenario at the simulation start and create vehicle paths for each SUMO route. A

vehicle path is derived from a SUMO route and contains a list of subsequent lanes for

the respective route. Hence, a SUMO route can result in multiple vehicle paths. The

vehicle path also contains specific information for the trajectory generation, e. g., the

maximum allowed velocity per lane, right-of-way, and the lane’s maneuver type.Path update
If a vehicle is created in the simulation, the path planning module obtains the list

of vehicle paths from the GlobalMapProvider. After that, the path planning module

updates its vehicle path according to its current position, i. e., deletes passed lanes.

Additionally, the path planning module tracks dynamic road information such as

traffic light changes. After that, the updated vehicle paths are passed to the trajectory

generation module.

Trajectory Generation

For each vehicle path, the trajectory generation module creates a set of trajectories. All

trajectories are created considering the same envisaged time horizon. However, the

trajectories differ in the spatial domain, i. e., each trajectory is created with a unique

velocity profile. Hence, a trajectory set describes different possible driving maneuvers

for the vehicle according to its current situation.Trajectories
We divide a trajectory in a list of trajectory sections, where each section covers a

specific lane. A trajectory section consists of longitudinal and lateral polynomials to

describe the vehicle’s movement on a lane.Longitudinal
polynomial

In a trajectory set, each trajectory has a unique acceleration profile to describe

different driving maneuvers of the vehicle. The trajectory generation module ensures

that a trajectory cannot exceed the maximum velocity of a vehicle or lane. Additionally,

the trajectory generation also ensures that a trajectory does not exceed the maximum

allowed velocity of the next lane. Therefore, the velocity is reduced to the maximum

allowed velocity of the next lane before entering it. Unless the respective vehicle pathLateral
polynomial

does not indicate a lane change (two subsequent lanes of the same edge), the trajectory

remains in the middle of a lane without any lateral offset. The lane change can happen

1 In SUMO, roads are defined as edges.
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at different positions on the lane. For each lane change position, we create a set of

trajectories with different acceleration profiles. To represent lateral movement, we

generate a lateral polynomial, which is a function of the longitudinal polynomial.

The generation of each trajectory is an iterative process, where polynomials (and the

respective trajectory sections) are created until the trajectory’s time horizon is reached.

The trajectory generation module generates only one trajectory with the highest ac- Iterative
trajectory
generation

celeration profile in each iteration to reduce the computation time. If the trajectory

assessment detects a trajectory collision, further trajectories with lower acceleration

profiles are created until a collision-free trajectory is found.

Trajectory Assessment

The trajectory assessment module obtains the cooperation costs for the generated

trajectories and performs a collision check with other received trajectories. Cost
assessment

Our cooperation cost assessment assigns a cost of 0 to the trajectory covering the

most significant distance within the envisaged time horizon. That way, vehicles aim

to drive with the maximum allowed velocity, increasing the vehicle throughput in

the scenario. The trajectory with the highest deceleration profile covers the shortest

distance within the envisaged time horizon and has the highest cooperation cost of 1.

The costs of all other trajectories are linearly interpolated between 0 and 1 according

to their covered distance. Collision
check

For each created trajectory, a collision check with trajectories received via V2X

communication is performed. For each pair of trajectories (one of the own and one of

another vehicle), we iterate in discrete time steps over both trajectories and check if

both trajectories overlap in the time and spatial domain. The positions of two vehicles

at different time steps are obtained from their trajectories. At each step, we perform a

collision check with circles covering the vehicle’s dimensions at the respective position.

In addition to the vehicle dimensions, we also check for collisions with the vehicle’s

safety zones. Trajectory
safety zone

Safety zones extend the vehicle’s dimension to the front and back to account for

additional reaction time. The safety zone of the vehicle’s front allows vehicles to stop

behind each other in a traffic jam or at a red light and depends on the parameterized

spacing of vehicles, which is set to 1m in CoDA.kom. The safety zone of the vehicle’s

back is derived from the vehicle’s safety time and its velocity. For a safety time of 1 s
and a velocity of 10m/s, the safety zone of the vehicle’s back has a length of 10m.

Hence, a vehicle with a velocity of 10m/s maintains a margin to a preceding vehicle

depending on the safety zones. The mentioned safety zone is replaced if we use our

approach presented in Section 5.4. Obtaining the
right-of-way

The trajectory assessment module obtains the right-of-way for each trajectory colli-

sion based on the vehicles’ maneuvers and positions. If a trajectory collision is detected,

the trajectory assessment requests further trajectories from the generation module

within the defined acceleration profile until a collision-free trajectory is found. The

acceleration profile is iterated from the highest acceleration to the highest deceleration.
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Cooperation Logic

The cooperation logic module selects the planned, desired, and cooperative trajectories

from the set of created and assessed trajectories.

We filter all trajectories that are either collision-free or have the right-of-way for all

detected collisions from the set of trajectories. From the filtered trajectories, the trajecto-

ry with the lowest cost is assigned as the planned trajectory. All trajectories with lowerTrajectory
assignment

costs than the planned trajectory are assigned as desired trajectories. Notably, these tra-

jectories must have collisions without right-of-way. If no desired trajectories are found,

the vehicle cannot request cooperation to increase its traffic efficiency. Otherwise, we

select the desired trajectory with the lowest costs from all obtained desired trajectories.

All collision-free trajectories are denoted as potential cooperative trajectories, i. e., the

vehicle may offer cooperation with the alternative trajectories.

We introduce a cooperation state machine with the states discovery, request, coop-

eration offer, cooperation request, and emergency. We always start in the discoveryDiscovery
state (default state) and transitions to other states depending on the assigned trajecto-

ry. In case of an emergency, we immediately switch to the emergency state. After theEmergency
emergency has been solved, we first switch to the discovery state before requesting

or offering cooperation. If we have obtained a desired trajectory, we transition to theRequesting
request state. We remain in this state until another vehicle offers cooperation or we can

no longer request cooperation with a desired trajectory. If we requested and another

vehicle offers cooperation, we switch to the cooperation request state and remain in

this state until the cooperation is finished or one of both vehicles aborts the cooper-

ation. We offer cooperation and transition to the cooperation offer state if the sum ofOffering
our invested costs (difference of costs between our cooperative and planned trajecto-

ry) and the gained costs (difference of costs between the other vehicle’s planned and

desired trajectory) exceed a predefined cost threshold. The cost threshold is defined

between −1 and 1, where vehicles with a cost threshold of −1 always offer coopera-

tion. In contrast, vehicles with a cost threshold of 1 always deny cooperation. As an

example, assume that our planned and cooperative trajectories have costs of 0 and

0.5, respectively. The requesting vehicle’s planned and desired trajectories have costs

of 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. Hence, our invested costs are 0.5 and the gained costs are

−0.6, giving a cooperation cost of −0.1 for the cooperative maneuver. In this work, the

cost threshold is set to 0. In the mentioned example, the vehicle offers cooperation

because the cooperation cost for the cooperative maneuver is below the cost threshold.

We remain in the cooperation offer state until the cooperation is finished or one of

the vehicles aborts the cooperation. The cooperative trajectory replaces the planned

trajectory if a vehicle offers cooperation. In this situation, the planned trajectory would

have denied the cooperation request.

6.3.2 Maneuver Execution

The maneuver planning module obtained the cooperative trajectories, including the

planned and optional desired trajectories. The cooperative trajectories are sent to other
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vehicles via V2X communication and the planned trajectory is sent to the maneuver

execution module.

Monitoring

The maneuver monitoring obtains the vehicle’s dynamics (position, velocity, and ac-

celeration) for the current time and compares it with the planned trajectory.

SUMO and OMNeT++ are event-discrete simulators, meaning that the vehicle dy-

namics are not continuously updated but in discrete time steps, denoted as timeStep.

Consequently, we obtain the vehicle’s position and velocity in the next time step from

the planned trajectory and compare it with the current vehicle dynamics.

Adaptation

The adaptation module is responsible for executing the cooperative maneuver de-

scribed by the planned trajectory. For this purpose, the adaptation module controls Controlling
the driver

the respective SUMO vehicle. TraCI offers an interface to control the vehicle’s longi-

tudinal and lateral movement, accessible via Veins in OMNeT++.

void setSpeedMode(speedMode);

We use 0 for the speedMode, which deactivates all checks of the SUMO driver, such as

regarding the right-of-way rule or avoid passing a red traffic light. Similarly, we can

control the lane change of SUMO.

void setLaneChangeMode(laneChangeMode);

For left-turning at an intersection, lane change is not required. To avoid conflicting

lane changes with our maneuver planning module, we set the laneChangeMode to 257,

only allowing for strategic lane changes and avoiding immediate collisions.

We offer two operation modes for the maneuver execution, i. e., continuous or on

request. In the continuous mode, the maneuver execution controls the vehicle for Operation
modes

the complete simulation such that the planned trajectory obtained in the maneuver

planning module is always executed. If the operation mode is set on request, we set

the velocity and lane change mode according to the cooperation state. If the vehicle is

involved in a cooperative maneuver (offering or requesting cooperation), the maneuver

execution module controls the vehicle for the time of the cooperative maneuver. When

the maneuver is finished, the control is given back to the SUMO driver. Decreasing
simulation
time

The TraCI is realized with a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection on a

computer. Continuously adapting the cooperative maneuver of all vehicles in every

time step increases the computation time of the simulation. We use the operation

modes for vehicles based on their route: If a cooperative maneuver is expected for a

vehicle route, the operation mode of the vehicle is set to the continuous mode, allowing

for a higher traffic efficiency. Otherwise, the operation mode is set on request, e. g., for

vehicles waiting at a red traffic light. Executing the
maneuver

For controlled vehicles, we obtain the velocity in the next time step from the vehicle’s

planned trajectory, denoted as nextVelocity. After that, we send the command to

change the vehicle’s velocity to SUMO via TraCI.
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void setSpeed(nextVelocity);

The TraCI function sets the vehicle velocity to nextVelocity in the next time step.

In this section, we outlined our simulation framework CoDA.kom, which is proto-

typical implementation of cooperative driving in OMNeT++ and SUMO. We divided

the cooperative driving application in maneuver planning and execution. The former

obtains the cooperative trajectories and decides for the cooperative maneuver. The

latter executes the planned trajectory for the respective vehicle.

In this chapter, we discussed our prototypical realization of cooperative driving

for the use case left-turning at an intersection in large-scale V2X networks. For this

purpose, we outlined our simulation framework CoDA.kom, which builds upon the

network simulator OMNeT++, the vehicular traffic simulator SUMO, and the V2X

simulator Veins. We proposed our realistic channel model to capture the radio prop-

agation effects of heterogeneous V2X access technologies. Finally, we presented our

cooperative driving application, incorporating maneuver planning and execution, im-

plemented in OMNeT++.

We use our prototypical implementation to evaluate the performance of V2X net-

work adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driving in the following.
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T
he extensive evaluation performed in this chapter gathers evidence of the perfor-

mance of the presented contributions in this thesis. Moreover, we emphasize our

key design decisions and the behavior of our contributions in challenging scenarios. Data
assessment

Our first research goal focused on the communication quality and information

relevance assessment in decentralized Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) networks for co-

operative driving. We presented a numerical communication model to assess the

communication quality in a decentralized V2X network. Section 7.2 compares and

confirms our proposed numerical communication model with simulation results. Relevance-
aware network
adaptations

Relevance-aware V2X network adaptations focused on in our second research goal

addresses the efficient use of channel resources to improve the communication quality

for cooperative driving. We presented relevance-aware resource allocation to prioritize

information for vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers. We conduct a numeri-

cal analysis in Section 7.3 to compare the convergence speed of the resource allocation

approaches and analyze the timely delivery of relevant information. Moreover, we

perform simulations to confirm our numerical results and analyze resource allocation

considering realistic channel conditions in a highly mobile and congested urban inter-

section scenario. Furthermore, we presented an adaptive data dissemination strategy

to increase the communication range and communication quality of vehicles coor-

dinating cooperative maneuvers. Section 7.4 analyzes to which extent our approach

increases the communication quality of vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers

and, therewith, increases the traffic efficiency of cooperative driving. V2X-aware
cooperative
driving

Finally, we focused on communication-aware cooperative driving in our third re-

search goal to adapt cooperative driving to the assessed communication quality for

increasing traffic efficiency and maintaining safety. Our presented approach adapts the

safety margins between cooperating vehicles based on the assessed communication

quality. Section 7.5 evaluates the behavior of our approach for different communica-

tion qualities in a controlled numerical analysis. Furthermore, we perform a simulation

evaluation to compare our approach with the traffic efficiency and safety performance

of reference approaches in an urban intersection scenario.

A comparison of our contributions to reference approaches in a reproducible setup

is required to analyze the behavior and impact of V2X network adaptations and

communication-aware cooperative driving. The setup must reflect the properties of

cooperative driving from the communication and application perspective under con-

gested traffic and channel conditions. Therefore, we perform numerical analysis to

demonstrate the behavior of the V2X network and extend it with our event-based

simulation framework CoDA.kom to evaluate the performance of cooperative driving

in a challenging urban intersection scenario. Our methodologies and the evaluation

setup are discussed in the following.
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7.1 evaluation setup

In this section, we briefly outline the numerical and simulation framework used in

this evaluation. After that, we describe the urban intersection scenario considered in

our simulation framework. Furthermore, we summarize our evaluation parameters,

describing the V2X access technologies settings and the traffic scenario. Finally, we

describe our considered metrics and the plot types used in this evaluation.

7.1.1 Methodology

We perform a numerical and simulation evaluation to analyze the performance of our

contributions, where we briefly outline both methodologies in the following.

Numerical Framework

For our numerical analysis, we use MatlabR2020b
1
. Our numerical communicationV2X model

model described in Section 4.2 is used to obtain the communication quality metrics

in a decentralized V2X network. The communication model explicitly considers dif-

ferent vehicle message frequencies and is evaluated in discrete iterations. All vehicles

synchronously update their message frequency in each iteration. The reliability and

channel load are evaluated in each iteration after all vehicles have synchronously

updated their message frequency.Synchronous
updates

The synchronous update of the vehicles’ message frequencies represents an edge

case behavior of real-world decentralized V2X networks. However, previous work ana-

lyzed the mentioned edge case scenario [15] because synchronous message frequency

updates cannot be excluded for a subset of vehicles in reality. Moreover, the scenario

represents a particularly challenging case for convergence of the resource allocation

approach in a decentralized V2X network. For example, all vehicles may first see a

low channel load and synchronously increase their message frequencies. In the next

iteration, the channel is congested, for which all vehicles again decrease their message

frequencies. The described scenario leads to oscillation of the vehicles’ message fre-

quencies and the channel load, severely decreasing the communication quality of the

respective resource allocation approach.

Simulation Framework

For simulations, we use CoDA.kom, introduced in Chapter 6. CoDA.kom is imple-

mented in the event-discrete network simulator OMNeT++ [219]. For the simulation

of vehicular traffic, the simulation framework Veins [198] couples OMNeT++ with the

vehicular traffic simulator SUMO [134]. As described in Chapter 6, SUMO explicitly

simulates the mobility of each vehicle and offers the TraCI [228] to obtain and control

the dynamics of each vehicle separately. CoDA.kom uses the TraCI to control individ-

1 https://de.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html [Accessed November 7th, 2021]

https://de.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
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(a) © OpenStreetMap contributors.

eNodeB/

RSU

(b) Adapted from SUMO [134].

Figure 22: Urban intersection scenario in Aschaffenburg.

ual vehicles and perform cooperative driving maneuvers with our cooperative driving

application left-turning at an intersection. V2X access
technologies

CoDA.kom offers decentralized and centralized V2X access technologies. We use

the ETSI ITS-G5 as the decentralized V2X access technology. For the ETSI ITS-G5,

we consider the access layer provided by Veins. For radio propagation effects, we

use our presented simple and realistic channel models, described in Section 6.2. The

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Decentralized Congestion

Control (DCC), used as reference approaches in this evaluation, is adapted from the

Artery framework [181]. We use the 3GPP LTE-V2N as the centralized V2X access

technology and consider the SimuLTE framework [222], which claims to provide Long

Term Evolution (LTE) features for Release 8 and beyond.

7.1.2 Traffic Scenario

In the simulation framework, we consider the urban intersection in Aschaffenburg,

Germany, depicted in Figure 22. The roads Flachstrasse and Wuerzburgerstrasse, high-

lighted in Figure 22b, are crossing each other in the intersection. KoPER
intersection

The mentioned intersection was previously considered in the KoPER (Cooperative
Perception)

2
project. The traffic flows were recorded with video and laser scanners

and the results are published in [201]. Based on these traffic flow measurements, the

authors in [112] extracted different scenarios and scenes. OSM export
For our evaluation, we exported this intersection with OpenStreetMap (OSM)

3
,

depicted in Figure 22a. SUMO offers a tool to import OSM exports and create a SUMO

road network, as depicted in Figure 22b. Relevant roads are highlighted in red. The

exported area has a size of 1 km× 1 km with the intersection in the center. For further

2 http://ko-fas.de/41-0-Ko-PER---Kooperative-Perzeption.html [Accessed November 7th, 2021]

3 https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright [Accessed November 7th, 2021]

http://ko-fas.de/41-0-Ko-PER---Kooperative-Perzeption.html
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright
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reference, we depict the routes of interest within this evaluation as blue arrows in

Figure 22b. Additionally, for the simulation of 3GPP LTE-V2N networks, we locate an

eNodeB close to the intersection. Furthermore, we locate a Roadside Unit (RSU) next

to the eNodeB for channel measurements of the decentralized V2X network.Intersection
scenario

The intersection has four arms, where traffic lights control each arm. From the

scenarios extracted in [112], we consider the following scenario for our cooperative

driving use case left-turning at an intersection in this evaluation: Vehicles on Route 4

and Route 5 are waiting at a red traffic light in the intersection. Vehicles on Route 1

drive straight at a green traffic light and vehicles on Route 2 turn left in the intersection.

From the opposite direction, vehicles on Route 3 drive straight in the intersection at

a green traffic light and cross the vehicles on Route 2. The traffic flows on Route 1,

Route 2, and Route 3 are set to 650veh/h, 300veh/h, and 950veh/h. The traffic flow

scenario is from the traffic flow recordings in [201]. Together with the vehicles waiting

at a red traffic light on Route 4 and Route 5, we have on average 150 vehicles in the

simulation scenario simultaneously.

Note that we do not consider other vehicle routes, e. g., vehicles turning right in

the intersection. Furthermore, the previously mentioned traffic light states will not

change over time such that we remain with the scenario mentioned above. On all

roads, vehicles drive with a maximum velocity of 8.33m/s (30 km/h).Left-turning
at an

intersection
In the considered scenario, vehicles following Route 2 and turning left in the inter-

section require cooperation from vehicles following Route 3. If cooperation is denied

in a congested traffic scenario, vehicles on Route 2 wait in the intersection until there

is a sufficient gap between vehicles on Route 3 to turn left safely. Additionally, vehicles

on Route 1 have to wait if vehicles on Route 2 cannot turn left in the intersection be-

cause both routes share the same lane until the intersection, i. e., there is no dedicated

left-turning lane for Route 2.

7.1.3 Parameters

In this section, we describe the parameters used in all following numerical and simula-

tion evaluations. First, we introduce general parameters and, after that, the parameters

for the V2X access technologies ETSI ITS-G5 and 3GPP LTE-V2N.

General

In Table 3, we depict general parameters for our evaluation setup. In the urban scenario,

the vehicle’s maximum velocity is limited to 8.33m/s. Cooperative driving maintains

a safety time of 2 s between vehicles. The resulting margin between vehicles increases

with the vehicle’s velocity and the respective safety time (cf. Chapter 6).Message
payload

In the project IMAGinE [91], we measured the message size of Maneuver Coordi-

nation Messages (MCMs) in a real-world scenario. For left-turning at an intersection

and merging on highways, the trajectory’s time horizon was set between 10 s and 20 s,

depending on the respective use case. In this setup, the message size was measured

between 300B and 700B without security overhead but header payload. For clarity of
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Parameter Value

Trajectory Time Horizon 10 s

Safety Time 2 s

Maximum Vehicle Velocity 8.33m/s

Application Update Interval 100ms

Message Payload Size 500B

Minimum Message Frequency 1Hz

Maximum Message Frequency 10Hz

Antenna Height Vehicle 1.895m

Antenna Height eNodeB 25m

Thermal Noise −104.5dBm

Jakes Fading Paths 6

Mobility Update Interval 100ms

Traffic Flow Route 1 950veh/h

Traffic Flow Route 2 300veh/h

Traffic Flow Route 3 650veh/h

Table 3: General parameters for our evaluation setup.

the results, we use a fixed message payload size of 500B and a trajectory time horizon

of 10 s in this evaluation. The vehicle’s and eNodeB’s antenna heights are 1.895m and

25m [198, 222], respectively. The thermal noise of the channel is set to −104.5dBm
[198] for both V2X access technologies and we consider 6 fading paths for our realistic

channel model. Our mobility simulator SUMO is updated every 100ms, allowing to

coordinate and execute cooperative maneuvers.

ETSI ITS-G5

Table 4 depicts the V2X access-specific parameters. In the following, we focus on the

parameters for ETSI ITS-G5.

The carrier frequency is set to 5.89GHz and the channel bandwidth is 10MHz,

according to [103]. We refer to [90, 103] for further access layer-specific parameters.

The delay spread for our realistic channel model is 0.644µs [23]. The bitrate is set to

6Mb/s [103]. Vehicles send MCMs with a transmission power of 20dBm. Further, the

omnidirectional antenna radiation has a gain of 0dB in all directions. The interference

range is limited to 1500m. Above this range, the message is immediately discarded,

i. e., the attenuation is not obtained by the realistic channel model. The sensitivity of

the network card is −89, 5dBm [198]. We use ETSI ITS-G5 in the Single-Hop Broadcast

(SHB) transmission mode.
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Parameter ETSI ITS-G5 LTE

Carrier Frequency 5.89GHz 2.1GHz

Channel Bandwidth 10MHz -

Resource Blocks (up/down) - 18

Delay Spread RMS 0.644µs 0.363µs

Number Bands (up/down) - 25

Bit Rate 6Mb/s -

Interference Range 1500m -

Transmit Power (Vehicle) 20dBm 20dBm

Transmit Power (eNodeB) - 46dBm

Antenna Gain (Vehicle) 0dB 0dB

Antenna Gain (eNodeB) - 16dB

Antenna Radiation Omnidirectional Omnidirectional

Sensitivity −89, 5dBm -

Transmission Mode Single-Hop Broadcast Unicast

Table 4: Specific parameters for the V2X access technologies.

3GPP C-V2X

For 3GPP LTE-V2N networks, we set the carrier frequency to 2.1GHz, which is a

typical carrier frequency for cellular LTE networks in Germany
4
. Furthermore, we

consider 18 resource blocks in the up- and downlink [146]. The delay spread for our

realistic channel model is 0.363µs [222]. In this evaluation, we consider 25 bands

for the up- and downlink [222]. For the transmit power of vehicles and the eNodeB,

we consider 20dBm and 46dBm, respectively, and for the antenna gain 0dB and

16dB [222], respectively. The vehicles and eNodeB antennas have an omnidirectional

radiation characteristic and the transmission mode is Unicast.

7.1.4 Evaluation Metrics

In our evaluation, we use different metrics to show the properties of our approaches

and compare their performance to reference approaches. In the following, we intro-

duce our performance metrics and, after that, briefly describe our plot types.

4 https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/ [Accessed November 7th, 2021]

https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/
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Performance Metrics

To evaluate the communication quality of our approaches, we use the channel met-

rics Channel Busy Ratio (CBR), normalized throughput, and Accessible Information

Relevance (AIR), described in the following.

channel busy ratio To evaluate the load on the V2X channel, we use the CBR, de-

fined in [103]. The CBR denotes the fraction of time slots where the V2X channel

is sensed busy (a message is currently sent) divided by the number of observed

time slots. According to [103], the observation time of the CBR is set to 100ms.

In the numerical analysis, we obtain the CBR using Equation 17 in Section 4.2.

A high CBR indicates channel congestion, impairing the communication quality.

In contrast, a low channel load indicates an under-utilization of the available

channel resources.

normalized throughput The CBR does not differentiate between successfully and

collided messages. The normalized throughput is the fraction of the successfully

used data rate (messages that have been successfully received) divided by the the-

oretical data rate of the respective channel. In simulations, the observation time

is set to 100ms. In the numerical analysis, we obtain the normalized through-

put using Equation 16 in Section 4.2. The normalized throughput decreases in

highly congested channels. The channel utilization increases with high normal-

ized throughput, improving the communication quality in the V2X network.

accessible information relevance The normalized throughput weights the suc-

cessfully delivered data equally. In V2X networks and specifically for cooperative

driving, information is differently relevant, depending on the vehicle’s current

context. In Equation 35, we introduced the network’s AIR, which weights suc-

cessfully received messages in the V2X network with their information relevance.

We obtain the network’s AIR in simulations as the fraction of the successfully

received information relevance divided by the maximum achievable informa-

tion relevance in an observation time slot of 100ms. A high network’s AIR in

congested V2X networks indicates that relevant information is prioritized with

high communication quality.

We evaluate vehicle-specific communication metrics using the Packet Delivery Ratio

(PDR) and Age of Information (AoI), outlined below.

packet delivery ratio We use the PDR to assess the communication quality in

congested V2X networks. The PDR is the fraction of messages that have been

successfully delivered (can be decoded by the receiver) divided by the total

number of sent messages in the vehicle’s interference range. In the simulation,

the PDR is obtained from the Veins Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. We

divide the total number of successfully received messages by the total number

of sent messages in the vehicle’s interference range. Hence, the PDR is averaged

over the simulation time per vehicle. For the numerical framework, we obtain
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the PDR according to Equation 15 in Section 4.2. The communication quality is

impaired for a low PDR.

age of information The PDR is insufficient to evaluate the communication quality

in V2X networks because the message frequency and latency are not considered.

Therefore, we use the AoI, which denotes the freshness of received messages

from a specific sender. We use the measurement-based AoI assessment from

Equation 24 in simulations and the model-based AoI assessment Equation 29 in

the numerical analysis (cf. Section 4.2). A high AoI indicates outdated informa-

tion, negatively impacting the V2X application performance.

The overarching goal of this thesis is to improve traffic efficiency and maintain

safety for cooperative driving maneuvers by adapting to the V2X communication

quality. Hence, we evaluate traffic efficiency and safety with the metrics described in

the following.

minimum velocity For the cooperative driving left-turning at an intersection and

merging on a highway, offering cooperation is connected with costs to open a gap

for the requesting vehicle. From the traffic efficiency perspective, the gap should

be as small as possible to reduce the costs of the vehicle offering cooperation and

decrease its energy consumption. We measure the cooperation costs of vehicles

using their minimum velocity during a cooperative maneuver. A high traffic

efficiency is achieved if the minimum velocity during a cooperative maneuver is

close to the maximum allowed velocity, i. e., only light deceleration is required

to offer cooperation, enabling foresight driving.

average velocity The minimum velocity only focuses on one specific vehicle in

the scenario and cannot represent the traffic efficiency gained from cooperative

driving. Hence, in scenarios with high vehicle density, we obtain the average

velocity of vehicles for different routes. The traffic efficiency is high if the average

velocity of all vehicles is close to the maximum allowed velocity in the scenario.

collision velocity We use the collision velocity to evaluate traffic safety of coopera-

tive driving for impaired communication quality. If a vehicle collision is detected

in the simulation, the vehicle’s current velocity is denoted as its collision velocity.

Traffic safety is maintained for a collision velocity of 0m/s. In contrast, a high

collision velocity indicates a severe vehicle collision.

Plots Types

In the following, we introduce the plot types used in our evaluation to illustrate the

performance metrics mentioned above.

error bar plot To visualize the range of different simulation runs, we use error bar

plots, depicted in Figure 23a. The marker indicates the mean of means for all

performed simulation runs in an experiment. Additionally, the lower and upper

whiskers denote the standard deviation of the means of all runs. We use the

error bar plot in conjunction with the box plot.
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Figure 23: Illustrations of the different plot types used in this evaluation.

box plot To illustrate our simulation results, we use box plots, depicted in Figure 23b.

The box plots visualize the aggregated performance metric results of a single

simulation run. The lower and upper whiskers denote the 2.5th and 97.5th
percentiles, respectively. Further, the lower and upper edge of the box denote

the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The solid line in the center of the box

denotes the median.

7.2 comparing the numerical model with simulations

In this section, we evaluate our numerical communication model presented in Sec-

tion 4.2 by comparing it with simulation results. For this purpose, we analyze the

communication quality for different vehicle densities and message frequencies. V2X channel
We first evaluate the communication quality of the V2X channel, focusing on the

CBR and normalized throughput in a decentralized V2X network. In Section 7.3,

we compare the performance of our relevance-aware resource allocation approach

with the ETSI DCC approaches in a numerical and simulation evaluation. Hence,

an accurate assessment of the CBR is required, where the results of the numerical

model must be comparable to the simulation results. Furthermore, we compare vehicle- V2X quality
specific communication quality metrics, focusing on the PDR, average latency, and

AoI. Our relevance-aware resource allocation approach uses the PDR assessed by

our numerical model. Therefore, an accurate numerical model is required for our

relevance-aware V2X network adaptations. In the literature, a deviation of 1% and up

to 15% between the numerical model and simulation results were accepted [25, 145].

Hence, in this evaluation, we analyze if the results of our numerical model can satisfy

the mentioned requirement.

In addition to the general parameters introduced in Section 7.1, we briefly outline

specific parameters for this evaluation in the following.
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Parameter Value

Number of Vehicles 0, ..., 300

Message Frequency 5Hz, 10Hz

Channel Model simple channel model

Table 5: Parameters for the comparison of the numerical model and simulations.

7.2.1 Scenario

To compare the communication quality of our proposed numerical model and simu-

lations, we consider a scenario with a fixed number of V2X-enabled vehicles.

We additionally introduce the parameters depicted in Table 5 to analyze the nu-

merical model. The number of vehicles is analyzed in the interval between 0 and 300

vehicles. We use a step size of 50 vehicles in simulations. Furthermore, we consider a

message frequency of 5Hz and 10Hz. To focus on communication effects caused by

the medium access of IEEE 802.11p, we consider the simple channel model.Simulation
setup

The number of considered vehicles are placed after each other in the simulation

within a warm-up period of 50 s to avoid unrealistic synchronizations. After an addi-

tional warm-up period of 5 s, we record the results for a simulation period of 100 s,

performing 30 simulation runs for each parameter set. As we consider the simple

channel model, the distance between vehicles, velocity, and shadowing effects do not

impact the reliability of messages.

7.2.2 Communication Channel Quality

First, we focus on the channel quality w. r. t. the CBR and normalized throughput.

Channel Busy Ratio
V2X channel

congestion
states

The ETSI specifies the CBR assessment in [103], used to quantify the congestion level

of communication channels. A V2X channel is considered congested above a CBR of

0.6 and relaxed below a CBR of 0.3 [103].

Figure 24 depicts the CBR obtained in the numerical and simulation evaluation

between 0 and 300 vehicles, for a message frequency of 5Hz and 10Hz. Figure 24a

shows that the numerical model coincides with the simulation results. The highest

observed deviation of our numerical results compared to the simulation results is 3.5%
for 250 vehicles. Similar conformity between the numerical and simulation results is

shown for 10Hz, depicted in Figure 24b. Here, the numerical results deviate at most

by 2.1% for 300 vehicles compared to the simulations results. Our numerical modelChannel
saturation

also shows the saturation effects of the CBR at approximately 0.90 for 250 vehicles

with a message frequency of 10Hz.
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Figure 24: Comparison of the CBR for 5Hz and 10Hz.
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Figure 25: Comparison of the normalized throughput for 5Hz and 10Hz.

Normalized Throughput

The CBR denotes the time the channel was sensed busy compared to the available

channel slots. However, the CBR cannot differentiate between successful and collision

transmissions. To illustrate the communication quality of the channel, we depict the Successful
transmission
rate

normalized throughput in Figure 25 between 0 and 300 vehicles with a message

frequency of 5Hz and 10Hz. We refer to Equation 16 for the normalized throughput

assessed by the numerical model. Figure 25a depicts the normalized throughput for

a message frequency of 5Hz. We again observe that the numerical model coincides

with simulation results. The numerical model deviates at most by 10.0% compared to

the simulations results for 250 vehicles. Similarly, Figure 25b depicts the normalized

throughput for a message frequency of 10Hz. The numerical model results deviate at

most by 12.0% for 100 vehicles. Physical layer
overhead

In simulations, the normalized throughput is obtained from the message size after

the physical layer has successfully decoded the message. Hence, the additional over-
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Figure 26: Comparison of the latency for 5Hz and 10Hz.

head caused by the physical layer is not reflected for each message in simulations,

increasing the deviation between the numerical and simulation results. In contrast,

the CBR is obtained by probing the channel directly, leading to a closer result between

the numerical and simulation results. For a message frequency of 10Hz, we observeMaximum
normalized
throughput

a maximum normalized throughput of 0.63 and 0.56 between 120 and 150 vehicles

in the numerical and simulation evaluation, respectively. The maximum normalized

throughput for 5Hz is observed between 225 and 275 vehicles with 0.63 and 0.56 in

the numerical and simulation evaluation, respectively.

In summary, our numerical model highly coincides with the simulation results,

where the numerical results deviate by less than 12.0% compared to simulations.

Hence, we obtain comparable results between our proposed numerical model and

simulations for the channel quality metrics CBR and normalized throughput.

7.2.3 Vehicle Communication Quality Metrics

Despite the performance of the V2X channel, the communication quality of messages is

a prerequisite for relevance-aware resource allocation and adaptive data dissemination

strategies. In the following, we compare the PDR and average latency between the

numerical model and simulations.

Average Latency

Figure 26 depicts the average latency in the interval between 0 and 300 vehicles for a

message frequency of 5Hz and 10Hz.

We again observe that the numerical results coincide with the simulation results for

a message frequency of 5Hz and 10Hz. The highest deviation between the numerical

and simulation results of 13.3% is observed for 50 vehicles and a message frequency

of 5Hz. For a message frequency of 10Hz, the results of the numerical model deviate

by 6.2% from the simulation results for 250 vehicles.
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Figure 27: Comparison of the PDR for 5Hz and 10Hz.

The numerical model approximates the average latency assuming that a message

arriving at the MAC is expected to complete 0.5 · (W− 1) backoff stages (cf. Section 4.2).

However, the channel load for 50 vehicles and a message frequency of 5Hz is low, Impact of
backoff stages

increasing the probability that a message is directly sent without transitioning to any

backoff stage. Hence, the numerical model approximates a higher average latency

compared to the simulation results in scenarios with low channel congestion.

Packet Delivery Ratio

Figure 27 depicts the PDR in the interval between 0 and 300 vehicles for a message

frequency of 5Hz and 10Hz.

We observe that the PDR of the numerical model deviates by a maximum of 4.6%
compared to the simulation results for 250 vehicles with a message frequency of 5Hz.

The maximum deviation between the obtained PDR of the numerical model and

the average PDR of the simulation results is 22.1% for 300 vehicles and a message

frequency of 10Hz.

We observe that the simulation results deviate from the numerical model for more

than 250 vehicles. In our numerical model, the PDR for a vehicle is obtained using the

probability that no other vehicle sends in the same time slot. In a heavily congested

channel, the probability that two or more vehicles send a message simultaneously

increases. The numerical model currently does not capture collisions of more than

two messages to reduce its complexity. Hence, the validity of our numerical model is

limited to less than 300 vehicles sending with a message frequency of 10Hz.

Age of Information

Finally, Figure 28 depicts the AoI between 0 and 300 vehicles for a message frequency

of 5Hz and 10Hz.

Our model-based AoI assessment requires the probability of receiving at least

one message (cf. Section 4.2.2) and is therefore not suited to be compared to the
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Figure 28: Comparison of the measurement-based (simulation) and model-based (numerical)

AoI assessment for 5Hz and 10Hz.

measurement-based assessment in simulations. However, we have proposed a modi-AoI
assessment

fied model-based AoI assessment in [29], which does not consider the probability of

receiving at least one message, given as

∆̂m =
1

λ
+

1− ρ

λ · ρ
+ L. (50)

For a message frequency of 5Hz, we observe that the numerical model deviates

by a maximum of 20.7% compared to the simulation results for 300 vehicles. Similar

results are observed for a message frequency of 10Hz. The numerical model deviates

by a maximum of 40.2% for 250 vehicles.Message
lifetime

The high deviation between the numerical model and simulation results is because

of the measurement-based AoI assessment. If a vehicle received a message from a

vehicle and has not perceived the vehicle before or lost track of the vehicle because

the message lifetime was exceeded, the AoI is set to the message lifetime. In the

numerical model, the message lifetime is not considered. Therefore, the AoI is higher

in the simulation results compared to the numerical model. The mentioned effect is

dominant for a high vehicle density, where the channel reliability is low and vehicles

often lose track of other vehicles.

In summary, we also confirm that the results from our numerical model and simula-

tions for the PDR and an average latency of up to 250 vehicles are highly comparable,

according to the requirements used in the related work. Therefore, we accurately ob-

tain the vehicles’ communication quality metrics in our proposed numerical model.

However, we also showed that the PDR is not accurately modeled for more than 250

vehicles because the numerical model does not consider collisions of more than two

messages. We also compared the measurement-based assessed AoI in simulations with

a modified model-based AoI assessment in the numerical model. We found that both

models are comparable. However, the measurement-based assessment increases the

assessed AoI under unreliable channel conditions compared to the numerical model.
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7.3 resource allocation in decentralized vehicular networks

In this section, we evaluate our relevance-aware resource allocation approach pre-

sented in Section 5.2, which prioritizes relevant information in a congested channel.

The prioritization of relevant information is required to provide high communication

quality for vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver. In the following, we com-

pare the performance of our relevance-aware approach, denoted as Priority, with

reference approaches for resource allocation and congestion control in decentralized

V2X networks.

We analyze to which extent our relevance-aware resource allocation approach pri-

oritizes relevant information under congested channel conditions and improves the

network’s AIR in challenging scenarios. We compare the channel load, normalized

throughput, and PDR of the approaches for different vehicle densities. Moreover, we

detail the resource allocation behavior, specifically focusing on the convergence speed

and stability of the approaches. Furthermore, we aim to verify that optimizing the

network’s AIR, as focused by the Priority approach, improves the AoI of vehicles with

relevant information.

7.3.1 Scenario

In the following, we describe the scenario considered for evaluating resource allocation

in decentralized V2X networks. We specify relevant parameters for this evaluation and

introduce the reference approaches to compare the performance of our approach.

Parameters

Parameter Value

Number of Vehicles (Numerical) 50, 150, 250

Exponential Forgetting Factor (Priority) 0.1

Adaptive Gain Factor (Priority) 1/150

Channel Model simple and realistic channel models

Table 6: Parameters for the evaluation of the relevance-aware resource allocation approach.

Specific parameters used in this evaluation are summarized in Table 6. In the nu-

merical evaluation, we consider 50, 150, and 250 vehicles, whereas, in the simulation,

we refer to the vehicle density detailed in Table 3. In the simulation area, we expect

approximately 150 vehicles at the same time. Priority considers an exponential for-

getting factor αR of 0.1 and an adaptive gain factor βR of 1/150 (cf. Section 5.2). Both

parameters are taken from Linear Message Rate Integrated Control (Limeric) [15]. The

mentioned parameters enable a faster message frequency convergence and differ from

the A-DCC parameters. Fast convergence is required because Priority continuously
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adapts the vehicle’s message frequency to its information relevance. In the numerical

evaluation, we refer to the simple channel model and in the simulation evaluation, we

consider the simple and realistic channel models.

Reference Approaches

To evaluate the performance of Priority, we consider the following reference ap-

proaches for resource allocation and congestion control. Notably, the message fre-

quency of all approaches is limited to the lower and upper message frequency, as

defined in Table 3.

Naive The Naive approach sends messages with the maximum message frequency

λMAX. Hence, the Naive approach induces the highest channel load among all

other approaches.

R-DCC R-DCC is a congestion control approach standardized by the ETSI in [102].

The state machine of R-DCC limits the message frequency of vehicles to the cur-

rent channel congestion state of R-DCC. The ETSI proposes five different states,

from idle to restricted. Each congestion state is valid for a specific CBR inter-

val. R-DCC only transitions to the previous or next state, i. e., congestion states

cannot be skipped. The mapping table in [102] denotes the allowed message

frequency per vehicle for the respective congestion state. We consider the table

for 0.5ms 6 TFD < 1ms, which matches our considered message size of 500B.

A-DCC Instead of limiting the message frequency in discrete and finite states, A-

DCC linearly adapts the message frequency to the assessed CBR. A-DCC is

adopted from Limeric [15] and standardized in [102]. All vehicles aim to achieve

a target CBR, which is set in [102] to 0.68. If the assessed CBR is below the target

CBR, vehicles increase their message frequency and vice versa. For A-DCC, we

consider the parameters denoted in [102].

Risk Risk has been proposed in [46] and is a resource allocation approach explicitly

designed for cooperative driving. Similar to our parameters in Table 3, the mes-

sage frequency of Risk in [46] is limited between 1Hz and 10Hz. Vehicles send

messages with the upper message frequency if the approaching time obtained

from the vehicle trajectories is below a predefined threshold. Otherwise, vehicles

send with the lower message frequency. The authors in [46] studied thresholds

between 0.5 s and 1.5 s. In our evaluation, we consider a threshold of 1.5 s to ac-

count for the lower velocity in our urban intersection scenario compared to the

highway scenario in [46]. The Risk approach requires assessing the approaching

time of vehicles from a trajectory-based cooperative driving application. Hence,

we only evaluate Risk in simulations, where vehicles coordinate maneuvers with

the cooperative driving application.

Risk Dynamic Risk Dynamic extends the Risk approach and additionally requires that

a vehicle has moved a distance of 4m before sending a subsequent message. The

extension of this approach uses the message generation rule of the cooperative
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awareness message [96], aiming to reduce the message frequency of vehicles.

Similar to Risk, we only evaluate Risk Dynamic in the simulation evaluation with

cooperative driving.

7.3.2 Numerical Analysis

We use the numerical analysis to focus on the convergence speed, stability, and steady-

state communication quality of the approaches. For this purpose, the information

relevance of a vehicle does not change over time in the first numerical analysis. After

that, we analyze the peak AoI of vehicles with a different information relevance.

That way, we gather evidence if relevance-aware resource allocation improves the AoI

of relevant messages. Finally, we observe a particularly challenging case, where all
vehicles continuously obtain a new information relevance from a uniform distribution

in the same iteration. We expect the reference approaches to be unaffected by a dynamic

information relevance. Hence, we analyze to which extent a dynamic information

relevance impacts the performance of Priority compared to the reference approaches.

In this evaluation, we analyze the performance of different resource allocation ap-

proaches in a relaxed, highly congested, and restricted V2X channel. According to Channel
congestion
states

Section 4.2, we assume a relaxed channel state if 6 50 vehicles send with a message

frequency of 10Hz because the CBR will not exceed 0.4 and the PDR is considerably

high. For 150 vehicles, we consider that the channel is highly congested
5

with a CBR

over 0.8. However, the V2X channel has its maximum normalized throughput if 150

vehicles send with a message frequency of 10Hz (cf. Section 7.2). Therefore, we expect

that the Naive approach has a high normalized throughput. For 250 vehicles, the chan-

nel is considered restricted because the CBR saturates and the normalized throughput

decreases significantly. In each scenario, the vehicles’ message frequency is uniformly

distributed in the first iteration, independent of the information relevance. Vehicles

update their message frequencies synchronously in each iteration.

Static Information Relevance

In the following, all vehicles have a static information relevance, i. e., the information

relevance of a vehicle does not change over time. In the first iteration, vehicles obtain

the information relevance from a uniform distribution. In real-world scenarios, only a

few vehicles require to coordinate a cooperative maneuver and, therefore, have a high

information relevance. If only a few vehicles have a high information relevance, our

approach is expected to have a significant advantage compared to the reference ap-

proaches w. r. t. to the network’s AIR. Hence, a uniform distribution of the information

relevance denotes a specific challenge for the Priority approach.

In the following, we analyze the communication quality of the V2X network, the

convergence speed, and the stability of the approaches. The impact of convergence

speed and stability on resource allocation mechanisms in decentralized V2X networks

was discussed in Section 5.2.

5 The ETSI defines a channel restricted above a CBR of 0.6 [102].
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Figure 29: Evaluation of the communication quality metrics over a series of iterations for 50

vehicles and static information relevance.

Figure 29 depicts the communication quality for 50 vehicles. Priority, A-DCC, andRelaxed
channel state

Naive achieve the highest normalized throughput of 0.33, 0.34, and 0.34 in the steady-

state, respectively. For 50 vehicles, the CBR is comparable to the normalized through-

put, which is seen in Figure 29a and Figure 29b. The channel is in the relaxed state,

where the PDR is above 0.95 for all approaches, depicted in Figure 29c. That way, the

probability that the channel is occupied with a successful transmission instead of a

collision transmission is high, explaining the similarity of the CBR and normalized

throughput. In Figure 29, we observe that R-DCC oscillates between consecutive iter-R-DCC shows
unstable
behavior

ations and cannot converge to a stable state. For example, the normalized throughput

oscillates between 0.18 and 0.34. R-DCC transitions to the Active 1 state for a CBR

above 0.3. In the Active 1 state, the message frequency of vehicles is limited to 5Hz.

In the next iteration, the CBR decreases to 0.18 because the message frequency of all

vehicles is limited to 5Hz. Below a CBR of 0.3, R-DCC again transitions to the Relaxed

state and increases the message frequency to 10Hz, causing oscillations because all

vehicles synchronously update their message frequency. The oscillation of R-DCC de-

creases the communication quality after every second iteration compared to the other

approaches, i. e., under-utilization of channel resources. Figure 29a shows that A-DCC
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(c) Packet Delivery Ratio.
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(d) Network’s AIR.

Figure 30: Evaluation of the communication quality metrics over a series of iterations for 150

vehicles and static information relevance.

requires up to 15 iterations to reach the maximum CBR of 0.35 for 50 vehicles and con-

verges considerably slower to its steady-state compared to the other approaches. For

example, Priority converges to its maximum CBR of 0.34 after 2 iterations. The reason

is the conservative parametrization of the exponential forgetting and adaptive gain

factors, causing a slow message frequency adaptation. With the parameterization of

A-DCC, the system remains stable even in scenarios with significantly higher number

of vehicles. Figure 29d compares the network’s AIR. All approaches reach a network’s

AIR of 0.95, sending with the maximum message frequency because the V2X channel

is in the relaxed state. Hence, the mentioned approaches can fully exploit the available

channel resources. Interestingly, R-DCC cannot converge to a stable state, significantly

decreasing its communication quality even for a relaxed channel because of oscillation.

Figure 30 depicts the communication quality comparison of 150 vehicles competing

for the channel resources. The Naive approach again induces the highest CBR of 0.82. Congested
channel state

In contrast, Priority and A-DCC converge to a CBR of 0.66 and 0.62, respectively. From

[15], we know that the steady-state of the CBR C for A-DCC is obtained as

C =
N ·β ·CT

α+N ·β
, (51)
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where N is the number of vehicles, α and β are the adaptive and exponential gain

factors, andCT is the target CBR. Equation 51 yields a steady-state CBR of 0.63with the

A-DCC parameters, confirming our obtained CBR for A-DCC in Figure 30 in the steady-

state. The CBR of R-DCC again oscillates between 0.27 and 0.51, causing transitions

between the Active 1 and 2 states. In contrast to 50vehicles, the normalized throughput

for 150 vehicles, depicted in Figure 30b, is significantly reduced for all approaches. The

reason is that the PDR decreases with an increasing channel load. As the probability

of collision transmissions increases, the channel throughput is decreased. We observe

that the Naive and Priority approaches achieve the highest normalized throughput

of 0.62 and 0.59, respectively. A-DCC achieves a normalized throughput of 0.57 and R-

DCC oscillates between 0.26 and 0.49. Notably, the Naive approach achieves the highestChannel
congestion vs.

congestion
control

normalized throughput, although the PDR is significantly lower compared to the other

approaches with a PDR of 0.58. In contrast, Priority and A-DCC achieve a PDR of

0.82 and 0.85, respectively. R-DCC achieves the highest PDR but oscillates between a

PDR of 0.90 and 0.96. In Figure 30d, we depict the network’s AIR. Priority achieves

the highest network’s AIR of 0.72 after less than 4 iterations. In contrast, Naive, and

A-DCC achieve a network’s AIR of 0.58 and 0.52, respectively. The network’s AIR for

R-DCC oscillates between 0.24 and 0.45. In a congested channel, Priority achieves thePrioritizing
information in

a congested
channel

highest network’s AIR compared to the reference approaches after less than 4 iterations,

i. e., Priority prioritizes relevant information under congested channel conditions

and converges fast to the steady-state. Priority also outperforms R-DCC and A-DCC

w. r. t. the normalized throughput. Interestingly, R-DCC and A-DCC achieve a lower

normalized throughput and network’s AIR than the Naive approach. Our evaluation

also confirms the results in [195], where R-DCC and A-DCC were compared to the

Naive approach in simulations.Restricted
channel state

Finally, we consider a restricted channel, where 250 vehicles compete for channel

access. Again, the Naive approach induces the highest CBR of 0.89, as depicted in

Figure 31a. In contrast, Priority and A-DCC have a CBR of 0.72 and 0.65, respectively.

According to Equation 51 from [15], the steady-state CBR for A-DCC with 250 vehicles

is 0.65 and, therefore, equal to our obtained CBR in Figure 31 in the steady-state. For

250 vehicles, R-DCC converges to the Active 2 state, inducing a CBR of 0.44 with a mes-

sage frequency of 2.5Hz. The evaluation of the CBR shows that R-DCC, A-DCC, andCounteracting
channel

congestion
Priority, in contrast to Naive, adapt to congested and restricted channels and coun-

teract channel congestion by limiting the vehicles’ message frequency to maintain a

high PDR. In Figure 31b, we depict the normalized throughput for 250 vehicles. In

contrast to 150 vehicles, the Naive approach achieves the lowest normalized through-

put of 0.41. In contrast, Priority achieves the highest normalized throughput of 0.62,

whereas ETSI R-DCC and A-DCC achieve a normalized throughput of 0.42 and 0.59,

respectively. The Naive approach only achieves a PDR of 0.25, depicted in Figure 31c,

significantly decreasing its normalized throughput. In contrast, R-DCC, A-DCC, and

Priority achieve a PDR of 0.93, 0.82, and 0.76, respectively. In a restricted channel,

message collisions significantly impair the communication quality of the Naive ap-

proach. Interestingly, the high PDR of R-DCC cannot compensate for the reduced

message frequency. Hence, R-DCC achieves a comparable normalized throughput as
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(c) Packet Delivery Ratio.
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(d) Network’s AIR.

Figure 31: Evaluation of the communication quality metrics over a series of iterations for 250

vehicles and static information relevance.

Naive, although its PDR is increased by 0.68. Priority prioritizes relevant information

in a restricted channel state and, thus, achieves a network’s AIR of 0.50. In contrast,

the reference approaches R-DCC, A-DCC, and Naive only achieve a network’s AIR

of 0.23, 0.33, and 0.25. In a restricted channel, Priority achieves the highest channel

throughput and network’s AIR, outperforming the reference approaches. A-DCC and

Priority achieve a comparable normalized throughput. However, A-DCC aims for a

fair distribution of channel resources and does not prioritize relevant information. In

contrast, Priority counteracts channel congestion and prioritizes relevant information

in congested and restricted channels. In Section A.1 we perform an extended evalua-

tion with 250 vehicles. In contrast to this evaluation, we consider a specific challenging

case w. r. t. stability because all vehicles start with a message frequency of 1Hz in the

first iteration and adapt the message frequency synchronously. We observe oscillation

for R-DCC and Priority in the first 4 iterations. However, Priority converges to a sta-

ble state and achieves the highest normalized throughput and network’s AIR in each

iteration compared to the reference approaches.

In summary, we conclude that all approaches except R-DCC achieve a high commu-

nication quality in a relaxed channel by fully exploiting the available channel resources.
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(b) Information Relevance of 1.0.

Figure 32: Evaluation of the model-based peak AoI for 50, 150, and 250 vehicles for vehicles

with an information relevance of 0.5 and 1.0. The study considers a message

reception probability of 0.99999.

In contrast, in a congested and restricted channel with 150 vehicles, R-DCC, A-DCC,

and Priority reduce the vehicles’ message frequency to maintain a high PDR. How-

ever, the Naive approach outperforms R-DCC and A-DCC in a congested channel

by allocating more resources on the channel, compensating for the lower PDR. In a

restricted channel, the higher resource allocation of the Naive approach cannot com-

pensate for the significantly lower PDR and is outperformed by all other approaches.

Priority increases the network’s AIR by 24.1% and 51.5% compared to the reference

approaches in a congested and restricted channel, respectively. Additionally, Priority

also achieves the highest normalized throughput in a restricted channel compared to

the reference approaches.

Impact of Information Relevance on the Age of Information

In the previous evaluation, we have shown that Priority achieves the highest network’s

AIR in a congested and restricted channel compared to the reference approaches.

However, the previous evaluations also revealed that R-DCC achieves the highest PDR

in all considered scenarios at the cost of a decreased message frequency compared to

the other approaches.Message
frequency vs.

reliability
In the following, we analyze to which extent a high message frequency can compen-

sate for a lower PDR, focusing on the peak AoI of messages with different information

relevance. In this context, a low AoI indicates a high communication quality, i. e., the

information is current at the receiver. Overall, we evaluate if maximizing the network’s

AIR, as focused by Priority, improves the AoI of relevant messages.Model-based
peak AoI

Figure 32 compares the peak AoI of the considered approaches. The peak AoI is

obtained from our model-based assessment presented in Section 4.2. We obtain the

message frequency, PDR, and average latency from the previous evaluations in the

steady-state after 30 iterations. According to Section 2.2, the related work requires a

PDR between 0.99 and 0.9999 for cooperative driving use cases. Hence, we obtain the
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peak AoI under the assumption that we receive at least one message with a probability

of 0.99999, following the requirement of [8].

In the following, we analyze the peak AoI from the perspective of a vehicle with an

information relevance of 0.5 and 1.0. Notably, only Priority considers the information

relevance for resource allocation. Hence, we expect the reference approaches to be un-

affected by the vehicle’s information relevance and achieve comparable performance

independent of the vehicle’s information relevance. Relaxed
channel state

For 50 vehicles, all approaches achieve a peak AoI below 0.49, independent of

the vehicle’s information relevance. The channel is not congested and all approaches

exploit the maximum allowed message frequency. We consider the last iteration from

the previous evaluations, where R-DCC is in the Relaxed CBR state. In this iteration,

R-DCC allows for a higher message frequency compared to the previous iteration, i. e.,

R-DCC oscillates between two states for 50 and 150 vehicles. Prioritization
of relevant
information

In the following, we focus on a vehicle with an information relevance of 0.5, as

depicted in Figure 32a. In the scenario with 150 vehicles, Priority achieves the lowest

peak AoI of 0.78 s for the vehicles with an information relevance of 0.5. In contrast, R-

DCC, and A-DCC achieve a peak AoI of 1.15 s. Hence, Priority prioritizes messages of

the vehicle with an information relevance of 0.5 over vehicles with a lower information

relevance in a congested channel. In contrast, Naive achieves a peak AoI of 1.43 s
because of the significantly lower PDR. For 250 vehicles, we observe that R-DCC and

A-DCC achieve the lowest peak AoI below 2.17 s and 1.94 s, respectively. The Naive

approach with a peak AoI of 4.13 s outperforms our Priority approach with a peak

AoI of 9.03 s. In the considered scenario, Priority prioritizes vehicles with a higher

information relevance than 0.5 because the available channel resources are insufficient

for all vehicles. Hence, Priority reduces the message frequency of the vehicle with an

information relevance of 0.5, increasing its peak AoI. Prioritization
of highly
relevant
information

In the following, we consider a vehicle with an information relevance of 1.0 in

the same scenario as analyzed before, depicted in Figure 32b. We observe that the

reference approaches perform comparable irrespective of the vehicle’s information

relevance. However, Priority prioritizes the vehicle with highly relevant information.

For 150 vehicles, Priority achieves comparable performance for a vehicle with an

information relevance of 0.5 and 1.0, resulting in a peak AoI of 0.78 s. In a restricted

channel with 250 vehicles, Priority outperforms the reference approaches for a vehicle

with an information relevance of 1.0. Priority achieves a peak AoI of 0.90 s. In contrast,

A-DCC, R-DCC, and Naive achieve a peak AoI of 1.94 s, 2.17 s, and 4.13 s, respectively.

Hence, Priority decreases the AoI of highly relevant information by more than 1 s in the

considered scenario, significantly improving timely reception of relevant information

compared to the reference approaches.

Dynamic Information Relevance

According to our proposed approach for information relevance assessment in Sec-

tion 4.3, the relevance of vehicles is expected to change over time, depending on

the vehicles’ context. Priority adapts the vehicles’ message frequency to the assessed

information relevance. In the following, we analyze the network’s AIR for a series
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Figure 33: Evaluation of the communication quality metrics over a series of iterations for

50, 150, 250 vehicles and dynamic information relevance. The dashed vertical line

indicates a new distribution of the information relevance.

of iterations, where the vehicles’ information relevance changes over time. All vehi-

cles obtain a new information relevance from a uniform distribution after every 10

iterations, indicated as a vertical dashed line in Figure 33.

In this evaluation, we focus on the congested and restricted channel with 150 and

250 vehicles. From Figure 29 and Figure 32, we know that all considered approaches

achieve a high communication quality in a relaxed channel state. We perform 30 runs

for each approach to obtain the impact of different information relevance distributions.

Hence, we depict the network’s AIR as line plots. The line plot depicts the mean of

means over all runs. For Priority, we also depict the standard deviation of the mean

for each run. The standard deviation over multiple runs for the reference approaches

is too small for illustration and is therefore not reported in the following.Congested
channel

Figure 33a depicts the network’s AIR for 150 vehicles. As expected, a new informa-

tion relevance distribution for all vehicles after every 10 iterations does not impact

the network’s AIR of R-DCC, A-DCC, and the Naive approach. In contrast, the net-

work’s AIR decreases for Priority when the information relevance of all vehicles is

uniformly distributed after every 10 iterations. However, we see in Figure 33a that the

network’s AIR of Priority does not fall below 0.61. Hence, even if all vehicles obtain a

new information relevance in a single iteration, Priority maintains a higher network’s

AIR compared to the reference approaches in the analyzed cases. Notably, the stan-

dard deviation over multiple runs is negligibly small and only marginally impacts the

network’s AIR of Priority.Restricted
channel

Figure 33b depicts the network’s AIR for 250 vehicles. We again see that Priority has

a higher network’s AIR for all iterations compared to the reference approaches. After

all vehicles synchronously get a new uniformly distributed information relevance, the

network’s AIR of Priority decreases to a minimum of 0.40. Even in this iteration,

Priority outperforms A-DCC, achieving a network’s AIR of 0.33.
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Furthermore, we notice that after less than 5 iterations, the network’s AIR of Priority

again reaches its maximum for the congested and restricted channel, allowing for fast

adaptations to a new vehicles’ information relevance.

In summary, Priority counteracts channel congestion and achieves the highest net-

work’s AIR compared to the reference approaches. In addition, we demonstrated that

our approach quickly adapts to a new information relevance distribution, outperform-

ing the reference approaches even for a dynamic information relevance. Lastly, we

showed that by optimizing the network’s AIR, Priority achieves the lowest peak AoI

for highly relevant information under congested and restricted channel conditions.

7.3.3 Simulation Analysis

The numerical analysis has shown that Priority outperforms the reference approaches

w. r. t. the network’s AIR and significantly decreases the AoI for vehicles with relevant

information. However, the numerical analysis considered the simple channel model,

neglecting path loss effects, vehicle mobility, and hidden node collisions. Further-

more, vehicles obtained the information relevance from a uniform distribution in the

numerical analysis. Realistic
channel model
and vehicle
mobility

In the following, we analyze the effects of the realistic channel model, i. e., path

loss, hidden node collisions, and vehicle mobility on the performance of the consid-

ered approaches. To make the results comparable to our previous numerical analysis

and specifically focus on the mentioned effects, we first consider that the vehicles

again obtain the information relevance from a uniform distribution. Furthermore, the

information relevance again does not change over time. We conclude this evaluation Information
relevance
assessment

section with the resource allocation analysis for a cooperative driving scenario. Here,

vehicles continuously assess the information relevance of MCMs according to our

presented approach in Section 4.3.

Considering the realistic channel model, we expect all approaches to be affected

by path loss, hidden nodes, and vehicle mobility. In this context, the CBR allows to

compare the induced channel load of the approaches, measured by a fixed RSU in the

center of the intersection. Furthermore, we analyze to which extent the approaches

increase the network’s AIR in the center of the intersection.

Static Information Relevance

For evaluating resource allocation in a high mobility scenario with static and uniformly

distributed information relevance, we consider the urban intersection in Figure 22. In

the first evaluation, cooperative driving is deactivated, but vehicles send messages

with the information relevance obtained from a uniform distribution. Vehicles from

Route 2 drive straight in the intersection instead of turning left to prevent a traffic jam

in the intersection because vehicles cannot coordinate cooperative maneuvers in this

first evaluation.

Figure 34 depicts the CBR and network’s AIR for the considered approaches using

the simple and realistic channel models, denoted as Sim (S) and Sim (R), respectively.
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Figure 34: Evaluation of the CBR and network’s AIR in a simulation environment with static

information relevance using the simple and realistic channel models. Numerical

results are depicted for reference.

For comparison, we also report the numerical results in the steady-state as solid lines

from the previous numerical analysis, denoted as Num.Channel busy
ratio

Figure 34a depicts the CBR for the simple and realistic channel models. We observe

that the Naive approach induces the highest CBR with a median of 0.84 and 0.76 for the

simple and realistic channel models, respectively. The CBR in simulations is compara-

ble for both channel models with a CBR of 0.82 in the numerical analysis. Notably, the

CBR is lower for the realistic channel model in contrast to the simple channel model.

Considering the realistic channel model, the RSU receives less messages because of

path loss and fading effects.Adapting to
the perceived

CBR
In simulations, R-DCC induces a median CBR of 0.43 and 0.45 for the simple and

realistic channel models, respectively. For the numerical results of R-DCC, we con-

sider the last iteration of the CBR with 0.51. Remember that R-DCC cannot converge

to a steady-state in a congested channel with 150 vehicles, where the CBR oscillated

between 0.27 and 0.51. Considering the mentioned effect, the simulation results of

R-DCC for both channel models are in the range of the numerical results.

A-DCC induces a median CBR of 0.60 and 0.66 for the simple and realistic channel

models, respectively. A slightly higher CBR for the realistic channel model is also

observed for R-DCC. R-DCC and A-DCC adapt the vehicles’ message frequency to

the perceived CBR. However, considering the realistic channel model, vehicles assess

a lower CBR because of path loss and fading effects. Hence, the vehicles assess a

lower CBR for the realistic channel model compared to the simple channel model.

Consequently, R-DCC and A-DCC allow for a higher vehicle’s message frequency in

the realistic channel model compared to the simple channel model.Compensation
for hidden

nodes
Interestingly, the mentioned effect is not observed for Priority, where a median CBR

of 0.66 and 0.63 is reported for the simple and realistic channel models, respectively.

Our relevance-aware resource allocation adapts to other vehicles’ assessed information

relevance and message frequency. In addition to the message payload, each perceived
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vehicle’s information relevance and message frequency is maintained in the Local

Dynamic Map (LDM). Outdated entries are deleted after the message lifetime expires

(cf. Section 6.1). However, obtaining the channel congestion from the LDM increases

the awareness of Priority. In contrast to R-DCC and A-DCC, Priority also adapts the

resource allocation to vehicles outside its communication range until the entries in the

LDM are deleted because the message lifetime expires.

In the following, we compare the network’s AIR of the considered approaches. We

observe that the network’s AIR is significantly reduced for the realistic channel model

compared to the simple channel model for all approaches. Impact of path
loss

Considering the realistic channel model, path loss effects and hidden node colli-

sions severely decrease the network’s AIR in addition to message collisions considered

by the simple channel model. Naive outperforms R-DCC and A-DCC for 150 vehicles

in simulations, similar to our numerical analysis. Compared to a network’s AIR of

0.58 in the numerical evaluation, the Naive approach achieves a median network’s

AIR of 0.52 and 0.41 for the simple and realistic channel models, respectively. R-DCC

achieves the lowest network’s AIR for all considered approaches with a median net-

work’s AIR of 0.34 and 0.29 for the simple and realistic channel models, respectively.

The difference in the network’s AIR for R-DCC between the numerical and simulation

results are again explained by the oscillation of R-DCC in the numerical analysis. The

network’s AIR oscillated between 0.24 and 0.45, where the simulation results are in

the mentioned range of the numerical results. Slow
convergence
speed of
A-DCC

A-DCC achieves a higher network’s AIR with a median of 0.45 and 0.36 for the

simple and realistic channel models, respectively. The lower network’s AIR for A-

DCC in simulations compared to the numerical results with a network’s AIR of 0.52
for the simple channel model is because of the slow adaptation of the vehicle’s message

frequency. A-DCC requires multiple iterations to converge to a steady-state. The CBR

is only updated every 200ms according to the specification of [102] and the vehicle’s

message frequency after every 100ms. We know from our numerical results that A-

DCC required more than 15 iterations for 150 vehicles to converge to the steady-state

(cf. Figure 30). However, in a scenario with high mobility, vehicles first perceive a

low CBR before the intersection and, while entering the intersection, a higher CBR.

Hence, a fast adaptation of the vehicle’s message frequency to the perceived CBR when

entering the intersection is required.

Similar to Naive, R-DCC, and A-DCC, the performance of Priority is decreased

when considering the realistic channel model compared to the simple channel model

because of path loss and hidden node collisions. However, Priority outperforms the

reference approach w. r. t. the network’s AIR for the realistic channel model. Priority

achieves a median network’s AIR of 0.45 for the realistic channel model. We also

confirm the higher network’s AIR of Priority compared to the reference approaches

from the error bars, reporting the mean of means and the standard deviation of the

mean over 30 simulation runs. Priority achieves a mean network’s AIR of 0.47 over

all simulation runs for the realistic channel model. In contrast, Naive, R-DCC, and

A-DCC only achieve a mean network’s AIR of 0.39, 0.29, and 0.37 over all simulation

runs, respectively.
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In summary, we conclude that we achieve comparable results in simulations com-

pared to the numerical results, considering the simple channel model. The realistic

channel model has a significant impact on the performance of the considered ap-

proaches. In contrast to R-DCC and A-DCC, Priority better adapts to the lower com-

munication range. In this context, Priority obtains the message frequency of other ve-

hicles from the LDM, where entries are maintained until the message lifetime expires.

That way, the awareness of vehicles outside the communication range is increased

for Priority. Furthermore, we showed in this evaluation that path loss severely de-

creases the network’s AIR for all approaches. However, Priority achieves the highest

network’s AIR over all simulation runs, even when considering path loss and hidden

node collisions, increasing the network’s AIR by more than 20.5% over all simulation

runs compared to the reference approaches.

Dynamic Information Relevance

The previous evaluation assumed a uniformly distributed, static information relevance,

i. e., the information relevance for a vehicle does not change over time. For cooperative

driving, we have motivated that the information relevance depends on the vehicle’s

context and changes over time. For example, a vehicle coordinating a cooperative

maneuver is expected to have a high information relevance until the trajectory conflict

is solved.Cooperative
driving at an

intersection
In the following, we study the effects of dynamic information relevance in our urban

intersection in Figure 22 with the realistic channel model. We consider our cooperative

driving application left-turning at an intersection (cf. Section 6.3) and information

relevance assessment (cf. Section 4.3). In contrast to the previous evaluation, vehicles on

Route 2 turn left in the intersection and require cooperation from vehicles on Route 3.

Until the trajectory conflict for vehicles on the mentioned routes exists, the information

relevance of both vehicles will increase while approaching the intersection. In addition

to the approaches considered in the previous evaluation, we additionally evaluate and

compare the performance of Risk and Risk Dynamic. Using the cooperative driving

application, we assess the continuous approaching time required for the threshold-

based approaches Risk and Risk Dynamic.

Figure 35 depicts the communication performance for dynamic information rele-

vance in our urban intersection. We have grouped the approaches in content-agnostic

(Naive, R-DCC, and A-DCC) and content-aware (Risk, Risk Dynamic, and Priority)

approaches. First, we evaluate the CBR, depicted in Figure 35a. We again observe the

highest CBR for the Naive approach with a median of 0.75, comparable to the CBR in

Figure 34a. Similar results are obtained for R-DCC and A-DCC with a median CBR of

0.44 and 0.66, respectively. For the newly introduced reference approaches Risk andThreshold-
based resource

allocation
Risk Dynamic, we observe a significantly lower median CBR of 0.10 and 0.09, respec-

tively. Both approaches send an MCM if the continuous approaching time is below a

safety time threshold of 1.5 s [46]. In contrast to the highway scenario studied in [46],

vehicles in our scenario have a maximum velocity of 8.33m/s. Hence, vehicles must be

very close to each other that the continuous approaching time is below the threshold of

1.5 s. Then, Risk and Risk Dynamic trigger MCMs with a message frequency of 10Hz.
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Figure 35: Evaluation of the CBR and network’s AIR in a simulation environment with

dynamic information relevance using the realistic channel model.

Otherwise, the message frequency is limited to 1Hz. Another effect is that Risk Dy-

namic even further reduces the message frequency of vehicles. Risk Dynamic requires

a vehicle to have a continuous approaching time below the mentioned threshold and
pass a distance of 4m before triggering a subsequent message. The approach Risk

Dynamic was introduced in [46] as the authors observed channel congestion by the

Risk approach in their considered highway scenario. In our considered scenario with

a maximum velocity of 8.33ms, the maximum message frequency for Risk Dynamic is

limited to approximately 2Hz. In contrast to Risk and Risk Dynamic, Priority requires

more channel resources and reaches a median CBR of 0.61. However, we observe that

the Priority approach requires significantly less resources compared to the previous

evaluation in Figure 34a. The reason is that we adapt the message frequency to the

vehicle’s information relevance. Specifically, vehicles waiting at a red light on Route 4

and Route 5 have no relevant information and prioritize more relevant messages of

other vehicles.

Finally, we evaluate the network’s AIR, depicted in Figure 35b. In this low-velocity

scenario, we observe that the content-aware approaches Risk and Risk Dynamic achieve

the lowest network’s AIR with a median of 0.12 and 0.09, respectively. We also observe

that the Naive approach outperforms R-DCC and A-DCC with a median network’s

AIR of 0.43. The reason is that R-DCC and A-DCC reduce the message frequencies of

vehicles more than required and cannot prioritize relevant information. In this con-

text, R-DCC and A-DCC achieve a median network’s AIR of 0.30 and 0.39, respectively.

We again confirm a higher network’s AIR of Priority compared to the reference ap-

proaches from the error bars, reporting the mean of means and the standard deviation

of the mean over 30 simulation runs. Priority achieves a mean network’s AIR of 0.51
over all simulation runs. In contrast, Naive, A-DCC, and R-DCC achieve a mean net-

work’s AIR of 0.43, 0.31, and 0.38 over all simulation runs, respectively. Priority adapts Prioritizing
relevant
information

the vehicle’s resource allocation to its information relevance. That way, MCMs from ve-

hicles with relevant information are prioritized in the intersection. Content-agnostic

approaches such as ETSI R-DCC and A-DCC aim for a fair distribution of channel
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Parameter Value

AoI Threshold 150ms

Segment Precision 1

Channel Model realistic channel model

Table 7: Parameters for the evaluation of the adaptive data dissemination strategy for

cooperative driving.

resources among all vehicles irrespective of their information relevance, which is a

disadvantage in the considered scenario.

In Section A.2, we evaluate the cumulative distribution of the information relevance

in a cooperative driving scenario. We show that 90% of the information relevance

measurements are below 0.2, meaning that only few vehicles have a high information

relevance and require to coordinate a cooperative maneuver.

In summary, we confirmed the results of our numerical analysis in simulations:

Based on the information relevance assessment for cooperative driving, our proposed

Priority approach counteracts channel congestion and achieves the highest network’s

AIR in scenarios with high mobility and a realistic channel model. Moreover, we also

confirmed our numerical results with simulations and discussed the impact of our

realistic channel model on the performance of the considered approaches. Lastly, we

demonstrated that our approach increases the network’s AIR by 18.6% over all simu-

lation runs in a cooperative driving scenario compared to the reference approaches.

7.4 adaptive data dissemination strategy for cooperative driving

In this section, we compare the performance of our adaptive data dissemination strat-

egy presented in Section 5.3 with reference approaches. In this evaluation, we analyze

to which extent our approach improves the communication quality of vehicles coordi-

nating a cooperative maneuver. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of communication

quality on the average velocity of vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers in a

congested urban intersection scenario. In the following, we briefly introduce specific

parameters for the evaluation and describe the reference approaches.

7.4.1 Scenario

The scenario considered for evaluating our adaptive data dissemination strategy is

described in the following. In addition to the parameters described in Section 7.1.3,

we specify relevant parameters for this evaluation. After that, we briefly outline our

considered reference approaches.
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Parameters

Specific parameters considered in this evaluation are summarized in Table 7. If a

vehicle on Route 2 cooperates with another vehicle on Route 3, the adaptive data

dissemination strategy uses 3GPP LTE-V2N communication if the measurement-based

assessed AoI is below a threshold AoI. An AoI threshold close to 100ms increases the

communication quality for the cooperative maneuver but also increases the channel

load of 3GPP LTE-V2N communication because of λMAX. That is, vehicles coordinating

a cooperative maneuver would always use 3GPP LTE-V2N in addition to Vehicle-to-

Vehicle (V2V) communication. In this evaluation, we set the AoI threshold to 150ms.

If decentralized V2X communication can provide high communication quality, the

adaptive data dissemination strategy will not use 3GPP LTE-V2N in addition to V2X

communication. However, for unreliable V2X communication, a threshold peak AoI of

150ms enables an immediate adaptation to increase the communication quality with

3GPP LTE-V2N communication if one message of a cooperation partner is lost. Segment
precision

Our Lane-based Geocast approach enables to send messages to vehicles on a specific

lane. We introduced the segment precision to limit the number of vehicles selected

for a Lane-based Geocast transmission. Vehicles subscribe to the segment they are

driving on. A high segment precision leads to frequent updates of vehicles entering

and leaving lane segments. In contrast, for a low segment precision, messages are

sent to a large number of vehicles, increasing the channel load in the 3GPP LTE-V2N

network. In the considered urban intersection scenario, SUMO divides the Flachstrasse
from Route 3 into multiple lanes with lane lengths below 100m. Hence, there is no

need to divide the lane into multiple lane segments. Therefore, we consider a segment

precision of 1. In this evaluation, we consider the realistic channel model.

Reference Approaches

We denote our proposed data dissemination strategy as Adaptive. We compare the

Adaptive approach with the following reference approaches.

Plain The Plain approach uses the SUMO driver model, which cannot coordinate

cooperative maneuvers with V2X communication and only relies on the driver’s

Line of Sight (LoS). The Plain approach denotes the lower traffic efficiency bound

in a congested urban intersection scenario.

Naive (I) The Naive (I) approach sends messages with the maximum message fre-

quency of 10Hz and coordinates cooperative maneuvers with our cooperative

driving application. Naive (I) considers an Ideal channel model, neglecting radio

propagation and medium access effects of the realistic channel model. MCMs

are not affected by path loss, message collisions, and latency. Thus, cooperative

driving can fully exploit its potential to increase traffic efficiency in an urban

intersection scenario and is unaffected by impaired communication quality.

Naive (R) Lastly, we consider the Naive approach with a realistic channel model.

Naive (R) sends messages with the maximum message frequency of 10Hz and

coordinates cooperative maneuvers with our cooperative driving application.
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Figure 36: Age of Information for vehicles performing cooperative maneuvers.

In this evaluation, we do not consider 3GPP LTE-V2N communication as a reference

approach. Cooperative driving requires Broadcast transmission to inform vehicles inLTE unicast
the vicinity about their future driving intentions. However, Unicast transmissions for

3GPP LTE-V2N communication are not widely deployed and, thus, not usable. As al-

ready analyzed in the related work [135, 146, 220, 225], 3GPP LTE-V2N communication

cannot sufficiently support periodic Broadcast message dissemination with multiple

Unicast transmissions, leading to severe channel congestion in the LTE downlink.

7.4.2 Communication Quality

In the previous evaluation, we analyzed the communication quality of vehicles from

a V2X network perspective, focusing on the CBR, PDR, normalized throughput, and

network’s AIR. In the following, we evaluate the measurement-based peak AoI of

vehicles requesting, coordinating, and executing a cooperative maneuver.

Figure 36 depicts the peak AoI of vehicles actively involved in a cooperative maneu-

ver to their respective cooperation partners. In this first evaluation, we do not consider

the Plain approach because it does not use V2X communication to coordinate cooper-

ative maneuvers.

The Naive (I) approach has a peak AoI of 100ms because the Naive (I) approach is

not affected by limited channel resources, radio propagation, and medium access ef-

fects. Hence, for the Naive (I) approach, vehicles coordinating cooperative maneuvers

benefit from reliable V2X communication without latency with a maximum message

frequency of 10Hz. In contrast, the peak AoI of vehicles coordinating and executing

cooperative maneuvers is significantly higher for the Naive (R) approach with a me-

dian peak AoI of 138.75ms. The mean of means of the peak AoI over all considered

simulation runs is 278.44ms. However, we also notice that the peak AoI partially ex-

ceeds 1000ms during the coordination of a cooperative maneuver. Specifically, path

loss and shadowing effects increase the peak AoI of vehicles starting the coordination

of a cooperative maneuver. The Adaptive approach improves the peak AoI compared

to the Naive (R) approach and achieves a median peak AoI of 106.29ms. The mean

of means of the peak AoI over all considered simulation runs is 151.36ms, signifi-

cantly improving the communication quality for vehicles coordinating a cooperative
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Figure 37: Average velocity per vehicle for the different approaches.

maneuver. Three mechanisms of the Adaptive approach explain the improved commu-

nication quality: The Adaptive approach i) uses relevance-aware resource allocation

to prioritize relevant information, ii) increases the communication range with 3GPP

LTE-V2N communication to potential cooperation partner for increased awareness,

and iii) improves the communication with 3GPP LTE-V2N communication during a

cooperative maneuver if the communication quality exceeds the peak AoI threshold

of 150ms.

In summary, we have shown that the Adaptive approach decreases the peak AoI of

vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver by 45.64% compared to the Naive (R)

approach using heterogeneous V2X access technologies.

7.4.3 Traffic Efficiency

In the previous evaluation, we have observed that the Adaptive approach improves

the communication quality of vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver com-

pared to the Naive (R) approach. In the following, we analyze the impact of impaired

communication quality on the traffic efficiency of cooperative driving.

Figure 37 depicts the average velocity of vehicles on the different routes depicted

in Figure 22b. In this evaluation, we do not report the average velocity of vehicles on

Route 4 and Route 5 because these vehicles wait at a red traffic light. The label All

Routes in Figure 37 denotes the aggregated average velocity of vehicles on Route 1,

Route 2, and Route 3.

We first analyze the average velocity of vehicles considering the Plain approach.

Plain achieves the lowest average velocity on All Routes compared to the other

approaches with a mean of means average velocity of 4.76m/s over all simulation

runs. Using the Plain approach, vehicles on Route 3 do not offer cooperation for

vehicles on Route 2 to turn left in the intersection. Consequently, we observe a traffic Impact of
traffic jams

jam on Route 1 and Route 2. In the considered simulation run, most of the vehicles

on Route 1 and Route 2 stop in the intersection with a median average velocity of
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0.19m/s and 0.07m/s, respectively. A vehicle at a standstill requires more time to turn

left in the intersection compared to a moving vehicle, increasing the required gap to

turn left safely. However, vehicles on Route 3 do not offer cooperation to counteract a

traffic jam on Route 1 and Route 2.

The mean of means over all simulation runs on Route 1 and Route 2 is 2.01m/s
and 1.55m/s, respectively. We also observe a lower mean of means average velocity of

6.89m/s on Route 3 compared to the other approaches over all simulation runs. TheSlowing down
before

intersections
vehicle’s LoS to side lanes from the main lane is obstructed by buildings. Hence, the

SUMO driver slows down before approaching an intersection on Route 3 to give right-

of-way to vehicles turning into the lane. In contrast, our cooperative driving approach

relies on V2X communication for environment perception. Without a perceived conflict

with other vehicles, the cooperative driving application does not slow down before the

intersection and, therefore, achieves a higher average velocity on Route 3 compared

to the Plain approach.Cooperation
increases

traffic
efficiency

The Naive (I) approach provides the highest communication quality to coordinate

cooperative maneuvers early with high reliability. We observe that the traffic jam in the

intersection from Route 1 and Route 2 can be reduced, increasing the mean of means

average velocity on both routes to 5.13m/s and 4.38m/s over all simulation runs,

respectively. The mean of means average velocity on All Routes increases to 6.60m/s
over all simulation runs. Hence, cooperative driving with the Naive (I) approach

reduces the traffic jam in the intersection and increases the traffic efficiency of vehicles

in the considered scenario.Impact of
impaired V2X

quality
In contrast to the Naive (I) approach, the Naive (R) approach cannot exploit the full

potential of cooperative driving because of impaired communication quality. The mean

of means average velocity on All Routes decreases to 5.66m/s over all simulation runs.

We observe that vehicles on Route 1 and Route 2 have a significantly decreased mean

of means average velocity of 3.82m/s and 2.96m/s over all simulation runs. Hence,

the Naive (R) approach only achieves a small traffic efficiency gain compared to the

Plain approach. The impaired communication quality because of the congested V2X

channel and path loss does not allow for early and reliable maneuver coordination.

We also observe a higher average velocity of vehicles on Route 3 for the Naive (R)

approach compared to the Naive (I) approach, indicating that vehicles on Route 3

have higher cooperation costs because cooperative maneuvers are coordinated later.

In contrast, our Adaptive approach increases the average velocity in the scenario.

We observe a mean of means average velocity on All Routes of 6.73m/s over allHigher V2X
range and

quality
simulation runs. Additionally, the traffic jam on Route 1 and Route 2 is significantly

reduced, leading to a mean of means average velocity of 5.26m/s and 5.01m/s over

all simulation runs, respectively. Adaptive improves the cooperative driving efficiency

performance through heterogeneous V2X access technologies compared to Naive (R)

by extending the communication range and improving the AoI while coordinating a

cooperative maneuver.

In summary, a single V2X access technology is insufficient for cooperative driving

in challenging scenarios. We have also shown that increasing the communication

range before coordinating a cooperative maneuver and improving the communication
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quality during the execution of a cooperative maneuver increases traffic efficiency for

cooperative driving by 18.9% over all simulation runs.

Notably, even the Naive (I) approach cannot fully prevent a traffic jam on Route 1

and Route 2 with cooperative driving. We identified two reasons which are linked

to our cooperative driving application and discussed in the following: First, a vehi- Desired
trajectories

cle only requests a cooperative maneuver with one desired trajectory, which has the

lowest costs among all generated trajectories. However, the selected desired trajectory

might cause high costs for the vehicle potentially offering cooperation. If the costs

exceed the threshold to offer cooperation, the cooperation partner will deny the coop-

eration request. We can address this problem by sending multiple desired trajectories

addressing different cooperation partners. Furthermore, we can obtain the potential

costs for the cooperation partner to improve the selection of the desired trajectory. Cooperation
costs

Second, we currently require that the costs induced to offer cooperation are lower

than the gain achieved by a cooperative maneuver. If a cooperative maneuver is denied,

the requesting vehicle requires decelerating while approaching the intersection. With

a lower velocity, the requesting vehicle requires an even larger gap to turn left safely,

further increasing the costs to offer cooperation. Consequently, also further coopera-

tion requests might be denied because of the high cooperation costs, leading to a traffic

jam on Route 1 and Route 2. We can address this problem by considering the overall

traffic flow when offering or denying cooperation in addition to the cooperation costs

of individual vehicles.

7.5 communication-aware cooperative driving

In the following, we compare the performance of our communication-aware coop-

erative driving approach, denoted as Aware, with reference approaches. Adapting

cooperative driving to the assessed communication quality is required to maintain

safety in scenarios with impaired communication quality. Overall, we analyze if our

communication-aware adaptive approach increases the traffic safety for cooperative

driving in scenarios with impaired communication quality compared to the reference

approaches. Moreover, we analyze to which extent our communication-aware adaptive

approach increases traffic efficiency in scenarios with high communication quality.

For the evaluation, we outline the considered scenarios, describe specific parameters,

and briefly explain the reference approaches in the following.

7.5.1 Scenario

In this evaluation, we consider a simplified PDR channel model. We additionally con-

sider the parameters denoted in Table 8. We vary the PDR between 0.1 and 1 to analyze

the impact of different communication qualities on the traffic efficiency and safety of

cooperative driving. A PDR of 0 means that no messages can be received, prevent-

ing any coordination of cooperative driving maneuvers. For the Aware approach, we

consider a probability to receive at least one message of 0.9999, which is used for the
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Parameter Value

Message Frequency 10Hz

PDR 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0

Probability to receive at least one message 0.9999

Vehicle Velocity 8.33m/s

Emergency Deceleration −10m/s2

Table 8: Specific parameters for the evaluation of communication-aware cooperative driving.
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Figure 38: Conflict zone for the left-turning at an intersection use case, denoting the times

when vehicles enter and leave the conflict zone.

model-based AoI assessment. Irrespective of the considered approach, cooperative

driving always sends MCMs with the maximum message frequency of 10Hz.Scenario
description

In this evaluation, we focus on the traffic efficiency and safety of individual vehicles

performing cooperative driving maneuvers. Hence, we consider a scenario with three

vehicles to avoid interference from other vehicles. For reference, the vehicle notation in

the following refers to Figure 38. In the considered scenarios, vehicles 1 and 3 approach

the intersection on Route 3 and vehicle 2 approaches the intersection on Route 2.

All vehicles initially drive with a velocity of 8.33m/s and the vehicle’s maximum

deceleration is limited to −10m/s2
. Without coordinating a cooperative maneuver,

vehicles 1 and 2 will arrive simultaneously in the intersection. Furthermore, vehicle

3 leaves the intersection before vehicle 1 and 2 enter it. Hence, vehicle 2 requires

coordinating a cooperative maneuver with vehicle 1. After agreeing on the cooperative

maneuver, vehicle 1 opens a sufficiently large gap for vehicle 2 to its preceding vehicle

3.

We consider the following two scenarios. In the first scenario, we focus on the min-Traffic
efficiency
scenario

imum velocity of vehicle 1 while coordinating a cooperative maneuver for different

communication qualities. A decreased minimum velocity indicates high cooperation

costs for vehicle 1, negatively impacting its traffic efficiency. Our presented Aware

approach adapts the cooperative maneuvers to the assessed communication quality

and increases the safety margin to other vehicles in scenarios with impaired commu-

nication quality. In the evaluation, we analyze to which extent the velocity of vehicle
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1 must be decreased to offer cooperation in scenarios with impaired communication

quality compared to the reference approaches. Traffic safety
scenario

The second scenario is similar to the first scenario, where vehicle 1 offers vehicle 2

cooperation. However, in the second scenario, vehicle 3 interferes with the cooperative

maneuver because of an emergency in the intersection. After recognizing the emer-

gency, vehicle 3 immediately informs other vehicles with MCMs, decelerates with

the maximum deceleration of −10m/s2
(cf. Case 3 in Equation 46), and blocks the

intersection. Consequently, after receiving an emergency MCM of vehicle 3, vehicle

1 and 2 abort the cooperation and stop before the intersection to prevent a collision

with vehicle 3. For a low PDR, the time until vehicle 1 and 2 reliably receive a message

from vehicle 3 increases. In the evaluation, we analyze to which extent our presented

approach maintains traffic safety in scenarios with impaired communication qualities

compared to the reference approaches. We measure the traffic safety using the colli-

sion velocity of vehicle 2. If vehicle 2 cannot stop before the intersection, the collision

velocity denotes the vehicle’s velocity at the time of the collision with vehicle 3. Traffic

safety is maintained if the collision velocity is 0m/s, i. e., the collision was mitigated. Reference
approaches

We consider cooperative driving with a velocity-dependent safety margin to other

vehicles as reference approaches. We use a safety time of 0 s, 1 s, and 2 s, where the

reference approaches are denoted as M-0, M-1, and M-2, respectively. The reference

approaches maintain a safety margin to other vehicles using the respective safety time

multiplied by the vehicle’s current velocity. A safety time of 0 s is a theoretical example

and used as an upper bound for the traffic efficiency gain of cooperative driving.

7.5.2 Numerical Analysis

A key design parameter of the Aware approach is the considered probability to receive

at least one message. Using a small probability to receive at least one message decreases

the assessed peak AoI and, therewith, the safety margin to other vehicles. Hence, the

traffic efficiency gain of the Aware approach increases for a small probability to receive

at least one message. However, a small probability to receive at least one message also Robustness to
message loss

decreases the robustness to message loss, potentially affecting traffic safety of vehicles

in critical scenarios. In the following, we perform numerical analysis to understand the

behavior of the approaches for different communication qualities and the considered

probability to receive at least one message in a controlled environment.

We first analyze the traffic efficiency scenario, focusing on the minimum velocity

of vehicle 1. Hence, we analyze to which extent the Aware approach decreases the

velocity of vehicle 1 compared to the reference approaches.

After that, we analyze the traffic safety scenario, focusing on the collision velocity

of vehicle 2. To avoid a collision in the intersection, vehicle 2 must receive at least

one message of vehicle 3 informing about its emergency. For a fair comparison in the

numerical analysis, vehicle 2 must receive a message of vehicle 3 with a probability

of 0.9999 before aborting the cooperation. In Section A.3, we compare the approaches

for a probability of 0.9 and 0.99 to receive at least one message. Figure 39 depicts the

traffic efficiency and safety scenario analysis.
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(a) Efficiency analysis of vehicle 1.
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(b) Safety analysis of vehicle 2.

Figure 39: Numerical analysis of a traffic safety and efficiency scenario for cooperative

driving at an intersection.

Traffic Efficiency

First, we focus on the traffic efficiency scenario, where the results are depicted in

Figure 39a. The safety margins of the reference approaches only depend on their

respective safety time and the vehicle’s velocity. Figure 39a depicts a minimum velocity

of 6.57m/s, 4.49m/s, and 3.22m/s for M-0, M-1, M-2, respectively. As the reference

approaches do not consider the PDR, the minimum velocity is independent of the

PDR. In this scenario, vehicle 1 must reduce its velocity to the mentioned values to

offer vehicle 2 cooperation. The velocity of vehicle 1 decreases with the safety time of

the respective approach, increasing the costs for the cooperative maneuver. In contrast,Adapting to
the assessed

AoI
the Aware approach adapts the cooperative maneuver to the assessed AoI obtained

from the PDR. For a PDR of 0.1, the Aware approach achieves a minimum velocity of

1.18m/s to provide a sufficiently large safety margin to vehicle 3. Notably, the Aware

approach requires a significantly larger safety margin to other vehicles for a low PDR

compared to the reference approaches. However, the Aware approach increases the

traffic efficiency compared to the M-2 approach for a PDR higher than 0.39 and the M-1

approach for a PDR higher than 0.64. For a PDR of 1.0, the Aware approach achieves

a minimum velocity of 6.35m/s. In contrast, the M-0 approach achieves a minimum

velocity of 6.57m/s, independent of the PDR. The Aware approach cannot achieve thePerformance
limitations of

the Aware
approach

traffic efficiency gain of the M-0 approach because the AoI is lower bounded by the

maximum message frequency of 10Hz, resulting in a minimum safety time of 100ms
for a PDR of 1.0.

In summary, we conclude that the Aware approach decreases the traffic efficiency of

vehicles coordinating a cooperative maneuver to increase the safety margin between

vehicles. However, the Aware approach increases traffic efficiency in scenarios with

high communication quality, outperforming a static safety margin of 1 s and 2 s for a

PDR above 0.64 and 0.39, respectively.
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Traffic Safety

Figure 39b depicts the results of the traffic safety scenario. We assume that vehicle 1 and

2 adapt to the emergency of vehicle 3 if they have received at least one MCM of vehicle

3 with a probability of 0.9999, where we consider the requirements of traffic efficiency

applications summarized in Table 2. Figure 39b shows that the reference approaches

cannot maintain safety for low PDRs. For the M-0 approach, vehicle 2 collides in the

intersection with a velocity of 8.28m/s below a PDR of 0.78. Here, vehicle 2 has not

received an MCM of vehicle 3, informing about its emergency before entering the

intersection. For a higher PDR, the collision velocity of vehicle 2 decreases similar to a

step function. According to Equation 26, the probability to receive at least one message

increases with the PDR and the number of sent messages. In the considered safety

scenario, a collision is mitigated if vehicle 2 can directly adapt to vehicle 3’s emergency,

i. e., requires less messages sent by vehicle 3 to receive at least one message reliably. In

Figure 39b, the collision velocity is decreased for each message cycle vehicle 2 receives

an emergency MCM earlier. In this context, the PDR must exceed a certain threshold

such that vehicle 2 reliably receives an emergency MCM earlier. For the M-0 approach,

a collision is only mitigated for a PDR of 1.0.

For the M-2 and M-1 approaches, traffic safety is maintained above a PDR of 0.35
and 0.54, respectively. In contrast to the reference approaches, the Aware approach Adapting to

the PDR
maintains traffic safety for all considered PDRs and outperforms M-0, M-1, and M-2

for a PDR lower than 1.0, 0.54, and 0.35, respectively.

In Section A.3, we present an extended numerical analysis for different probabilities

to receive at least one message. The evaluation shows that the traffic efficiency of

the Aware approach is significantly increased for a probability to receive at least one

message of 0.9 and 0.99. Hence, the Aware approach achieves a minimum velocity of

2.95m/s and 1.78m/s, respectively, for a PDR of 0.1. However, a lower probability to

receive at least one message also decreases the message loss robustness.

In summary, our presented Aware approach provides traffic safety in scenarios

with unreliable communication by adapting the cooperative maneuver to the assessed

communication quality.

7.5.3 Simulation Analysis

In the following, we evaluate the performance of the Aware approach in simulations.

In simulations, we use the considered PDR as an input for our model-based AoI

assessment because the PDR is assumed to remain constant over time and distance

in this analysis. Similar to the numerical analysis, the reference approaches increase

the safety margin to other vehicles based on their current velocity and the respective

safety time. Figure 40 depicts the analysis for the traffic efficiency and safety scenario

in simulations.
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(a) Median minimum velocity of vehicle 1.
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(b) 97.5th percentile of the collision velocity of

vehicle 2 .

Figure 40: Simulation analysis of a traffic safety and efficiency scenario for cooperative

driving at an intersection.

Traffic Efficiency

First, we focus on the traffic efficiency scenario. Similar to the numerical analysis,

we analyze the minimum velocity of vehicle 1, which offers vehicle 2 cooperation.

The markers in Figure 40a show the median minimum velocity of vehicle 1 over 30

simulation runs for a PDR between 0.1 and 1.0. Similar to our numerical results, we

observe that the PDR only marginally affects the reference approaches. The approaches

only adapt the safety margin to other vehicles based on the safety time and vehicle

velocity. For a PDR of 0.1, the M-0 approach achieves a median minimum velocity of

6.40m/s and increases to 6.67m/s for a PDR of 1.0. The minimum velocity increasesEarly and
reliable

coordination
with the PDR because MCMs required to coordinate a cooperative maneuver are

received more reliably, allowing for an earlier and, thus, more efficient coordination.

The M-1 approach achieves a lower median minimum velocity of 5.03m/s for a

PDR of 0.1 compared to the M-0 approach. Furthermore, the M-2 approach achieves a

median minimum velocity of 4.04m/s for the same PDR. For a PDR of 1.0, the median

minimum velocity increases to 5.37m/s and 4.65m/s for the M-1 and M-2 approaches,

respectively. Notably, the Aware approach achieves a median minimum velocity of

5.98m/s for a PDR of 0.1. For a PDR of 0.1, the cooperative maneuver between vehicles

1 and 2 cannot be coordinated because of the impaired communication quality and the

required safety margin to vehicle 3 to turn left safely in the intersection. That is, vehicle

2 has a trajectory conflict with vehicle 3 until arriving in the intersection. Therefore,

the requesting vehicle 2 stops in the intersection and waits for vehicles 1 and 3 to pass

the intersection. For a PDR higher than 0.1, cooperative maneuvers are successfully

performed using the Aware approach. For a PDR of 0.2, the Aware approach achieves a

median minimum velocity of 4.26m/s, which is lower compared to the M-2 approach.

The Aware approach achieves a higher median minimum velocity of 4.71m/s and

5.52m/s compared to the M-2 and M-0 approaches for a PDR higher than 0.3 and 0.5,

respectively. We achieve comparable performance to the M-0 approach for a PDR of
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0.8 with a median minimum velocity of 6.67m/s. That is, for a high communication

quality, the Aware approach significantly increases traffic efficiency.

Traffic Safety

In the following, we analyze the traffic safety scenario, where vehicle 3 unexpectedly

decelerates in the intersection because of an emergency. For this purpose, we extend Unexpected
behavior
modeling

our maneuver planning module and, more specifically, the trajectory assignment in

the cooperation logic. After vehicle 3 has entered the intersection, the cooperation logic

assigns an emergency trajectory as the planned trajectory for maneuver execution. For

vehicle 3, an emergency trajectory is assigned 2 s after entering the intersection. That

way, vehicle 3 blocks the intersection after decelerating to a standstill such that vehicle

2 cannot turn left in the intersection.

Figure 40b compares the traffic safety performance of the approaches. Similar to

the numerical analysis, we report the collision velocity of the requesting vehicle 2.

The markers in Figure 40b show the 97.5th percentile of the collision velocity over

30 simulation runs for a PDR between 0.1 and 1.0. Traffic safety is maintained for a

collision velocity of 0m/s. Severe vehicle
collisions

We observe that the M-0 approach has collisions up to a PDR of 0.6. For a PDR below

0.2, vehicle 2 does not receive an emergency MCM of vehicle 3 and, hence, collides

with the maximum vehicle velocity of 8.33m/s. The reason is that a safety time of 0 s
does not allow reacting to unexpected events in time if the communication quality

is insufficient. In contrast, the M-1 approach shows higher robustness to impaired

communication quality and mitigates collisions up to a PDR of 0.4. However, we

observe severe collisions with the maximum vehicle velocity for a PDR below 0.2. The

M-2 approach mitigates collisions above a PDR of 0.1.

Similar to the numerical analysis, we observe no collision for the Aware approach

in Figure 40b. Hence, the Aware approach maintains safety even in scenarios with

impaired communication quality. Notably, if a higher probability to receive at least Adapting the
time horizon

one message than 0.9999 is required, we also need to increase the trajectory’s time

horizon. A probability of 0.9999 to receive at least one message with a PDR of 0.1 leads

to a peak AoI of approximately 8.84 s, almost exceeding the trajectory’s time horizon.

Hence, for a higher message loss robustness, the trajectory’s time horizon must be

increased for the Aware approach.

In summary, in our numerical and simulation evaluation, we have shown the im-

portance of considering communication quality to coordinate cooperative driving

maneuvers. Our evaluation shows that communication-aware cooperative driving is

superior to the reference approaches, providing higher traffic efficiency in scenarios

with high communication quality and maintaining traffic safety in scenarios with

impaired communication quality. Vehicle
dynamics
simulators

In future work, different scenarios with significantly more simulation runs must

be investigated to further analyze traffic efficiency and safety for cooperative driving

considering impaired communication quality. Additionally, our CoDA.kom framework

uses the traffic simulator SUMO. Future work should also consider vehicle dynamics

simulators to evaluate traffic safety.
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In summary, we showed that our relevance-aware resource allocation and adaptive

data dissemination strategy increase the communication quality in highly congested

channels for cooperative driving. Furthermore, we demonstrated the need for commu-

nication-aware cooperative driving to adapt cooperative maneuvers to the available

communication quality to increase traffic efficiency and maintain safety on the road.



8
S U M M A RY, CO NC LU S I O N S , A N D O U T LO O K

F
inally, we conclude our work by summarizing the content of the previous chapters

and highlighting our main contributions. We link our evaluation results to our

identified research challenges to draw final conclusions in the scope of this thesis. In

the end, we outline open issues and indicate potential future work.

8.1 summary of the thesis

In Chapter 1, we identified the challenges for cooperative driving from the Vehicle-to-

Everything (V2X) communication perspective. We motivated the need for relevance-

aware V2X network adaptations and communication-aware cooperative driving in sce-

narios with high vehicle density. Chapter 2 identified and compared the applicability

of different V2X access technologies for cooperative driving based on our communi-

cation requirements analysis. We discussed existing cooperative driving mechanisms

and message protocols and identified relevant approaches to maintain traffic safety

under impaired communication quality conditions. Additionally, we studied exist-

ing mechanisms for V2X network adaptations and their applicability to cooperative

driving, focusing on resource allocation and heterogeneous V2X communication. In

our problem formulation in Chapter 3, we discussed factors for communication qual-

ity impairment in V2X networks. Furthermore, we analyzed the effects of impaired

communication quality on the cooperative driving performance. Consequently, we

introduced necessary components from the V2X communication perspective to coor-

dinate cooperative maneuvers safely and efficiently. Based on the identified research

gaps and problem formulation, we summarize our research contributions of this thesis

in the following.

8.1.1 Contributions

The foundation of this thesis is the communication quality and information rele-

vance assessment in decentralized V2X networks, constituting our first contribution in

Chapter 4. Communication quality and information relevance assessment is required

for relevance-aware V2X network adaptations and communication-aware cooperative

driving. In this context, we derived a numerical model to assess radio propagation and V2X quality
assessment

medium access effects for the IEEE 802.11p access technology. We analyzed the com-

putational complexity of our approach and proposed an approximated model with

low computational complexity for communication quality assessment in decentralized

V2X networks. Thereupon, we introduced a measurement- and model-based approach

to assess the Age of Information (AoI) in decentralized V2X networks. Additionally, Information
relevance

we addressed the challenge of information relevance assessment for cooperative driv-
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ing. Based on previous results related to the vehicles’ instantaneous approaching times
targeting the V2X applications collective perception, we proposed the Perceived Aware-

ness over Time Horizon (PATH) for cooperative driving. The PATH obtains the vehicle’s

relevance to coordinate a cooperative maneuver, assigning more relevance to critical

maneuvers. Finally, we linked the PATH to the information relevance of a Maneu-

ver Coordination Message (MCM). Our design allows predicting the communication

quality and information relevance for an upcoming cooperative maneuver.

In Chapter 5 and based on our communication quality and information relevance

assessment, we proposed our second contribution. We presented V2X network adap-

tations to improve communication quality in scenarios with high vehicle density. InRelevance-
aware resource

allocation
this context, we introduced the network’s Accessible Information Relevance (AIR),

which quantifies the perceived information relevance in a decentralized V2X network.

Based on our definition of the network’s AIR, we derived an optimization problem

to enable relevance-aware resource allocation in decentralized V2X networks. Mes-

sages of vehicles with high information relevance are prioritized over messages of

vehicles with low information relevance in congested V2X channels. Furthermore, weHeteroge-
neous data

dissemination
proposed our adaptive data dissemination strategy using heterogeneous V2X access

technologies to enable early and reliable coordination of cooperative driving maneu-

vers. Our approach uses Geocast communication to extend the communication range

of decentralized Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication with centralized Vehicle-to-

Network (V2N) communication for vehicles requiring to coordinate cooperative ma-

neuvers. While coordinating a cooperative maneuver, our approach additionally uses

cellular V2N Unicast communication if the communication quality of decentralized

V2V communication is insufficient.Adaptive
cooperative

driving
Our third contribution adapts cooperative driving to physical constraints of the V2X

communication quality. We analyzed traffic safety of cooperative driving under im-

paired communication quality conditions and suggested communication-aware coop-

erative driving, based on the model-based assessment of the AoI in Chapter 4. Our

approach forms a general framework for trajectory-based cooperative driving and

adapts the safety margins of vehicles to the assessed AoI. In scenarios with impaired

communication quality, our approach increases the safety margins between coordinat-

ing vehicles to increase the reaction time for unexpected events.Evaluation
framework

Finally, we presented our simulation framework CoDA.kom in Chapter 6, which

supports heterogeneous V2X access technologies, offers a generic interface for V2X

applications, and provides a simple and realistic channel model to consider radio

propagation effects. Moreover, we discussed our prototypical realization of the coop-

erative driving application left-turning at an intersection, where we explain the coor-

dination and execution of cooperative maneuvers in detail. The CoDA.kom framework

and our contributions for relevance-aware V2X network adaptations and communica-

tion-aware cooperative driving present the foundation of our evaluation in Chapter 7.
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8.1.2 Conclusions

We assessed the performance of our contributions in a numerical and simulation eval-

uation to analyze the effects of relevance-aware V2X network adaptations and com-

munication-aware cooperative driving. We showed that our relevance-aware resource

allocation prioritizes relevant information in congested decentralized V2X networks.

Moreover, we improve the coordination of cooperative maneuvers from the communi-

cation perspective to maintain safety and increase efficiency on the road. Consequently,

by implementing our approaches in V2X-enabled vehicles with cooperative driving,

our contributions adapt to highly dynamic network conditions. That way, our approach

increases the impaired communication quality robustness for cooperative driving. V2X model
validation

We validated our proposed numerical model for communication quality assessment

with simulations, showing high similarity of the Channel Busy Ratio (CBR), Packet

Delivery Ratio (PDR), normalized throughput, and AoI. Prioritizing
relevant
information

In a numerical and simulation evaluation, we analyzed the performance of our novel

relevance-aware resource allocation approach in decentralized V2X networks. Our

approach optimizes the network’s AIR by adapting the vehicle’s message frequency

to the assessed information relevance and message frequency of other vehicles in a

decentralized V2X network. We showed that optimizing the network’s AIR improves

the AoI of vehicles with relevant information in congested channels compared to

reference approaches. Furthermore, we showed that the limited communication range Combining
V2X access
technologies

of V2V networks does not allow for early coordination of cooperative maneuvers.

Our adaptive data dissemination strategy increases the communication range and

communication quality of coordinating vehicles, improving traffic efficiency in an

intersection scenario compared to V2V communication.

Finally, in Section 7.5, we showed in a numerical and simulation evaluation that

communication-unaware cooperative driving negatively affects traffic safety and can

lead to severe vehicle collisions when coordinating cooperative maneuvers in scenarios

with impaired communication quality. More precisely, we specifically analyzed traffic

efficiency and safety performance of cooperative driving in an urban intersection

with different communication qualities and compared our proposed approach with

communication-unaware approaches. Our evaluation results show that our approach

provides high traffic efficiency in scenarios with high communication quality. Our

approach increases the safety margins between vehicles in scenarios with impaired

communication quality. In contrast to the reference approaches, we showed that our

approach maintains traffic safety even in a scenario where the cooperation needs to

be canceled because of an unexpected event.

8.2 outlook

The contributions in this thesis improve the V2X communication and application

performance significantly and motivate the extension to other V2X networks and

application use cases. Our numerical model for communication quality assessment

can be extended to enable relevance-aware resource allocation for other V2X access
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technologies, despite the IEEE 802.11p as presented in this thesis. In this context,5G New
Radio

the 3GPP 5G-NR with relevance-aware resource allocation offers great potential to

improve the communication quality for cooperative driving.V2X
applications
supporting

autonomous
driving

Given the limited channel resources in V2X networks and the increasing number

of V2X applications supporting traffic safety and efficiency, the need for relevance-

aware resource allocation increases, paving the way towards autonomous driving. In

this work, we focused on the assessment of information relevance for cooperative

driving. However, for other V2X applications, e. g., collective perception, a different

information relevance assessment is required. Moreover, if these applications operate

in the same channel, an information relevance weighting of different V2X applications

needs to be considered.

In addition, we focused on the cooperative driving use case left-turning at an inter-

section. As highlighted in this thesis, our adaptive data dissemination strategy and

communication-aware cooperative driving can be applied to other cooperative driving

use cases such as merging on highways and, in general, to autonomous driving.Functional
safety

Lastly, we evaluated our communication-aware approach for cooperative driving

concerning traffic efficiency and safety. Our evaluation concept can be extended to

represent the Automotive Safety Integration Level (ASIL) of ISO 26262 [109]. Commu-

nication-aware cooperative driving presented in this thesis allows to maintain traffic

safety by decreasing efficiency in scenarios with impaired communication quality.

The resulting lower severity rating because of a reduced vehicle collision probability

presents a promising opportunity to decrease the ASIL rating of cooperative driving.

Consequently, the required functional safety validation effort for the vehicle manufac-

turer and suppliers can be reduced.

Our contributions for trajectory-based communication quality and information rele-

vance assessment and their applicability to relevance-aware V2X network adaptations

and communication-aware adaptations are the foundations for safe and efficient co-

operative driving and enable further research in this area.
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A
A P P E N D I X

a.1 extended evaluation of relevance-aware resource allocation

In this section, we show an extended evaluation of resource allocation in decentralized

Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) networks. We consider the parameters and scenario used

in Section 7.3.

In the previous evaluation, we considered that the message frequency of vehicles

is uniformly distributed in the first iteration. In the following, we analyze the perfor-

mance of the considered approaches for a message frequency of 1Hz and 250 vehicles.

The scenario is specifically challenging for the adaptive approaches because all vehi-

cles assess a low Channel Busy Ratio (CBR) in the first iteration and simultaneously

adapt their message frequency in the next iterations. We want to verify if the adaptive

approaches converge to a stable state and to which extent the results in the steady-state

are comparable to our evaluation results in Section 7.3. Channel busy
ratio

Figure 41a depicts the CBR for 250 vehicles. We see that the CBR is 0.18 for all

approaches in the first iteration because all vehicles send with a message frequency

of 1Hz. In the next iteration, Naive, R-DCC, and Priority immediately increase the

message frequency of all vehicles to 10Hz. In contrast, A-DCC slowly increases the

vehicles’ message frequency, which increases the CBR. In the next iteration, Priority

and R-DCC decrease the message frequency of vehicles, which also decreases the

CBR to 0.60 and 0.44, respectively. Priority and R-DCC converge to a stable state after

4 iterations with a CBR of 0.72 and 0.44, respectively. The reason for the oscillating

behavior of Priority in the first 4 iterations is because of the higher adaptive gain factor

βR compared to A-DCC, allowing vehicles to allocate more resources per iteration.

However, our parameterization still fulfills Equation 41 for 250 vehicles. Normalized
throughput

Figure 41b depicts the normalized throughput for 250 vehicles. We see that Priority

achieves a normalized throughput of 0.62 after only 4 iterations, also outperfomring

the reference approaches in terms of convergence speed. PDR
Figure 41c shows the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for 250 vehicles. We see that all

approaches have a high PDR of 0.98 in the first iteration because of the low vehicles’

message frequency. However, all approaches achieve a similar performance in the

steady-state compared to the evaluation in Figure 31c. Network’s
AIR

Figure 41d depicts the network’s Accessible Information Relevance (AIR) for 250

vehicles. We see that Priority achieves a network’s AIR of 0.50, similar to the results

in Figure 31d. In contrast, the reference approaches R-DCC, A-DCC, and Naive only

achieve a network’s AIR of 0.23, 0.33, and 0.25, respectively.

In summary, we obtain results comparable to the evaluation in Section 7.3, where

Priority outperforms the reference approaches w. r. t. the normalized throughput and

network’s AIR. Moreover, we observed that in this challenging scenario, where all
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Figure 41: Evaluation of the communication quality metrics over a series of iterations for 250

vehicles and static information relevance.

vehicles start with a message frequency of 1Hz, our approach converges to a stable

state after only 4 iterations.

a.2 extended evaluation of the information relevance distribution

In Section 7.3.3, we compared the achieved network’s AIR for the considered ap-

proaches in a cooperative driving scenario. Each vehicle obtained its information

relevance based on the approaching time of its trajectory towards other trajectories.

A vehicle obtains a high information relevance for critical scenarios and a low in-

formation relevance otherwise. Figure 42 depicts the cumulative distribution of the

vehicles’ information relevance for a single simulation run using the Priority approach

performed in Section 7.3 with cooperative driving. Vehicles report their currently ob-

tained information relevance in each update cycle, i. e., every 100ms.

0.05 of the reported information relevance is 0, which is primarily from vehicles

waiting at a red traffic light. Notably, vehicles waiting at a red light near the center of
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Figure 42: Cumulative distribution of the information relevance in a cooperative driving

scenario.

the intersection have an information relevance greater than 0 because moving vehicles

at a green light approach them.

Figure 42 also shows that 0.9 and 0.99 of all information relevance measurements

are below 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. On the one side, Figure 42 shows that cooperation

conflicts can be coordinated and solved early. Considering a safety time of 2 s, an

information relevance of 0.2 and 0.4 is equal to an approaching time of 10 s and 5 s,

respectively. The result also explains the low performance of the Risk and Risk Dynamic

approaches, which trigger the maximum message frequency below an approaching

time of 1.5 s.

On the other side, Figure 42 confirms our assumption that only a few vehicles have

a high information relevance and require to coordinate a cooperative maneuver.

a.3 extended evaluation of communication-aware cooperative driving

In this section, we present an additional numerical analysis of communication-aware

cooperative driving to further analyze the impact of the probability to receive at

least one message. The numerical analysis is performed with the same parameters

and scenarios explained in Section 7.5. In the following, we analyze the effect of a

probability of 0.9 and 0.99 to receive at least one message on traffic efficiency and

safety for cooperative driving.

a.3.1 Increasing the Traffic Efficiency of Communication-Aware Cooperative Driving

Figure 43 depicts the traffic efficiency and safety performance of the considered ap-

proaches for a probability of 0.9 to receive at least one message. In contrast to a

probability of 0.9999 to receive at least one message considered in Section 7.5, a prob-

ability of 0.9 to receive at least one message allows for higher traffic efficiency for

the communication-aware approach even in scenarios with impaired communication

quality. That is, the model-based assessed Age of Information (AoI) decreases with the

probability to receive at least one message. Figure 43a compares the traffic efficiency
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(b) Safety analysis of vehicle 2.

Figure 43: Numerical analysis of a traffic safety and efficiency scenario for cooperative

driving at an intersection for a probability of 0.9 to receive at least one message.

of the different approaches for a PDR between 0.1 and 1.0. We see that the reference

approaches achieve the same performance compared to the evaluation reported in Fig-

ure 39a. However, the traffic efficiency of the Aware approach significantly increases

the minimum velocity of vehicle 1 to 2.95m/s for a PDR of 0.1. In contrast, for a prob-

ability of 0.9999 to receive at least one message, the Aware approach only achieved a

minimum velocity of 1.18m/s.

Figure 43b depicts the collision velocity for the safety scenario of the different

approaches. For comparison, we also consider that vehicles must receive one message

with a probability of 0.9. As expected, the Aware approach maintains safety for all

PDRs. We note that the lower probability to receive at least one message requirement

significantly affects the safety performance of the reference approaches. According

to Figure 43b all considered approaches maintain traffic safety above a PDR of 0.68.

The M-0 approach can reduce the collision severity up to a PDR of 0.32. Furthermore,

the M-1 and M-2 approaches maintain traffic safety for a PDR above 0.18 and 0.1,

respectively.

a.3.2 The Sweet-Spot between Traffic Efficiency and Safety

In the previous evaluation, we have seen that a low probability to receive at least one

message increases the traffic efficiency performance of the Aware approach. However,

a low probability to receive at least one message also decreases the robustness to

message loss in a safety scenario. Figure 44 depicts the traffic efficiency and safety

performance for a probability of 0.99 to receive at least one message.

Figure 44a shows the traffic efficiency performance of the different approaches. The

Aware approach achieves a minimum velocity of 1.78m/s for a PDR of 0.1. Interestingly,

we only increase the minimum velocity by 0.6m/s in contrast to a probability of 0.9999
to receive at least one message for a PDR of 0.1. However, the minimum velocity is
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Figure 44: Numerical analysis of a traffic safety and efficiency scenario for cooperative

driving at an intersection for a probability of 0.99 to receive at least one message.

reduced by 1.17m/s in contrast to a probability of 0.9 to receive at least one message,

as depicted in Figure 43a.

Lastly, the collision velocity for the different approaches for a probability of 0.99
to receive at least one message is depicted in Figure 44b. We again confirm that the

Aware approach maintains traffic safety for all considered PDRs. The M-0, M-1, M-2

maintain safety for a PDR above 0.9, 0.32, and 0.20, respectively.
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3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project

A-DCC Adaptive Decentralized Congestion Control

ADAS Advanced Driver Assistant Systems

AIFS Arbitration Inter-Frame Spacing

AIR Accessible Information Relevance

AoI Age of Information

ASIL Automotive Safety Integration Level

BTP Basic Transport Protocol

CAM Cooperative Awareness Message

CBR Channel Busy Ratio

CDD Common Data Dictionary

CMM Collaborative Maneuver Message
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CQI Channel Quality Index
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DCF Distributed Coordination Function

DENM Decentralized Environmental Notification Message
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ECC Electronic Communications Committee

EDCA Enhanced Distributed Channel Access

ERA Environmental Risk Awareness

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FCC Federal Communications Commission
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GBC GeoBroadcast
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GUC GeoUnicast

INTERN Integration of congestion and awareness control

ITS Intelligent Transport Systems

LDM Local Dynamic Map

Limeric Linear Message Rate Integrated Control

LoS Line of Sight
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LTE Long Term Evolution

MAC Medium Access Control

MCM Maneuver Coordination Message

NGS Non-Geometry-based Stochastic

NIC Network Interface Card

NLoS Non-Line of Sight

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing

OSI Open Systems Interconnection

OSM OpenStreetMap

PATH Perceived Awareness over Time Horizon

PDR Packet Delivery Ratio

POTI Position and Timing

ProSe Proximity Service

QoS Quality of Service
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TCP Transmission Control Protocol
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TraCI Traffic Control Interface
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URLLC Ultra-Reliable Low-Latency Communication

V2I Vehicle-to-Infrastructure

V2N Vehicle-to-Network

V2V Vehicle-to-Vehicle

V2X Vehicle-to-Everything

VANETs Vehicular Adhoc Networks

VDP Vehicle Data Provider

VoI Value of Information

VVLC Vehicular Visible Light Communication
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